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50 CENTS

Retailers turn to holiday markdowns

26 shopping
days to Christmas

NEW YORK (AP) — Having
digested millions of pounds of
turkey and trimmings and sated
themselves on football games,
Americans turn today to the next
order of business for Thanksgiving
weekend — hitting stores and
malls for the start of the Christmas
shopping season.
Some will be lined up, waiting
for stores to open. But consumers
are expected to browse more and
buy less this year, analysts said.

"There are some good buys out
there, but people don't have the
wherewithal to take advantage of
them," said Susan Tiffany, managing editor of Everybody's Money, a
quarterly consumer magazine published by the Credit Union National
Association in Madison, Wis.
Retailers will attempt to lure
consumers with special sales and
markdowns on merchandise before
Christmas Day — a phenomenon
virtually unknown in retailing until

the late 1980s.
Markdowns began showing up
several years ago as consumers
began shopping later and later in
December, giving storeowners a
large case of the jitters.
Then, in 1989, several big
department store chains, all owned
by the Campeau Corp. of Canada,
slashed prices in a vain attempt to
avert bankruptcy proceedings.
Other retailers, trying to stay competitive, cut prices too.

Consumers got used to the idea
and held off their purchases until
prices came down.
Unlike past holiday seasons,
markdowns showing up this season
generally will be part of plans
drawn up by retailers months ago.
Dayton Hudson Corp. Chairman
Kenneth Macke said his battle plan
was set, but declined to divulge
details.
Thomas J. Tashjian, an analyst
with First Manhattan Co., said

Murray woman
sets up pen-pal
plan to assist
Soviets in need

Holiday heat
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STATE
FRANKFORT — Gov.-elect
Brereton Jones selected two
longtime supporters and a civil
servant-engineer Wednesday to
fill cabinet posts. Page 3A

SPORTS
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Roy
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been voted coach of the year in
the Ohio Valley Conference and
two of his players have been
chosen best in the league. Page
SB
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some retailers — especially those
in the Southeast and Midwest —
will escape heavy discounting. But
in California and the Northeast,
where the economy has been most
sluggish, retailers will be forced to
cut prices to bring in sales, he said.
Consumers don't appear to be in
the mood to spend this year. The
Commerce Department said Wednesday that consumer spending
dropped 0.3 percent in October, the
biggest decline in six months.

Timmy Bradshaw (left) and Capt. Mike Farley were two of the Murray Fire Department personnel who spent their,:•Thanksgiving battling a
structure fire at 635 S. Fourth St. The blaze engulfed a two-car garage owned by Russell Outland; two vehicles, a boat and numerous tools were
destroyed.

Amy Curtis and her husband
Whitney sat in front of the television in their Murray, Ky., home
one August evening, watching
silently, hearts aching at what they
were seeing.
"It seemed like every night we
kept seeing the plight of the Russian people," Ms. Curtis said.
"Being a mother myself, watching
what they have to go through just
for a loaf of bread really hit
home."
So, Ms. Curtis made up her mind
that she would do something to
ease the hardships of a few Soviet
comrades.
She decided if she could get
enough Soviet and American families matched up in a pen pal-type
program, the personal, one-on-one
aspect of contacting and assisting
one particular Russian family
would serve a greater purpose than
simply donating money to some
non-profit organization.
"These people are in a very vulnerable position right now," she
said. "I wanted them to know that
they had friends over here who do
care about them and their fight for
democracy. We need to help them
understand that freedom won't
come easy, but it will bring
(Cont'd on page 3)

Will tax breaks really spur economy?

Poll: Magic should have known better

"It keeps some people employed
who are already employed," added
Regalia. "Are they likely to go out
and buy and house because of it?
No. Are they likely to buy a new
car because of it? I doubt it."
The housing tax break provides a
credit of up to 70 percent over five
years for investors who back rehabilitation or construction of rental
housing for low-income families.
The Senate has estimated the tax
break creates 100,000 jobs a year.
Because that tax break has been
in place for the last several years,
Congress' latest action won't create
100,000 new jobs, but will save
those 100,000 jobs from being lost,
analysts said.
The other tax breaks include
ones to: reward employers who
hire poor or disabled people; allow
self-employed people to deduct 25
percent of their premiums for
health insurance; and allow workers to avoid taxes on up to $5,250
of employer-financed educational
assistance a year and up to $70 of
premiums for group legal services.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — More Americans think Magic Johnson is
paying the price for sexual promiscuity in contracting the AIDS virus
than believe he was an "unfortunate victim of chance," a poll says.
Of the 1,709 adults polled nationwide, 51 percent agreed with the
statement that Johnson "should have known better and now he is paying the price," according to the poll published today in the Los
Angeles Times.
Another 39 percent said they felt that the 32-year-old former star of
the Los Angeles Lakers "is an unfortunate victim of chance."
Johnson retired from professional basketball Nov. 7 and announced
that he had tested positive for HIV, the virus that causes AIDS. The
poll found that 99 percent of those surveyed had heard or read about
Johnson's announcement.
Johnson has said he was infected through heterosexual sex and that
he has had many lovers.
"It's a matter of numbers," he wrote recently in Sports Illustrated.
"I was never at a loss for female companionship."
Forty-nine percent of those surveyed said they thought the principal
AIDS-prevention message for young people should be to learn safer
sex practices before ever having sex. Forty-five percent said the message should be to abstain.
Fifty-six percent of men polled favored the safer-sex message, while
53 percent of women favored promoting abstinence.
Nearly a third of the adults polled said they were very concerned
about their own AIDS risk. That's up from one-fifth in Times polls
during the mid- and late 1980s.
The poll found that 23 percent of the respondents said they'd
changed their sexual behavior because of fear of AIDS, however that
level barely changed from polls done before Johnson's announcemenL

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is hailing its extension of a
dozen expiring tax breaks, including one for low-income housing
projects, as a way to spur the sagging U.S. economy. But economists say the extension is only maintaining the status quo.
"It stopped us from moving in
the wrong direction, but it didn't
really move us in the right direction," said Martin Regalia, chief
economist for the National Council
of Community Bankers.
He said the economy is still
"perched on disaster."
Before they adjourned Wednesday, the House and Senate rushed
through a bill renewing 12 popular
tax break provisions through next
June 30.
Because Congress and the Bush
administration aren't anywhere
close to agreeing on a major antirecession package, supporters of
the extension promoted it as a way
to boost the economy.
Rep. Bill Archer, R-Texas,
called it "at least a small step for-

ward ... to help us move out of
recession." Senate Majority Leader
George Mitchell, D-Maine, went
further, saytng that allowing the tax
breaks to lapse would have caused
"a severe negative jolt to the
economy."
But analysts said the tax breaks
— specifically one that motivates
investors to pour money into new
rental projects for low-income
Americans — won't create any
new jobs, but instead will head off
job losses.
In a similar vein, Congress hurried to enact a $151 billion highway and mass transit bill that was
praised by lawmakers and the Bush
administration as creating 4 million
jobs over the next six years.
But analysts said it, too, would
provide few "new" jobs.
"That's just extending," said
Robert Dederick of the Northern
Trust Co. "We've had highway
spending. If they don't do that,
we're going to close down some
projects. There is no big push
coming."

Pearl Harbor veterans receive medals
By FRANK FISHER
Associated Press Wrfter

FLOWOOD, Miss. — Doris Thantan would have given
anything to see her brother personally accept a medal Wednesday honoring veterans of the Dec. 7, 1941, attack on Pearl
Harbor in Hawaii.
But 24-year-old Petty Officer 3rd Class George Hayward
Thantan would never wear that medal or any other; the gunner's mate went down with a thousand of his shipmates when
the crippled USS Arizona sank.
"I just know that if he had time to get to his gun, he
would've been there defending his country," Mrs. Thantan
said.
She was among about five dozen other survivors or their
relatives from Mississippi who received the Pearl Harbor
Commemorative Medal in a solemn ceremony at the Mississippi Air National Guard base.
Rep. C.V. "Sonny" Montgomery, D-Miss., a World War II
•

veteran himself, presented the medals and said it was one of
the largest gatherings of Pearl Harbor veterans he had seen.
Congress authorized the medal in 1990. "Remember Pearl
Harbor" is inscribed on its face along with a battleship. To
the 56 survivors who accepted medals, that brief inscription
was worth a thousand words.
"It was like being dumped in the middle of hell and you
don't know anything except someone is trying to kill you,"
said 76-year-old William Posey of Sturgis.
As a documentary film of the Japanese surprise attack that
drew the United States into World War H played on the auditorium stage, he turned away. saying, "I can't watch
anymore."
Broadus Compere, a chief petty officer aboard a fuel ship
that fateful Sunday morning, said it was about time the U.S.
government authorized the medal.
"This award is long overdue," said Compere, 88, of Florence. "It's important that people of the nation know this story
and don't forget it."

50 years later

"It's a little late coming, but better late than never," said
Jack Everett, 71, of D'Lo. He saw the action from aboard the
battleship USS Nevada.
Eyes moistened as some recalled bitter memories of friends
lost. More than 2,300 people died and 19 warships were sunk
in the Sunday morning attack.
Tim Reynolds, 68, of Greenville had just finished breakfast
on the battleship USS Maryland when the alert sounded. He
thought it was a drill until the ship next to his sank to the
bottom of Pearl Harbor Bay.
"It happened so fast, the best way I can explain it was that
it was like a tornado hit us," Reynolds said.
Doris Thantan was one of the last to leave the crowded
auditorium. Silently, she sat next to a large, framed picture of
her brother in his navy blue cracker,jack outfit.
"I'd rather have him here than anything else in the world,"
Mrs. Thantan said. "I have an ache in my heart. I just hope
and pray our young people take a lesson from this and keep us
out of another war."
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Congress ends Medicaid dispute
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress ended a dispute over Medicaid spending, but the battle now
shifts to Frankfort where Kentucky
lawmakers may have to consider
new taxes on the health-care
industry.
The Bush administration and
states with thin budgets have been
feuding over a financial scheme
that lets states collect billions of
dollars in extra Medicaid payments
from Washington. The administration complains that such schemes

10%OFF
Storewide
1,10v;
UNDERWOOD APPLIANCE

759-1505

The Village, Hwy 641 North

are draining the Treasury.
The bill approved Wednesday by
Congress represents a compromise
between the National Governors'
Association and the administration.
Kentucky still can collect the
extra Medicaid payments, but the
state may be forced to slap new,
broad taxes on hospitals and nursing homes by Oct. 1. It was unclear
if Kentucky's current tax scheme
would be affected.
The compromise would
supersede federal regulations that
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OMAHA, Neb. (AP) —
Money evidernly wasn't enough
to satisfy a lottery millionaire
who quit his job as firefighter
after winning the prize, only to
ask for it back.
Bill Watson of Council
Bluffs, Iowa, said he misses his
fellow firefighters and is willing
to sun at the bottom of the
seniority pile.
"It's an exciting job," Watson said Wednesday. "My
investments are going well, and
now I sort of want to go back to
a normal life."
Watson in 1985 won $4.1
million in the Iowa Lottery and
quit his job with the fire department in Omaha, which is just
across the Missouri River from
Council Bluffs.
He owns a $39,500 MercedesBenz, had a band play for 250
people at his 35th birthday party
last year and could collect more
than $150,000 a year until the
year 2005 without doing a lick
of work.
But Watson. 36, asked for his
job back and Omaha's Personnel
Board voted 5-0 Wednesday to
submit his name to the fire
departmeni
With that endorsement, Watson will be among about 40
applicant; the fire department
will consider when it hires 18
new firefighters in January.
Watson had to pass physical
examinations and an exacting
agility test. If hired, he would
have to go through 10 weeks of
training with the rest of the
1992 firefighter class.
"It gets your adrenalin flowing," Watson said. "I guess it's
like, after you're through, you
get the satisfaction of helping
people. It's like you've accomplish something."
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Wednesday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 1-0-7 (one, zero,
Lotto:
seven)
5-11-25-26-27-37: Thursday's
winning numbers: Pick 3:
4-0-4 (four, zero, four)
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Jones appoints two supporters, engineer to fill posts
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Cov.-elect Brereton Jones selected
two longtime supporters and a civil
servant-engineer Wednesday to fill
cabinet posts.
Don Kelly, who is currently a
top official with the transportation
research center at the University of
Kentucky, was appointed chief of
the Transportation Cabinet.
Carol Palmorc was appointed to
the job of secretary of the Labor
Cabinet, a position she held under

Goys. Martha Layne Collins and master's degrees in engineering
Wallace Wilkinson.
from UK, and worked in various
Sherry Jelsma, who is now chair- posts at Murray State University,
man of the Jefferson County school the state Commerce Cabinet and a
board, was named secretary of the private engineering firm in Los
Education and Humanities Cabinet. Angeles.
Kelly's post is among the most
Palmore, 42, will reprise a role
visible in state government, involv- she has performed before at the
ing the spending of more than $700 smallest cabinet in state governmillion each year on road, high- ment. But Jones said during a news
ways and bridges across the state. conference at the Capitol it may be
The 49-year-old Kelly grew up expanded.
in Madisonville, got bachelor's and
The governor-elect said he is

News of the World

inkCONCESSIONS IN CROATIA
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ZAGREB, Yugoslavia — Removing an obstacle to the deployment of a U.N.
peacekeeping force, embattled Croatia says it will allow U.N. soldiers to patrol battle zones in the secessionist republic. Previously, Croatian President
Franjo Tudjman only supported sending U.N. peacekeepers to the republic's
borders in an effort to end the 5-month-old civil war against army forces and
ethnic Serb fighters. In another sign to lessening tensions, Croatian and
Yugoslav military leaders plan to resume talks on prisoner exchanges today.
But clashes have repeatedly broken out despite the latest truce effort — the
14th attempted in Croatia. U.N. officials say peacekeepers will not be sent
until a firm cease-fire is reached.

THE RISING COST OF AIDS
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NEW YORK— Treating the nation's AIDS patients will cost $4.4 billion this
year while medical care for people infected with the AIDS virus will reach
$1.4 billion, a federal study estimates. The combined totals could reach $7.2
billion in 1992, $8.7 billion in 1993 and $10.4 billion in 1994, the study said.
By comparison, the annual cost of treating cancer was recently estimated at
$35.3 billion, said study author Fred Hollinger. Hollinger is director of the
division of cost and financing at the federal Agency for Health Care Policy
and Research. He presents his estimates in the fall issue of Inquiry, a journal dealing with health care organization, provision and financing.
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RIO DE JANEIRO, Brazil— Filling the streets where they live and die, thousands of raggedy, homeless children protested the alleged death squad
murders of poor youths. A boy lying on a wooden cross carried by four companions led the procession Thursday of more than 6,000 people, including a
group of mothers whose children were slain. "The police are mean animals.
When they beat you, they hit to kill," said 13-year-old Alex Rosa dos Sants,
barefoot and shirtless in the march organized by human rights groups,
UNICEF, the Roman Catholic Church and the mayor's office. Murders of
children living on their own on the streets have tripled in the past year in
major cities, according to studies by social and church groups. Brazil has
about 12 million street kids, compared with 5 million in 1985.

WINDS OF CHANGE IN SOUTH AFRICA

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — White and black leaders said today they
were optimistic as they discussed terms for full-scale negotiations to end
white-minority rule. In their biggest step yet, leaders of 22 political groups
began two days of talks to prepare for constitutional negotiations expected
to begin next month. "We are very optimistic. We think we are going to have
a very good outcome. The process is really kicking off in a positive way,"
said African National Congress General Secretary Cyril Ramaphosa. Government Defense Minister Roelof Meyer said, "There's no alternative to
negotiations."

A MEXICAN REVOLUTION
ANENECUILCO, Mexico — Short, weathered men wielding arm-long knives
trudge the rutted streets of this rural town southeast of Mexico City, men
battered and bent by years of cutting cane and bullying oxen. Men like these
shook Mexico to its roots 80 years ago when they joined Anenecuilco's most
famous son, Emiliano Zapata, who died in the bloody revolt for "land and
liberty." Now President Carlos Salinas de Gortari has proposed a new revolution in the countryside that he hopes will revive Mexico's stagnant farm
sector as the country heads toward a free trade zone with the United States
and Canada. Salinas last month announced a halt to land distribution and
Congress is now debating his call for crucial ctanges in the "ejido" system
of small holdings. Salinas' plan would let ejido farmers legally sell their
plots, as well as rent or sharecrop them — arrangements that are already
widespread in practice. He would also encourage business associations
among ejido members and outside investors.

READ MY LIPS, DUMMY
CEDAR RIDGE, Calif. — Chuck Jackson already had four children when he
apprenticed himself to a woodcarver in a career move that has produced
450 woodenheaded offspring. Today, Jackson is one of a handful of people
in the nation who hand-carve wooden ventriloquist dummies for a living.
Much of his business comes from word of mouth. "My dummies speak for
themselves," he said. "With 450 out there, they get around."

Flu-like illnesses
sweeping region...
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
wave of flu-like illnesses sweeping
the region forced five Kentucky
counties to cancel school earlier
this week because so many students and teachers were ill.
Classes were canceled Wednesday at Edmonson, LaRue, Garrard
and Henry county schools and at
Caverna Independent system in
Barren County, said Rendell Butler
of the state Department of
Education.
Based on reports from 20 counties, there is a widespread outbreak
of the flu and flulike illnesses, said
Dr. Clarkson Palmer, branch manager of communicable diseases for
the state Department of Health
Services.
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Four other counties — Jefferson,
Fayette, Allen and Christian —
have reported unusually high numbers of cases, he said.
At Ballard High School in Louisville, nearly a fourth of the 1,600
students were absent Wednesday
because of illness, said Principal
Sandy Allen.
Palmer said the immediate outlook is not good for the flu.
"We expect it to be on the
upswing because it's so early" in
the flu season, he said. "We expect
it to continue this week and another
week or two."
Palmer said that most cases
involve school-age children and
that there have been no reports of
outbreaks in nursing homes.

...while nation's flu vaccine
supply just about to run out
NEW YORK (AP) — The nation
is about to run out of flu vaccine
just as the winter flu season arrives
early, even though more than usual
was produced in anticipation of
heavy demand, vaccine distributors
say.
Vaccine makers refused to say
how much they produced, but said
they have sold virtually all of it.
The federal Centers for Disease
Control estimated that vaccine production this year was enough for
30 million people.
The shortage was reported in
today's editions of The New York
Times.
General Injectables and Vaccines
Inc. of Bastian, Va., which_
describes itself as theft; nation's"
largest flu vaccine distributor, was
expected to run mut of vaccine
today, said company spokesman
Joseph Gregory.
"Everyone is wiped out," said
Bob Bessie of Bessie Medical in
Cincinnati, which calls itself the
second-largest distributor of the
vaccine.
Flu seasons vary by region, but

typically do not begin in force until
December. Federal health officials
began warning in October that this
winter's flu strains would be
widespread.
Supplies were adequate in some
cities, but officials in other cities
said they had run out or were trying to get extra vaccine. Problem
areas included Massachusetts,
Georgia, and Washington, D.C.
Wyeth-Ayerst Laboratories of
Philadelphia, which sold more than
10 million doses, said it would produce another 500,000 doses to be
available in January. It takes one
month to produce a new supply.
Federal officials said they had no
information on bow many people
have ban vaccinated this year
because they do not monitor
influenza vaccine use.
The CDC has confirmed seasonal flu strains in 21 states.
Influenza kills some 20,000
Americans annually. Health experts
recommend flu shots for most
everyone, especially for people
over 65 or those who have chronic
ailments.

paign television commercials. Her
son, Franklin Jelsma, was a paid
worker for Jones' 1987 and 1991
campaigns.
Jelsma said she would resign her
post with the Jefferson County
school board.
Also appointed Wednesday:
*Jerry Anglin, a Jones campaign
worker as deputy transportation
secretary. Anglin, 47, is a Frankfort
resident and worked in the cabinet
for 16 years.

'Mark Guilfoyle, Fort Thomas, as
general counsel in the governor's
office. Guilfoyle, 31, is general
counsel for Turfway Park race
track and with the law firm of
Deters, Benzinger and LaVelle.
People associated with Turfway
contributed more than $86,000 to
Jones' campaign. Guilfoyle and his
wife, Catherine, contributed at least
$8,000 to Jones.
*Steve Reed, 30, of Paducah, as
deputy general counsel.

FOR SALE
Don Roberson Building Contractor
offers 2 Houses for Sale.

One established home in Canterbury in like
new condition (reduced for quick sale).
One under construction in South West Villa
NOW is the time to buy with 8.5% interest.

BUY NOW - Be in by CHRISTMAS
CALL 753-3343

Coming Soon•••

Heritage ,
Furniture
Handcrafted solid wood furniture for the dining
room, bedroom, office & occasional pieces.

Watch for our Grand Opening Ad.
44eik
N,4
Phone: 489-2953
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A Unique Country Li ation

The Phillip Powell- Collection
- A Perfect Gift For Anyone -

Murray woman sets up pen-pal plan...
(Cont'd from page I)
tacted by a reporter from the Soviet
opportunity."
news agency, Tass.
Ms. Curtis got on the telephone.
The lass story was picked up by
After dead-end calls to the White Pravda, and the letters from needy
House, the State Department, the Russian families began arriving at
Soviet Union's Embassy in her door.
Washington and the American
She received the first group of
Embassy in Moscow, she focused
11 letters on Nov. 22. On Monday,
her attention on a church organiza- 75 more poured in, followed by
tion that she hoped would obtain another 11 on Tuesday.
names and addresses of needy
"The ratio is a little tipped
Soviet families.
now," she said. "Now we have
After news reports of her efforts nearly 100 Soviet families, but
appeared in the Murray Ledgcr & only about 25 American ones."
Ms. Curtis said the idea behind
Times, 25 area families said they
were interested in the letter the program was to provide some
exchange program. But the names financial assistance in a personaland addresses from the church ized way to families struggling to
survive in a country caught up in a
organization never came.
Finally, after three frustrating maelstrom of social upheaval.
"I'm very thankful for what we
months, she was put in touch with
John Kavulich, chairman and chief have in this country," she said.
executive officer of his own public "Reading some of these letters
relations firm in Washington. He makes you realize just how lucky
was able to cut through the red we arc."
Ms. Curtis and a professor from
tape, and Ms. Curtis was soon con-

Murray State University are now in "Many of the letters included little
the process of translating the calendars and presents for their
Soviet letters into English and adoptive American families. It realshipping them out to their Ameri- ly makes you understand that we're
not very different at all."
can counterparts.
Ms. Curtis said she hopes her
"Reading the letters makes you
just break down and cry," she said. efforts will get others interested in
"The first line of one of them said, the problems of a people fighting
'I'm very sorry I have to ask for for freedom, much like those in the
help.' It goes on to say how they early days of our own country.
She also refuses to name her
only have potatoes to cat because
or apply for non-profit
organization
three
for
after standing in line
hours to get some bread, the store status.
"I'm a believer that the more of
ran out and she went home emptyan organization you have, the less
handed.
"Since she doesn't have clothes organized you really are,' she said.
(for) her children, she cuts up her "I refuse to be a non-profit organiown clothing to make little things zation. I'm just a person who feels
for the kids. It just breaks your for these people and wants to do
something to make their lives a
heart"
But, Ms. Curtis said, there are little easier."
more than just desperate cries for (Editor's note: People wishing to
adopt a Russian family should
help in many of the letters.
"These are a very proud and send a self-addressed stamped
brave people with a great deal of envelope to Route 7, Box 650,
strength and hope," she said. Murray, Ky., 42071.)

Atlantis astronauts dodge space junk
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pondering merging the Workforce
Development Cabinet, which is in
charge of vocational education and
many adult training programs, with
the Labor Cabinet.
Palmore was asked to leave the
Wilkinson cabinet when she was
pondering a political campaign of
her own for attorney general, and
for supporting Jones.
Jelsma, 53, was a statewide campaign chairman for Jones and
appeared in at least two of his cam-

SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— The Atlantis astronauts became
the second shuttle crew forced to
dodge a piece of space junk, but
NASA attributed the incidents to
chance, not an increase in orbiting
• litter.
Atlantis commander Frederick
Gregory steered out of the path of a
spent Soviet rocket body Thursday
afternoon, about 10V2 hours before
it would have passed too close to
the shuttle for NASA's comfort.
The last shuttle crew also had to
veer out of the way of another
piece of rocket junk two months
ago. However, NASA flight director Phil Engelauf said the two
instances did not mean that space
flight suddenly has become riskier.
"It's not like this was due to any
increase in the amount of (space
junk) traffic. It was just sheer coincidence that we've had two of them

Woodford Casanova

Dogwoods and Cardinals

1414 '15

11v4

by Western Kentucky Artist Phillip Powell
- Buy As A Pair or Individually

State Bird, Dogwood Blossoms in Calloway County settings.
Available framed or unframed. Other prints available.

Contact Phillip at his frame shop
Susanne's Custom Framing
100

So. 13th St.

753-5819

THE MERCHANTS IN MURRAY'S

UNIVERSITY PLAZA

the six astronauts gathered for their
together," Engelauf said.
Atlantis would have been travel- Thanksgiving meal.
They gobbled up turkey, gravy,
ing 3 miles behind the Cosmos
booster, and the maneuver was to noodles, cranberry sauce and a dish
increase that distance to about 35 called "pumpkin delighi" Some
miles. A shuttle can fly no closer flipped filled forks in the air, grabthan 1.3 miles above or beside bing them with their mouths.
another orbiting object, or 3.1
"The only thing absent was fammiles behind another object, ily and friends, but they're with us
according to NASA flight rules.
in our hearts," astronaut Mario
A shuttle crew had to dodge Runco Jr. said.
another Soviet Cosmos rocket part
Flight controllers had some fun
in September in the first such inci- with the holiday as they sent an
dent in the 10-year-old shuttle addition to their surveillance list —
program.
Turkey Creek, Australia.
Although he sees no immediate
increased risk, Engelauf said the
space agency is concerned about
Did you know?
space debris as it looks towards
building the proposed space
station.
But "I don't see it as being an
Christmas Parties - Gift Certificates - Christmas Shopping - Shop & Dine Nov 29,30,31 474-2773
unmanageable problem," he added.
A few hours after the maneuver,

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1:00-5:00

Hwy 94 to Aurora is Open again
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By ALAN FRAM
An Assockated Preen News Anstysis
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WASHINGTON — The federal budget deficit hit a record $269 billion
last year despite Gramm-Rudman and other celebrated attempts to contain
it, and is expected to top $348 billion this year. Here's the reaction from
President Bush and Congiess:
Want to hear that again?
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The silence is a result of a tacit agreement between Bush and Congress
to punt the obstinate deficit issue for the time being. In the meantime, the
recession and the ballooning costs of bailing out savings and loan institutions have driven federal red ink into the stratosphere, despite three
momentous efforts in the past six years to control the problem.
"The age of no-fault budgeting has arrived," Allen Schick, who studies the budget at the University of Maryland, said recently. "Nobody is
to blame for the deficit, and nobody has to do anything about it."
Schick's mocking comments were a reference to last fall's five-year
deficit-reduction deal, designed to take a bite out of the government's
flood of red ink. It's doing just that — so far $350 billion of its projected
$500 billion in savings have been realized, mostly through tax increases
and cuts in benefit programs like Medicare.
But the pact was never intended to totally eliminate the budget gap.
Nor does-it require anyone to -deal with the dramatic worsening of the
budget picture that now is occurring. The politicians crafted an agreement
that puts off such messy decisions until at least 1993 — after next year's
elections.
How bad has it gotten? The federal budget deficit hit a record $268.7
billion in fiscal 1991, which ended Sept. 30. The Bush administration
expects the fiscal 1992 shortfall to shatter that mark and swell to $348.3
Here are two ways to put those numbers in perspective:
• Under the first Gramm-Rudman deficit-reduction law, enacted in 1985,
the deficit was supposed to be totally eliminated in fiscal 1991. Under the
second version of that law, which took effect in 1987, the budget was
supposed to be balanced in fiscal 1993.
• When Bush introduced his 1992 budget last February, he projected the
1992 deficit at $280.9 billion — nearly $70 billion less than he now
predicts.
The first two Gramm-Rudman laws were abandoned. Congress and the
White House proved unable to meet the measures' requirements for gradually shrinking deficits, and were unwilling to accept Gramm-Rudman's
explicit alternative: mandatory, across-the-board spending cuts.
Last fall's budget deal set no deficit targets, although it gave the president the option of setting new ones for fiscal years 1994 and 1995 -after the 1992 elections.
Instead, it simply required set amounts of cuts and established new
rules making it more difficult for new, expensive programs to be created.
That's why immense deficits now have little political impact in
Washington. That's also why despite record budget gaps, this year has
seen no major efforts to cut the deficit, no calls for new budget summits
to fix the problem, no partisan finger-pointing over who's to blame.
Meanwhile, the deficit continues to grow. And the recession is a major
cause behind it.
With the economy limping, the government has collected less than it
expected in taxes from ailing companies and out-of-work Americans. Arid
it's had to pay more than anticipated to support the jobless, the poor, the
sick and others who rely on federal help during hard times.
In fact, the administration dropped its expectations for tax collections
between 1991 and 1995 by $133 billion between February and July, the
last official update.
Projected costs have grown in other areas, too.
The administration's five-year estimates of the costs of rescuing the
country's troubled financial institutions grew by $16.6 billion between
February and July. Anticipated expenditures for Medicaid, which helps
the poor pay medical bills, increased by $45 billion between February and
July.
Many lawmakers agree with the director of the Congressional Budget
Office, Robert Reischauer, who said recently, "Although the deficit is
still far too high, it would be even worse without" last year's budget
agreement and the prior Gramm-Rudman laws.
But with the recession lingering and this year's deficit likely to get
even worse than current figures indicate, pressure is building to take
another whack at the red ink.
But don't expect anything until after November 1992.
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What happened to Gramm-Rudman?

WASHINGTON — It was a
‘ItiCky break for Jim Haine that I
didn't make it to New York City
on the 15th. He comes from Newport, Wash. He's 62. I could have
sent him to the showers.
Haine was one of four finalists
in a contest run by Aqua Velva and
Good Housekeeping. He didn't
win. A single fellow from West
Homestead, Pa., won. The object $42.50 for a tool chest, and I don't
was to name the nation's most reg- know that any of the guys got it
ular "regular guy." I had been right. Most of them could name
nominated in the over-50 classifi- three models of Chevrolet automocation — that is the one that Haine biles, such as the Taurus, the
won — and among us over-50s I Accord and the Heartbeat, but none
of them know a recipe for
am as regular as they come.
meatloaf.
when
but
contest,
It was a tough
As it happens — I try not to be
the going gets tough, the tough get
about these things — my
vain
going. In the final round the judges
put 20 questions to each of the reg- meatloaf is widely acclaimed. Its
ular guys. Some of the questions base is not barbecued pork, as you
were were ridiculously easy, for probably have been taught. My
example, "Name four teams in the meatloaf begins with 2 pounds of
Big Ten Conference." Right off the chopped chicken livers, to which
bat I could have named the Red- one adds onions, carrots, celery and
skins, the Lakcrs, the Twins and — one low -cholesterol egg, all
ah — the Capitals. The club plays blended with bread crumbs and hot
salsa. Top with ketchup three
out of Madison.
This was another cream-puff: minutes before putting it on the
"Name four penalties in football." table. Serves four.
But back to the contest. "What
Penalties are imposed in football
for such fouls as balking, footfault- does the bumper sticker on the
ing, traveling and kicking the ball back of your car say?" The right
out of the rough. A typical penalty answer was, "My bumper sticker
doesn't say anything. It just sticks
is five minutes in the box.
As the questions got tougher, the there." Ho, ho. That question was a
finalists ran into trouble. "How tricker.
"What is your favorite season
much do you owe on your Sears
card?" The proper answer was and why?" I believe the correct

Kentucky editorial roundup
The Daily News, Bowling Green:
A great number of items will be floated for review by legislators in the
next session of the General Assembly. One topic worthy of strongly
focused attention is a mandatory seat-belt law.
Discussion of such a law isn't new to lawmakers. But neither is talk of
saving lives.
Yet, we saw recently how unnecessarily difficult it is to approve seatbelt legislation.
Bowling Green City Commission, by a 3 to 2 vote, failed an ordinance
for mandatory seat-belt use. ... But Mayor-elect Johnny Webb, who takes
office Jan. 1 along with three new commissioners, has said he supports a
mandatory seat-belt use law.
Webb said buckling up has become second nature for him. That could
he the case for everyone in Kentucky with development of a seat-belt law.
Yet, creation of such a law will not be enough to accomplish the whole
purpose. A message must be carried to motorists and their passengers
through educational programs designed to teach people the importance of
seat-belt use.
... It's too late for some Kentuckians to buckle up. ...
The faster lawmakers address this matter, the sooner we will see a
decrease in insurance premiums, medical costs and broken lives.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
ions on our "Perspective page by writing letters to the editor. We
nt letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all MUM must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
(telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledge rimes reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
:
Leirs should be addraied to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& lifts, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

answer was,"Summer, because Joe
Montana is pitching for the
Giants," but these subjective things
are tough to anticipate. The judges
asked, "What is your favorite reading material?" In an elimination
round in Connecticut, every nominee answered, "The columns of
William F. Buckley Jr.," so they
rephrased the question. On a replay
the 50-plus guy won with "The
Katzenjammer Kids." We oldsters
know a thing or two.
Well, the questions went on and
on. If these regular guys had more
spare time, what would they do?
Spend it with their family, natch.
What would they want their children to be when they grow up? (A
quarterfinalist make the mistake of
saying "member of Congress" and
they threw him out of the hall.)
The politically correct answer to,
"What's your idea of the ideal vacation?" was, "Fishing with my kids
while the wife cooks the burgers."
In addition to the interviews, the
contestants had to survive a series
of challenges. The first was, "Put
on flannel shirt, roll up sleeves." I

could have handled that. Then,"Sit
in lawn chair; open six cans of
soda (!) and eat a handful of
chips." No problem.
The next challenge was to open a
newspaper to the sports section and
circle the Thursday night basketball
score. Having surmounted that
task, "Take each of the sheets of
the sports section, crumble them
into a ball, and toss them 'basketball style' into the wastebasket"
From a lawn chair this is harder
than you think, especially if the
wastebasket is a nine-iron away.
Takes practice.
Then, "Rise from chair, move to
table, and hammer two nails into
wood blocks." Haine had no problem with this. His hobby is woodworking. That is how regular a guy
Jim Haine is. The finalists also had
to finish assembling a model car.
You want to know how regular a
guy I am? Nothing to it. You call
out, "Honey, would you come here
a minute?" and you hand her the
hammer.
The final requirement was the
toughest of all: "Apply Aqua Velva
after-shave." I applied Aqua Velva
on my second datte with my wife
on May 15, 1942. I wanted her to
know she was going out with a
Regular Guy. She said, "Jack Kilpatrick, if you ever put that stuff
on again I will kill you." This
explains why I was disqualified in
the first round and never got to
Manhattan at all.

Protecting peace
Cycle of violence could begin in Cambodia
By DENIS D. GRAY
An AsnecisSed Press News Anstysin

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia —
War-ravaged Cambodia is
threatened with another cycle of
violence in the wake of a mob
attack on Khmer Rouge leaders
that the government either orchestrated or failed to control, diplomats and Cambodian sources say.
Whether the humiliated Khmer
Rouge will slip back into the jungles to fight or the four warring
sides will manage to repair the
damage is still unclear.
But representatives of the United
States, Britain, France, China and
the Soviet Union, who met here
Thursday, agreed the attack on
Khmer Rouge leader Khieu Samphan on Wednesday was a "very
serious" incident jeopardizing the
Cambodian peace pact
The five powers, who have permanent seats on the U.N. Security
Council, were prime sponsors of
last month's Paris peace agreement
that formally ended Cambodia'a
13-year civil war.
The pact calls for a reconciliation body — the Supreme National
Council — to work closely with
the United Nations to maintain a

cease-fire, disarm combatants and
prepare for elections in 1993.
"If they continue to do this we
will leave and let them fight," a
senior officer of the advance U.N.
force said of the violence. The
officer spoke on condition of
anonymity.
The Khmer Rouge, along with
the Phnom Penh government, and
two other factions are members of
the council, which had been scheduled to meet for the first time in
Phnom Penh next Wednesday.
The meeting has been canceled,
and an emergency session scheduled in Thailand for Tuesday.
While the Khmer Rouge are
widely hated for their murderous
1975-1978 'rule, the international
community regards them as vital to
any peace process since they field a
strong guerrilla army and had
received aid from China and neighboring Thailand.
Now, the Khmer Rouge have no
representation in Phnom Penh.
Khieu Samphan and Son Sen, their
two representatives, were whisked
out of Cambodia after a raging
mob beat Khieu Samphan and ransacked the Khmer Rouge residence.
Security forces did little to prevent the assault.

"The Phnom Penh government
undertook to protect all members
of the (council) and they have to
honor that commitment. We want
to make sure they get this message," said one source who took
part in the five-power meeting.
This source, who demanded
anonymity, and others in the diplomatic community in Cambodia said
the Supreme National Council,
which operates by consensus, had
to be kept intact or the peace process would break down.
One scenario assumes the Phnom
Penh government wants the Khmer
Rouge cut out of all political power
sharing and is willing to gamble on
an eruption of hostilities and
renewed isolation by the international community.
In a dramatic turnabout, Phnom
Penh has forged an alliance with
followers of Prince Norodom Sihanouk The prince led the threeparty guerrilla coalition —including the Khmer Rouge — that
fought the government during the
civil war.
Sihanouk, who was made a president of Cambodia after returning
from exile, enjoys widespread
domestic popularity and international support. With his support,

Phnom Penh might be willing to
take on the Khmer Rouge again,
allowing the carefully wrought
peace plan to wither away.
A more optimistic view is that
the attack on the Khmer Rouge was
an almost inevitable incident after
so much hatred, and it can be
smoothed over.
The Khmer Rouge, despite some
30,000 men under arms, would find
it difficult to go back to war, especially if Chinese and Thai support
and Sihanouk's leadership were not
assured, according to this view.
The Khmer Rouge radio on
Wednesday said the guerrilla group
remained committed to the peace
plan, and Phnom Penh Foreign
Minister Hor Nam Hong described
the mob assault as a "small
incident."
Sihanouk announced that the
council would meet, together with
the five powers and U.N. representatives, in Thailand on Tuesday,
with future security for the Khmer
Rouge as the only item on the
agenda.
He said the Phnom Penh government offered "full assurances'' it
would work for the safety of the
Khmer Rouge delegation.

Julia Roberts now Miss Understood
As time passes, the reflexes slow
down. The hand-eye coordination
isn't what it once was.
So those people were suddenly
in my home and jabbering on my
TV set before I could reach the
channel switcher and zap them
away.
It was the kind of show I try to
avoid. A show-biz show, with
breathless hosts gushing about stood anyone named Julia Roberts.
some stunning development in the In fact, I didn't know enough about
hectic lives and careers of people her to understand or misunderstand
her.
I'm only vaguely aware of.
He went on to say that the
They aren't like the early "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous" American people had been given
shows, which I thought were the impression that it was Julia
enlightening. There was something Roberts who had called off her
educational about some obscure marriage to someone named Kiefer
little fat guy with a strange accent Sutherland when the truth was
strolling about the deck of his Kiefer Sutherland had beaten her to
200-foot yacht. explaining how he the punch and had called off the
made his fortune selling pickled
marriage before she could call it
pigs' feet.
off.
But on the show-biz shows, you
And the man indicated that it
have alleged movie stars, most of was disturbing to Julia Roberts to
whom dress like vagrants, telling have the American people think
us about the creative process. she had jilted Kiefer Sutherland
Things like: "Well, in this role as a
when the opposite had been true,
vampire, I trial to show how the although she would have jilted him
stress of sleepless nights can drive first if she had the opportunity.
a man to extreme forms of sexual
He also said something to the
harassment.effect that Julia Roberts just
Anyway, the show-biz show was
wanted to get on with her life,
suddenly on and a man was talking
which is what most people want to
very intensely about how an actress do, I suppose, except those who
named Julia Roberts had been mis- jump off bridges.
understood by the American
Incidentally, I don't know who
people.
the man was who spoke in behalf
That made me feel left out. I am
of Julia Roberts — agent, lawyer,
one of the American people, or hairdresser, or maybe all of the
persons. and I had never misunder- above. But he was clearly deter-

•

mined that the American people
should know the truth.
Then they showed film clips of
Julia Roberts and Kiefer Sutherland, and I remembered having
seen them in a movie or two,
although I didn't remember which
movies since I usually fall asleep if
John Wayne isn't shooting
someone.
I thought the story was over, but
then a young woman came on TV
and was identified as a striptease
performer and a friend of Kiefer
Sutherland. And she revealed that
she and Kiefer had been nonphysical friends, which in these
trying times is the safest kind of
friendship you can have. And she
indicated that Julia Roberts had
been jealous of the friendship and
was just a publicity seeker.
Then Julia Roberts came on and
said that she just wanted to get on
with her career. Or maybe it was
her life. Possibly both, which a
versatile person can do.
Finally it was over, and as part
of the American people who had
misunderstood Julia Roberts, I felt
better about having a fuller understanding of what had happened.

Wanting to share this with someone, I phoned Sam "Billygoat" Sianis, my favorite tavern keeper, and
said: "Were you aware that Julia
Roberts didn't dump Kiefer Sutherland; that he dumped her first?"
After a moment of silence, Sianis said: "I donno. But they didn't
do eet in my place. I don't like no
guys bumping no women in my
place. Ee-es not classy. Dees guy
bump her here, I trow hecm out."
"No," I explained, "they are not
your customers. They are stars, and
her friends say that the American
people didn't understand who
dumped whom. Or is it whom
dumped who? Anyway, she now
says he dumped her."
Sianis said: "Den she gets the
alimony, huh?"
"No, they aren't married."
"Oh, den she no get the alimony.
He's lucky guy. You know, Fat Joe
who comes in here, he dumped
hces wife and she got house, car,
bank account, alimony. Fat Joe got
that old camper truck. He live in it
now. I think he park it outside his
old house and sleep there so he can
see if his wife got boyfriend so he
can catch them and not pay alimony. Dees guy you talk about was
luckier than Fat Joe."
Anyway, we now know the truth
about who did the dumping. And as
the Bible says: "And ye shall know
the truth and the truth shall make
you free."
Or maybe it was: "The truth
shall make you sit closer to your
TV zapper.

•
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Intrigue of Woods' death remains
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Homicide investigators ruled that Natalie
Wood's Thanksgiving holiday
drowning in the chilly Pacific
Ocean a decade ago was an accident and the case was closed. But
the intrigue persists.
The Oscar-nominated actress
drowned Nov. 29, 1981, after a
night of partying with husband
Robert Wagner and "Brainstorm"
co-stu Christopher Walken on the
couple's yacht anchored off Santa
Catalina Island.
"The only people who want to
make it a mystery is the media,"
said Sgt. Frank Salerno of the Los
Angeles County Sheriff Department's homicide bureau. "It was a
tragic accident. That's all it was."
The only inquiries he's had over
the years have come from reporters
trying to sensationalize the case,
Salerno said Wednesday.
"Those tabloid TV shows call
and want to make it a murder, and
there was a tabloid in New York
that wanted to make something of
it," said Salerno, who investigated
the death. "There's nothing to it."
The actress hasn't been forgotten. Fresh flowers are left on her
grave weekly at Westwood Village
Cemetery, also home for the
remains of Marilyn Monroe, Donna
Reed, Truman Capote, Darryl F.
Zanuck and Armand Hammer.
There were no plans for a public
graveside memorial, and Wagner
spokesman Alan Nierob said the
family had no comment on the
unhappy anniversary. "They
address it privately," Nierob said.
Miss Wood was 43 when she
slipped from Wagner's 60-foot
yacht "Splendour" and drowned.
Her death stunned Hollywood,
where she had grown from Natasha
Gurdin, 4-year-old star of "Happy
Land," to a dramatic adult actress
and three-time Oscar nominee for
performances in "Rebel Without a
Cause," "Splendor in the Grass"
and "Love with a Proper
Stranger."
She is probably best remembered, however, for her roles as
Maria in the movie version of
"West Side Story" and as a
9-year-old scene-stealer in "Miracle on 34th Street."
The drowning is often discussed

among yacht owners at Doug's
Harbor Reef resort at Santa Catalina's isthmus, 25 miles off the Los
Angeles Harbor breakwater, said a
resort operator who wouldn't give
her name.
"Nobody here on the island has
any comment to make," was the
terse response from Randy Bombard, whose father runs Doug's
Harbor Reef.
In his book "Coroner," thenLos Angeles County chief medical
examiner Thomas Noguchi
described Miss Wood's final hours.
Slightly intoxicated and angry
over an argument between her hus-

band and Walken, she apparently
fell off the yacht and drowned
while trying to board a dinghy,
Noguchi wrote.
Wagner and Walken denied there
was an argument.
The book "Natalie," written by
sister Laura Wood, dismissed
rumors about mysterious circumstances surrounding the drowning.

Trying to find something
for that someone that
has everything. . . .

Miirray Ledger
& Times

WHY NOT GIVE THEM A GIFT THAT
LASTS ALL YEAR LONG!!

- say -

"What happened is that Natalie
drank too much that night ....,"
Laura Wood wrote.

•

After her death, Wagner gave the
yacht to the Sea Scouts and sold
the couple's Beverly Hills home.

SEASONS
GREETINGS
with a

YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION TO

Police nab burglar who left notes
PLANO, Texas (AP) — A man
who allegedly left notes in burglarized cars taunting his victims has
been charged with two counts of
burglary, police said.
Police said Michael Patrick Fuller, 18, has confessed to 115 burglaries of cars, garages and houses.

PAGE 5 \
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Twelve have been confirmed,
police said.
"I've been after this guy for
months," said Plano Detective
Charles Marks.
Fuller was in Collin County Jail
Thursday in lieu of $10,000 bond.
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Scholarship recipient
NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING GIFT:
Name
Address
City
Phone

Zip

State

NAME OF PERSON GIVING GIFT:

Send in the coupon above with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
Attn: Circulation Dept.

(502) 753-1916

Murray, Ky. 42071

P.O. Box 1040
Vicki Jan Parker of Murray (left), a printing management major at
Murray State University, was recently awarded a $500 scholarship
from the Printing Industry of the South. The scholarship was presented by the Nashville-based association during Proud to Print activities Nov. 7 sponsored by the Department of Graphic Arts Technology
at MSU. Making the presentation is Helen Robinson, director of public relations and editor/advertising director of "Print South," the organization's monthy magazine.

END OF MONTH
CLEARANCE
Odd 4-Drawer

Chests

1992 Chevrolet Caprice
Stock #92104

$15 94245

Sale Price

0
List Price $19,248.00

1992 Chevrolet Lumina
Eurosport Sedan

Living Room Suites

Stock #92059

'399

Starting at

25
Sale

Full-Size

Price

Recliner

Mattresses
As Low As

1992 Chevrolet S10 EL

$39?:

Stock #92049

$7 98800
3

Twin

Variety of Styles
and Colors

sets

Sale Price

List Price $9,192.00
All Prices Are After Rebate. Taxes, title, administrative fee additional.

Peppers

Solid Wood 3-Piece
Hardwood Dinette
CC=
CHEVROLET

Double Dresser, Hutch
Mirror, 4 Drawer Chest,
Queen or Full HB

lOictsrnot3ile
Visa
MasterCard
Discover

Choice of Finish

Purdom
Furniture

Layaways
Welcome

on the Square

Paris, TN
1-800-325-3229

753-4872

-
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MURRAY TODAY
School Based Decision
Making event Monday
A panel discussion on the School
Based Decision Making (SBDM)
process of the Kentucky Education
Reform Act(KERA) will be held at
Marshall County High School
Cafeteria on Monday, Dec. 2, at
6:30 p.m.
Panel members will include Cindy Heine, associate executive
director of the Prichard Committee:
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Bill Steams, consultant with the
School Based Decision Making
Branch of the Kentucky Department of Education; and SBDM
members of working councils
including a principal, a teacher and
parent.
The public is invited to attend
and area SBDM council members
and teachers are encouraged to
attend.
A cash door prize will be given
to the teacher in attendance with
the most parents of his/her students
also in attendance.
Parents of special needs children
who attend may obtain remimbursement for their mileage
expense from KY-SPIN (KY Special Parent Involvement Network).
This meeting is co-sponsored by
KY-SPIN (Special Parent Involvement Network), Marshall County
A.D.D. Parent Group, and PUNCH
(People Understanding the Needs
of Children with Handicaps).
For additional information contact Joni Swift at 1-527-1951, or
Sherry Adams at 1-554-5006.

'CAPE FERrauloo
Sta r ring Robert NW*,
•ick Nutt*, Jessica Leap

Heath-Hunt vows will
be solemnized on Dec. 6

Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, Dec.
2, at 11:45 a.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant, U.S. Highway 641 North at
Utterback Road. Margie Shown, retired teacher of choral music at Southwest Calloway Elementary School, will present a program of music.
"Retired faculty from Calloway County, Murray City and Murray State
University systems who are not CCRTA members are encouraged to
attend. However everyone attending should make reservations by today,
Friday, Nov. 29, by contacting Vanda Gibson, 753-3857, or Wilson Gantt,
753-4500," said President Wilson Ganti

Kiwanis Show this weekend
The Christmas Craft Show of the Murray Kiwanis Club will be Saturday,
Nov. 30, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, Dec. 1, from 12 noon to 5 p.m.
This will be at the National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road. Featured will be arts and crafts especially made for Christmas and
handmade home decorations and gifts. Concessions will be available.
Admission is free.

Joy Trio at New Mt. Carmel
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church will have a special group to present a
concert on Sunday, Dec. 1, at 6 p.m. at the church, located on Highway 121
South, near New Concord. The group will be The Joy Trio from Metropolis,
III. The public is invited attend this special event, said the Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pastor.

Pageant planned Nov. 30

Newborns and
dismissals at
hospital listed'
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, Nov.
26, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Phelps baby girl, parents. Susan
and Brian, 408 South Eighth St..
Murray;
Snyder baby girl, mother, Marlyn, J
& J Apts.-1, Murray;
Osborne baby boy, mother, Sara.
Rt. 3, Box 87K, Murray.
Dismissals
Leon Farmer, West View Nursing
Horne, Murray: Pat Carraway. 724
Faktans, Murray,
Mrs. Dortha Gailimore, Rt. 2, Box
40-A, Dresden, Tenn., C.R Avery, 38
Fawnwood Dr., Box 63E, New
Concord;
Mrs. May Neil Armsuong, Rt. 1, Box
296, Murray; Aubrey Jones, P.O. Box
237, Hazel; Mrs. Mabie Moneypenny,
Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn ;
Mrs. Ruth Day, CR Box 580, HamNn; Bobby Joe Smith, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Miss Alexandria Callon, 104 Owens
Dr., Pans, Tenn
Mrs. Beverly Futrell, Rt. 4, Box 247,'
Mayfleid; Mrs. Mavis Aline Robinson,
Rt. 1, Box 97, Puryew, Tenn.

The Little Miss and Mr. Christmas Queen and King Pageant will be Saturday, Nov. 30, at Paducah. This will be for girls, ages 0 to 13 years, and
boys, ages 0 to 2 years. For more information call 1-442-5472.

Pageant planned Dec. 1
America's Most Adorable Kids Christmas Pageant will be Sunday, Dec. 1,
at the Executive Inn, Paducah. This will be for girls, 0 to 13 years, and boys,
0 to 3 years. Santa will be a special guest, along with the 1991 national
winners. For information call 1-554-9878.

Marcia Don Heath and
Michael Troy Hunt to be married
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Heath of Olive announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their daughter, Marcia Don, to Michael Troy
Hunt, son of Mrs. Johnnie L Hunt and the late Henry J. Hunt of Rt. 9,
Benton.
Miss Heath is the granddaughter of Mrs. Reba Lovett and the late Wilhem Lovett of Olive and of Mrs. Etta Heath and the late Johnny Heath of
Benton.
Mr. Hunt is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Bohannon of Rt. 10,
Benton, and of Mr. and Mrs. Coleman Hunt of Rt. 9, Benton.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School and
is employed at H.T. Marketing of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is employed by Rail Services, Inc., of Calvert City.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Friday, Dec. 6, at 7 p.m. at
Olive Missionary Baptist Church at Olive.
A reception will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

1\0111t71'''11f Su utla1/

Christmas at

OPEN HOUSE

•

Mon.-Fri.........................900 a.m.-800 p.m.

Saturday
Sunday

9:00 a.m.-6K)0 p.m.
p.m.-5:00 p.m.

Pier 1 imports

University Plaza...On Chestnut St.

Four Rivers' Music Friends are scheduled to meet Sunday, Dec. 1, at 2
p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This is for all interested
persons. For information call Vel Burkeen, 753-6979.

Alpha Mu meeting Dec. 2
The next scheduled meeting of Alpha Mu *4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International Sorority will be Monday, Dec. 2.at 6:30 p.m. At this time chapter members will meet at the National Guard Armory to assist members of
the National Guard in its collection of groceries for Need Line.

Recovery to meet Tuesday
Recovery Inc., a self-help program for persons with nervous or emotional
symptoms, will meet Tuesday, Dec. 3, at 7 p.m. at Red Cross Chapter
House, 223 W. South St., Mayfield. This group meets each Tuesday. For
more information call 1-247-5469.

*Christmas Lawn Ornaments
*Festive Accents *Country Crafts
*Southwest Woven Blankets
•Oynx Wind Chimes & Chest Sets
*Lacquered Paper Madie Trays and Masks

HOLIDAY HOURS

Four Rivers will meet

The United Methodist Women of First United Methodist Church will have
their Christmas party and program on Tuesday. Dec. 3, at 10 a.m. at the
church. The Rev. Sky Lowe-McCracken, pastor of Hazel and liason's
Chapel United Methodist Churches, will bring the Christmas meeOge. All
church women are invited to attend this special event. The Executive Board
will meet at 9 a.m. Tuesday.

GYs
1 Saturday & Sunday
'ool & Patio
Noon-5 p.m.
9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Ihri Betimes
Hooeptzt 6 Tuba ri

South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have its special dinner and bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 30, at the church. A Thanksgiving potluck
dinner will be served at 6 p.m. This will be followed by a bazaar featuring
craft and baked items. All members and interested persons are urged to
attend this special event.

Methodist Women plan event

(Cont'd on page 7A)
1-

Church bazaar on Saturday

League of Women Voters to meet
The Murray Woman's Club will open the holiday season with its
annual musical program and open house on Sunday, Dec. 1, from 2 to
4 p.m. Special entertainment will be presented by the Calloway County High School Mixed Chorus, directed by Nell Earwood, and by
Murray High School Mixed Chorus, directed by Rachel Walborn. The
club house has been decorated for the holiday season by the Kappa
and Music Departments of the club. Refreshments will be served in
the downstairs area by members of the Sigma Department and other
hostesses from the Alpha, Creative Arts, Delta, Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Theta and Zeta Departments. Eva Morris, first vice president of the club, invites the public to attend this special event heralding in the holiday season. Pictured is a part of the Calloway County
High School Chorus.

CALENDAR
Saturday, Nov. 30

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Singles Organizational Society/9
a.m./Chamber of Commerce building to go to Nashville. Info/Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

'Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.
Saturday, Nov. 30
Murray State University basketball games/Lady Racers at 5:15
p.m. and Racers at 7:30 p.m. with
Southern Illinois/Racer Arena.

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
LBL events include Planetarium
Show/11 a.m., 1, 2, 3 p.m./GPVC:
Deer Up Close!/9:30 a.m., Eagles
Up Close!/2 p.m., and The Wolf
and the Deer/3 p.m./WNC.
(Cont'd on page 7A)

Did you know? Carol has

3081 Christmas Items on Display
Dec 1
Christmas Parties thru Dec 20 - Shop & Dine Nov 29,30,Dec 1- Open House
.

Lakeland Village plans bazaar
Creek
Lakeland Wesley Village, located off of Highway 68 near Jonathan
Dec.
Saturday.
on
Bazaar
Christmas
annual
its
have
will
County,
Marshall
in
7. This will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Phase I Community Room. Handwill
crafted gifts and decorations, baked goods, dried apples and much more
Resibe available. All proceeds will benefit the Lakeland Wesley Village
dents Association. For more information call 1-354-8888.

Ladies' luncheon Wednesday

Friday, Nov. 29

AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center. South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield

The Murray-Calloway County League of Women Voters will meet Wednesday, Dec. 4, at 11:30 a.m. in the Thoroughbred Room of Curris Center,
second level, Murray State University. This year's health care study will be
discussed. Lunch can be purchased, if desired. All members and interested
persons are urged to attend.

'
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I

•474-2773
t4111.1101ftri.

The annual Ladies' Day Christmas luncheon at Murray Country Club will
be Wednesday. Dec. 4, at 12 noon. The menu will include spinach stuffed
pork loin, glazed carrots, potato casserole, waldorf salad, and assorted
desserts. The cost will be $8 per person. Reservations for the luncheon
should be made by Tuesday, Dec. 3, by calling 753-6113 or 753-8116.
Bridge will be played at 9:30 a.m. and for information call Eva Morris at
753-8584.

MSU Women's Society to meet
Murray State University Women's Society will have its monthly luncheon
Holion Tuesday, Dec. 3, from 12 noon to 1 p.m. at Mayflower Restaurant,
753-9830.
at
Denton
Judy
call
s
For
reservation
Murray.
Inn,
day

Temple Hill Lodge plans event
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will have its
Christmas party for members of the lodge, their families and widows of Master Masons on Friday. Dec. 13, at 6 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant, Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. The cost of the meal will be $6.50. The
widows of Master Masons will be guests of the lodge. For additional information call James Ross at 753-0489 or Eddie CLAW at 753-2913.

Canasta play Wednesday
A Canasta Group meets each first and third Wednesday at Weeks Cenall
ter. The play will start at 1 p.m. on Wednesday. Dec. 4. This is open to
interested senior citizens. For information can 753-0929.

10010k---
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Partello-Sallee wedding
planned here on Dec. 7

Stout' civwned at weaitt
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SERVICE NEWS
This certificate was for his
superior performance of duty while
serving for eight months in Desert
Shield and Desert Storm in the Persian Gulf.
"He consistently performed his
demanding duties in an exemplary
and highly professional manner,"
his officers said.
Jackson is now assigned with the
ne Wing Support
Mari
(Coard from page 6A)
Squadron-274, 2nd Marine Aircraft
Wing, Marine Corps Air Station,
y Point, N.C.
30
Cherr
Saturday, Nov.
A
1980 graduate of Calloway
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./American County High School, he joined the
Legion building, South Sixth and Marine Corps in July 1980.
Maple Streets.

MARINE SGT. MARK A.
JACKSON, son of Bennie Jackson
and Betty L. Jackson, both of Murray, has recently been presented
with a Certificate of
Commendation.

CALENDAR

, Dec.
rth at
;outhnusic.
State
ed to
today,
Ganu,

urday,
5 p.m.
iwater
IS and

Murray Moose Lodge Dance/8
p.m.-12 midnight.
Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.

queen in her division at the PaduKailey Michelle Stone was crowned
Executive Inn, Paducah. She is the
cah Christmas Pageant held at the
and Sandra Stone. She has one
17-months-old daughter of Kerry
brother, Clint, 7.

Sunday, Dec. 1
First Presbyterian Church coffee
following morning service.
AA and AI-Anon/closed
meetings/4 p.m./American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple/
Info/759-4059 or 753-7663.

Dunn named for honor

sent a
ay 121
opolis,
y Cun-

Satur's, and

HENDERSON, Tenn. - The
1992 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges will include
the names of 39 students from
Freed-Hardcman University who
have been selected as national outstanding leaders.

Ray Dunn of Murray will be
among those listed. He is a senior
majoring in accounting and is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dunn.
Dunn is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and was youth
director at Glendale Road Church
of Christ this past summer.
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Conto all

Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of Dec. 2 to 6
have been released by Joanna
Adams and Willie Jackson, food
service directors for Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
respectively.
The menus, subject to occasional
change, are as follows:

Murray City

Anne Christine Partello and
Shannon Dee Sallee to be married
SalMiss Anne Christine Partello of Elberfeld, Ind., and Shannon Dee at
p.m.
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Memorial Baptist Church, Murray.
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Narcotics Anonymous/7:30
p.m./St. John's Episcopal Church.
Info/753-0086 or 753-7046.
First United Methodist Church
Junior and Senior High UMYF/5
p.m.
AMVETS Auxiliary of Post 45/2
p.m./Paris Landing.

MURRAY
TODAY

BRIDAL
,REGISTRY
We are pleased to
announce that Anne
Partello bride-elect
of Shannon Sallee,
has made her domestic and household
selections through
our bridal registry.
Anne and Shannon will be married
December 7, 1991.

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North
Murray
Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Adult computer class planned
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l
toast,
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Tuesday - scrambled
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e
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saussimpl
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bacon; Wednesday - breakfast pizza;
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y
class
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- hamburger, hot ham and
y
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e
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taco
day
Thurs
;
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5. All
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day,
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Group
Missi
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Prayer
lunch • scrambled eggs, sausage and pimento cheese sandwich, ribette
meetings will be at 9:30 a.m. in the
1-8.
biscuit, hot ham and cheese sandwich. sandwich. Fruits, vegetables and milk
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"Sent.
be
will
church chapel.
The theme
Fruits, vegetables, fries, desserts, milk are available daily.
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daily.
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in
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drink
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and fruit
Murray Middle
All interested women are invited
Calloway Middle
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chees
,
turkey
day - sliced
day - spaghetti w/French bread, ham
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Joe Curd, West View Nursing
Thursday • taco salad, deli ham and and cheese sandwich; Thursday County Hospital for Wednesday, Home, Murray; Mrs. Frankie Adams,
cheese; Friday - vegetable soup with burritoes, Hero sandwich; Friday Nov. 27, have been released as Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Cathenia Willis, 202
grilled cheese sandwich or hot dog. meatloaf w/rolls, corn dog. Fruits, vegPine St., Murray;
fruit
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etables, pizza, fruit drink and
Mrs. Viola Swinford, Rt. 3, Benton;
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Murray High
n; Lester Paschall, At. 1, Box
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and Ricky, 611 Pine St., Benton;
Breakfast
29, Hazel.
a
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s,
parent
TuesMonday - sausage and biscuit;
boy,
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n
turnov
O'Brya
Monday • peach
Tuesday - ham and egg on biscuit;
and Michael, Rt. 6, Box 245, Murray;
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biscuit
burrit
and
fast
on
break
w/bac
y
eggs
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Rosenkoetter baby boy, parents,
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w/hon
;
biscuit
h
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and
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t
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Thursday - omele
Tracey and David, Rt. 2,
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Friday - sausage and pancake on a or jelly; Thursday - coffee cake; Frity
Murray
stick. Cereal, fruit, donuts, juice and day - eggs wihashbrowns and toast
Dismissals
have been released as follows:
and jelly. Cereal, fruit, fruit juice and
milk are available daily.
Mrs. Kimberly Miles and baby boy,
Newborn admission
Lunch
milk are available daily.
Apts. #2, Murray; Roger Johnson,
J&J
baby boy, mother, Billy
Lofton
Lunch
Monday - chicken nuggets, footlong
275A, Almo; Mrs. Kaye
Box
1,
Rt.
1, Gilbertsville.
Rt.
Lynch,
Monday - chicken nuggets, ham
chili dog; Tuesday - taco salad, subDonna Wade, Rt. 2, Paris, Tenn.;
Dismissals
sandrine
subma
,
sandwich; Tuesday
Miss Jessica Amelia Lynn Merrill
Phelps and baby girl,
Susan
Mrs.
marine sandwich; Wednesday - sliced
sday
Wedne
ravioli casserole;
Northwinds Trailer Court No. 1, MurEighth St., Murray, Mrs.
South
408
turkey and gravy, barbecue sandwich; wich, salad, barbecue sandwich;
ray; Mrs. Vicki Wilson, Rt. 2, Hazel;
Tracey Rosenkoetter and baby boy,
Thursday - breakfast for lunch , taco day - chili w/cheese and crackThurs
, At. 1, Hardin;
e
Collins
Eugen
scrambled eggs, sausage and biscuit
Rt. 2, Box 60A, Murray;
roast beef sandwich; Friday - chili
Coy Garrett, 1305 Overby, Murray;
Miss Sara Osborne and baby boy,
turkey club sandwich; Friday - lasag- ers, chicken fried steak. Hamburgers,
347B,
Joe Kent Dodd Jr., Rt. 8, Box
3, Box 87K, Murray; Melvin Hefflin,
na, philly beef and swiss. Salad bar, dog, French fries, baked potatoes,
Rt.
rdeli
Benton; Bobby Lax, 2220 Edinbo
2, Box 228, Benton; Mrs. Avis
pizza, hamburger, cheeseburger, fruit pizza, , fruits, vegetables, fruit juice
At.
nachos
ough, Murray;
ne Robertson, At. 2, Box 147,
line, fruits, vegetables, milk and
Reube
and milk are available daily.
Mrs. Mildred Green, Rt.2, Box 35,
drinks are available daily.
Murray;
Hazel; John Wieczorek, At. 3, Box
Mrs. Retha Grogan, P.O. Box 662,
128,
Box
293N, Murray; Cecil Farris,
Murray; Mrs. Violet Johnson, Rt. 1,
Murray;
108 South 12th Street
Box 88, Murray; Jack Driggers, Rt. 2,
753-0005
Leon Penick, Rt. 1, Box 122B, Mur11
thru
nt
Sizes Infa
Box 82S, Buchanan, Tenn.
(Hwy. 611) Murray, Ky.
ray; Lynn Newberry, Rt. 1, Dover,

Prints by artists such as:
Charles Frace', G. Harvey, Paula Vaughn,
Paula Sawyier and many others.

- Silk Greenery - Custom Framing - Sculpture - Photo Frames -

First Baptist WMU to meet

Want really clean carpets
for the Holidays?
For clean, beautiful carpets
this Holiday Season, rent
our lightweight, easyPaint & Decorating
to-use Host* Machine
Southside Shopping Center
and get
753-3321
COUPON
$3.00 OFF
Coupon good thru February 8, 1992

S
GREAT GIFT IDEAAfga
ns

*Thanksgiving Potpourri *Holiday
*Yard Santas *Scented Candles
*Christmas Baskets *Picture Frames
Only At...

HOLLAND DRUGS

301 N. 12th St.
University Square
MasterCard & Vita Accepted

This is a test.
Please use the remote control
at the right and punch In
the number of the next page
of this newspaper. For easier use,
please punch the 'SWITCH button

OFF

ON

1

2 3 4

5 6

8

9

Thank you

Sorry, but it didn't work.
radio and TV.

Newspaper advertising isn't like

sets
73 percent of the primary TV
in Kentucky households have
ng
remote control_ It makes switchi
stations easy. With the push
message disappears.
of one button your advertising
commercial disappear
See the co-nmercial. Watch the
they "do somesaid
percent
55
•
In a recent statewide survey of 2,000 Kentucky households,
stations Or go to the
thing dee" when a commercial comes on TV. They switch
the dryer.
rthigeratOr. Or let out the dog. Or put the laundry in
your customer is ready, your
Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way When
might go to the refrigerator,
readers
per
newspa
So
while
advertising message is there.
working for you.
there,
stays
it
And
return.
they
when
there
your message is

Call 753-1916

Mill-ray Ledger & Times
Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
tomingkm
larrusry, 1141. Shoppw AmasonI. Km*uckp. The M1er= Group
Kimhicky Prem Anociailan
Sparaored
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This page is made possible by
these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship services.

at.,

id

rck

Mom

t

Thornton Tile andow Marble

MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies,
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

•I'-',‘,t3'l‘*!g•w#ArF\

753-6779

408 N. 4th

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Ask ..•-•:•;..
Cc7lr-uric3te Be.:re
75341'5
Charlue Adams Pharmac St
-Glendale At Wh,tnell (Across From L.pdv•
Closed Sundays

yft;
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•-.0.••
r• •
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JCPenney

"Mr
r •

Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. — 759-1400
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•„..?

Carroll
Tire Inc.

•
'
•

nImf
-,

•

.t4

•

•-

••••

•ritio

753-1489- 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

0 •
:
.•

-So ,
,

•riL
Cat

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.

.C4(111441
Teacher
-Custom Orders
•Supplees

M. 1, Murray
753-2540

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

201 S. 3rd

WAL-MART
759-9995

CENTRAL CENTER

PARKER
FORD
UNCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.

Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

804 Chestnut

753-6656

HOLLAND DRUGS
Esstside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15% Cash Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount PriceS

SHONEYS

641N.
Murray
753-9257

OF MURRAY

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011
J
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ARIENTISTS
SEVENTH DA3 ADVENTIST
Set 116 am
labbetti Schema
Sat 1100 •IR
Worship

BIUOTIST

•'•

.1/41.11'er
•;54,7;1:;f7.1. 0,4;7:-fr
.-c

•",
• •

1

/

1108 Chestnut
753-3314

KFC

Jack Marshall - Franchisef

"We Do Chicken Right'
205 N 12th
Cate in Orders 753-7101

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

•

Our shmt•rimm is N

CHURCH
DIRECTORY

759-4851

506 Industrial Road, Murray

.0i44%-ult.**A110•461

BLOOD RIVER
1100 •in
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
E•enirig Worehip
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.m.
Sony School
& 6 p.m.
II
Warship
5 p.m.
Chorch Training
7 pm.
Wrdneaday
CHESTNUT STREET
GENV.RAL
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
II 00 as
Morning Worship
COLDWATER
am.
1100
Morning Warship
600 p.m
Evening Simmers
COLDWATER BAPTIST
ClleitCH
943 a m
Sony School
11 00 a en
Morning Serve.*
6 00 pin
Evening Service&
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6.30 p.m.
Wednesday Sari
1000 ars
Sunday &hoe
1100 a.m.
Worship Serino.
600 p.m.
Sunday Night
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
a.m.
1100
Worship
Morning
645 pm
Emining Worship
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
1100s.
Morning Worship
6.30 p.m
E•ening Worship
FAITH BAPTIST
11 00 am
Morning Worship
690 pm.
Evening V or•ittp
FIRST BAPTIST
9 30 amSunday Schaal
10 45 •in & 7 p.m.
Warship
600 p.m.
Church Training
FLINT BAPTIST
1000 Lim
Sundry Schorr
1100 oat
Morning Worship
645 pm
Ensning Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
946•en
Sunday Schema
430 am It am.. 6 pm
111miteip
r.Asr.v000 BAPTIST
CHURCH
1000 an.
Sunday Scheid
1100 sin
Morning Worship
600 p.m
F...2ntrtg Worship
730 a.m
Wiaroodey Eseriing
HAZEL BAPTIST
1100 am
Worship
10-00 am
Sunday School
690 pm
Church Training
600 pm
Evening Wrimasp
700 p in
Wednesday Evening
HILLTOP RAPTIST
1000 • en
Sunday Scheel
11 00 • in
Warship Serino.
630 pm
Evening Serowe
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
1100 am
Morning Worship
730 pm
Euning Worship
1E1)BETTY-R MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
1000 • m.
Sunday Schaal
1100 SAS &
Preaching
6-00 pm.
700 p.m.
Vii•Ineadny Night
LOCUST GROVE
1103 am
Morning Warship
700 pm
Evening Worship
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
200 pm.
11114 Sunday
ZOO pia.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50 am.
Morning Worship
600 pm.
Esening Worship
MOUNT HOREB
MEE:WILL BAPTIST
230 • m
&mom School
I I 00•
Warship
NEW MT CARMEL
MISSIONARY
1100 • is
Morning Worship
Finning Warship
600 pm
yoialLTHSIDE 100
II 00 a in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
NEW PROVIDENCE
1000 am
Sunday 941601•1
II 00•
Preaching Sus
$00 pm
Night!, Sarno,
OAK GROVE
11 • rn £6.30 p.m.
Worship
II *JR
Sunday School
OWE NS CI IA PEL
IP.06cam.
Sunday Schaal
im.
10 r
1,
16
Preaching
Proper Samna
690 pm
Chianti
SPRING
10 • m
°neol
PSrPLAli
,,
.,,y
nils
S
wonr
4
7
BAPTIST
SALEM 11
1101)• m
Morning Worship
IS pm
E•ening Worship
I 00 a
SCOTTS GRA E
is
Service
600 pm
Evening Worship

SINKING SPRINC
1100 • m
Morning Worship
goosing Weredip
700 pm.
sPRING CREEK
Sunday school
10-00 • m
1100 • in
Morning Worship
6.45 pm
Evening Worship
600 pm
Training I neon
ST JOHN
930 a m
Morning Worship
1045 • m
Sunday School
SUGAR CREEK
II 00 • m
Morning Warship
645 pm
Evening Worship
VICTORY 11APTIST
1000 • m
Sundry School
II 00 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
WEST FORK
11 00 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Sunday Erwin(
700 pm
Wednesday Evening
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
a m
930
Sunday School
1030• m & 6 pm
Worship
7 pm
Wainesday

CAIIRLIC
ST HENRYS
CATHOLIC CHURCH
500 am
Saturday
10:30 a-m.
Sunday
ST LEOS
CATHOLIC CIIURCH
615) pm Sat
Mamas
5 00 a in Sunday
1100 a.m. &oda,

minium SCIENCE
SEIVICES
1634 Main St. Murray
Stand.,
1030 sin
Sunday School
1030 am.
2nd Wed
75) pm.
losang Wan Itiory Wel 11•3 p.

IT

=ICI IF

ALMO CHURCH OP CHRL1FF
990 a rsi.
Bible School
950 •et
Morning Worship
600 pm.
Evmung Worship
COLDWATER
10 50 • es
Morning Worship
600 pm.
Evening Worship
DEXTER
10 50 • nt.
Morning Worship
600 pm.
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
1090 •a.
Sunday School
1100 •m
Morning Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10 00 • in
Bible Study
1045 em
Slashing Service
6-00 p
Eventeg Worship
7.30 pm
Wad Worship
HAMA, CHURCH
OF CHRIST
IWO a.m.
Bible Study
910 am.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Evening Worship
700 p m
Mid Weak Worship
HICKORY 4110VV:
cuukcii OF CHRIST
•
900 •
Sunday School
to am
Morning werams
p.m.
7
11.14Wasit Service
KHOLSEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10 00 • in
Sundry School
10-50 • m
Morning Worship
7 pm
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays;
MT OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
1000 •in
Bundery School
1100 • in
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Warship
NEW CONCORD
& 6 pm
250 •
Worship
9 ant
Bible Classes
7 pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Somme
950 a on
6 00 p in
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY
10 45 • in
Mani rig Worship
Komori Worship
600 pn.
SE COST) STREET
10 45 • m
Morning Mardi p
Evening Worship
600 pin

KOPI?FERUD
711 Main

753-1222

ROY'S
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
_
_•
Roy McKendrPr
Olympic Plaza

ON SERV'CE
Pharmacist
753-2380

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

753-5312

401 Olive

(4)
•
Arbys

CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST OF warm
UY SAINTS
CHURCH or JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St.
10 00 • m
Sarno-nom Meet
1120 am
Sunday School
Rolle Society and
12 10 pm
Pnesthmd

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

507 N. 12th

753-8841

•

MILLER
FUNERAL HOME
311 North 4th Murray, KJ
•
Hazel, KY
Goi.BEN it1LE

LYNN GROVE
945 am
Worship SoorrIcc
10.45 • m
Church School
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
9.30 •m
Worship Service
10.30 sir
Sundry School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
1090 •.m
Sunday School
11 00 •rn
Morning Worship
MT CANNEL
10:00 • m
Worship
1100 • m
Sunday School
MT IIEIIRLJN
10 00 •in.
Worship
II 00 • in.
Sundry School
PALESTINE UNITED
10 00 a'm
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship
RUSSELL ClIAPEI UNITED
9:45 • m
Worship
11 00 am
Sunday Schram
GROVE
SOUTH PLEASANT
945 a m
Sunday School
10 45 am
Morning Worship
6-00 pm
Evening
STOREYS CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
11 00 • m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
10:00 a m
Morning Warship
Sunday School
1100 •in.
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AXE CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m
11.00 cm
Morning Service
WiIIi.m
J Pratt
Pastor

NAZARENE

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Holy Rechariat &40 & 10.30
Daily Evening Prayer 5 15 p.m

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11 00 m
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Evening Worship
601) p
MURRAY CHURCII
Sunday School
945 • m
10-45 • m
Morning Worship
600 pm
Evening Worship
Wodniudny Worship
630 p in

7:15 pm.

INDEPENDENT
CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURL.:11
Sunday School
9.30 • m
10 30 • m
Morning Worship
NEWLIFECIIRISTIANCENTER
408 Main Street
R46 Am.
Sunday Scheel
1100 a.m.
Sunday Wend*
7 p.m.
Wednesday
,cAr•E C I IHISTIA N
FELLOW SII IP
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
Sundry Serer.
11 00 a.m.
700 p.m.
Wednesday Sernce
759-9862

JEHOVAH S
WITNESSES
JEllOVAll S WITNESS
9.30 a ni
Public Talk
10.30 • m
Wmchtosur Study

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTIIERAN
Sunday School &
9 30 a in
Bible Class
10 30 am
Worship

METHODIST
BETHEL, UNITED
930 • m
Morning Worship
10.30 •.en
Sunday School
2nd & 4th Sun Night 600 p.m.
BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship4
bat & 3rd Sun Night 700 pm
COLDWATIli
1190 am
Worship
10:00 a m
Sundry School
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
900 a.m
Worship Service
945 a.m.
Sundry School
DEXTER HARDIN UNITED
10 00 am
Sundry School
II 00 a m 6 00 p m
Worship
FIRST METHODIST
10 50 •.m
Worship
GOOD SHEPHERD UNISED
I I 00 •.na
Worship SIWVICA
10 00 •IT
Sunday School
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
1000 •.at
Worship Service
11 00 am
Evening Ser Weir
630 pm
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 am
Worship
10-00 •in
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 • m
Morning Worship
11 00 • m
KI1CKSEY UNITED
10-00 a in
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11 00 a in
Evening Werohip
600 pm

Oprn

Saturday, 8-Noon
Monday- Friday 8-4:3t1
75:1-5711)
612 S. 9th St.

EPISCOPAL

Wod. Bible Study
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Iiisaday Scheel
130 am
Werikip
WU am.
MURRAY CIIRISTIAN
FELLOWS11 IF
1030 am
Worship
Bible School
930 •in
Evening Serrate
690 pm

43)_-_v Compliments of

•

GU-NI/ALE ROAD
tv.r.21p1URCII OF CHRIST
9 • rirs
Bib). Study
m
0 ap r°
16
E voning Worship
7 p ru
Wad Bible Study
UNION GROVE
1060 • m.
Morning Worship
600 pm
E•ening Worship
Worship UNIVERSITY
9 00 a in
Bible Claues
10 00 am
600 pm
WEST MURRAY
10-50 3 m
Morning Worship
6:00 pm.
E•ening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
wldci:rdnn.s.Hinigng
990 • is
E,
600 pin
700 pm

See Local
Church
Announcements
On Opposite
Page

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL CHAPEL
1090 ism
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
Worship
CALVARY TEMPLE
10-00 sin
Sunday School
I I • in. & 630 p m
Worship
DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
10:00 a in
Sunday School
11 am & 6 p.m
Worship
7 pm
Saturday
711E CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST.Almo Heights
10-00 • in
Sunday School
Worship &women • rn £7 pm
FAIT!! APOSTOLIC
CHL'RCII
22136 Coldwater Rd.
10-11 a.m -700 pm
Sun San
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east M Mine
10.00 em
Sunday School
Warship
II a.m. & 7 p.m
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Worship
II am £6 pm
Wednesday
790 pm
JENNY RIDGE
PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
7:00 pm
Worship
taw • w & 7 pm
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10-00 a.in
Sunday School
11 -00 am
Worship
TRINITY MISSION
1003 • m
Sunday School
11 am. & 7 p.m
Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH.NEW CONCORD
1090 • in
Sunday School
1100-7.30 pm
Worship Sara
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
10 00 am
Sunday Services
6:00 p.m

619

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
juneru/ Wonle, finc
4041111M4M

713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
irocORPOnarE0

1401 South 16th Street - P.O. Box 165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
TELEPHONE
LOWELL K. BECK
(502)753-1304
ADMINISTRATOR

MURRAY BP
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164
Southside
Shopping
Center
of murray
"Modem Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

759-4796

[QuicKpRiNd

fJvfedicine
c_Shoppe'
Prescripiion C,enters

Robert Tabers, Owner
Corner of 299 & 464
489-2126
P.O. Box 6 Kiricsey, Ky. 42054

Pinly wiggly
OPEN 104.-FRI. 24 HOURS A DAY; SAT. & SUN. 7 A.IL-111DIRGHT

HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
Jimmy Lamb, Owner
501 N. 4th

753-6168

Hidden Valley
Kennels

.
4

"Boarding For Dogs & Cats"
Hwy. 464 (1 mile east of Kirksey)
489-2377

HOMEPLACE
FAMILY RESTAURANT
—Daily Luncheon and Dinner Buffet759-1864
1906 Coldwater Rd.

-RUT
Srcinx MIR
MURRAY CHURCH OF 0013
1000 am
Morning We...nip
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
LYNN GROVE
FEED & SEED, INC.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

Cain's
cHRYSLER-PLYINXITH-DODGE•JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

nines BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Reedy Mix Concrete
753-3540
East Main Street

Martin Davenport
R.Ph. Owner
759-9245
12th & Olive
(next to Suzie Q's)

Tabers Acoustic
& Drywall

,fi_ir 4
swr
eta.,

PRESBYT13111U1
FIRST PRESBYTF.RIAN
9.30 o in
Sunday School
Worship
10.45 • in
LIBERTY CUMILERLAND
10 00 • in
Sunday School
Worship Service
II00•m
MOUNT PLEASANT
II 00 • in
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
700 pm
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9-45 • m
Worship Service
1100 • in
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
1000 am
Worship
I I 00 • rn £7 pin
Service

STOCKADE€

SIRLOIN

Hoffman's

Hwy. 94 E
759-4512

Keel's Vacuum
Sales and Service
e)
.
CUPS Shipping Service Availabli
Bel-Air Center

753-2706
HOWARD

D

COMPANY

8
1-800-633-7296 inside Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
118 N. 7th St.

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
Melt

Serving Western Kentucky
and Western Tennessee

S. 4th St. 753-1323 Chestnut St.

CALLOWAY
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers — Owner
753-1962
1707 W. Main
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Churches release information about Sunday's services

1

Sunday School will be at 10 am
Song leader will be Ray Cummings
Palestine United Methodist
sera.m.
at
10
21-12
Mark
the
from
tut"
service
Children's Bible Study at 6 p m and
evening
the
At
offertory.
Serving will be Jim Thompson, Ismael
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
Various area churches have
vice and about 'The Certainty of our
Prays,' meeting at 6 30 p m
Jason
Saints Alive Choir will present 'The
s,
Humphrey
Steve
Rosario,
speak at 11 a.m. service Stanley DunFaith' with scripture from II Peter
released information concerning
Weldon
Road to Christmas.' Code. Caldwell
Fancher,
Harold
,
Cummings
Hardin Baptist
can and Mary Conner wilt direct the
1.12-21 at 6 p.m. service. Assisting
their services on Sunday, Dec. I, as
will serve as deacon of the week
Thomas, David McPherson, Gary AtkThe Rev Ricky Cunningham, pas
music with Faye Childress as pianist
song leader, Bill
Bailey,
Ernie
be
will
Baptist
Fork
West
Pervine
Bob
and
follows:
erson, Eric McKee
tor, will speak at 8 30 a m and 10 30
Boyd, Wayne Williams, Sam Parker,
Coldwater Baptist
The Rev. Lawson Williamson, pasBethel United Methodist
Westalde Baptist
a m and 6 p m services Darrell GibWalPete
Curd,
Freed
p.m.
6
Hays,
and
Keith
will
m
a
pastor,
11
Geurin,
Jackie
at
Rev.
The
speak
tor, will
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
The Rev. Charles Morphew, pastor,
will be song leader with Fran
son
,
Spiceland
Bobby
Mathis,
by
Gary
drop,
6
be
directed
and
will
p.m.
a.m.
services
speak at 11
services. Music
will speak at 9.30 a m and 6 p m serspeak about 'Celebrate Christ In Unity
and Sandra Lyles as accompanBeale
Keith
Johnson,
Barry
.
and
Spiceland
Steve
Bobby Manning will direct the music
Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt
vices Greg Miller will direct the song
and Commitment to Fellowship with
8 30, and Gary McClure will be
at
ists
HenRobert
Bailey,
Hosford, Green
with Marge West and Mary Geunn as
Janet Arnold as accompanists G.A.
with Judy Lamb and Janice
service
scripture from Matthew 12:46-50 at
with Martha Lou Lawrence
leader
song
don, Jeff Dunman and Greg Delancey
accompanists.
Ward will sing a solo, 'I Stand
10.30 a.m. service. The Youth will
Farris as accompanists Sunday
and Shelia Clark as accompanists at
Catholic
the
Leo
St.
and
hour
t
morning
United
Methodis
Grove
Lynn
at
m
a
Amazed'
School will be at 10:30
conduct the 'Hanging of the Green'
10 30
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday
The Rev. Eugene Burkeen, pastor,
Children's Choir will sing at evening
Sinking Spring Baptist
service at 6 p.m. service. Tommy Scott
Sunday
p
8
m.
as
and
a.m.
serve
11
will
and
y
8
and
Judy
Norsworth
will speak at 9:30 a.m service
Poplar Spring Baptist
hour. Jack
Russell Miller, pastor, will
Rev
The
will direct the music with Patsy Neale
and Alan Miller
Fr. Larry McBride, pastor, in
with
Crawweek
be
Cathy
and
will
organist
the
Kelso
Dennis Norvell, pastor. will
of
Rev.
The
deacon
services
p.m
7
and
sts.
m.
a
accompani
11
at
speak
and Sherma Scott as
Assisting will be Chris Woods,
Church
charge
in
of
Children's
be
will
children's
ford
charge
a.m. and 6 p.m services
conduct
11
at
will
with
speak
music
mornthe
direct
will
at
Michael Milby
Teresa Gilson will sing a solo
Nathan Reed, Debbie D'Angelo,
church.
Immanuel Lutheran
Mark Hardison will direct the MUSIC
Laura Paschall and Rhonda Lamb as
ing hour.
Spring Creek Baptist
The Rev. Clarence W. Helmich,
be
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Robert and Simone Taylor, Joel and
accompanists Sunday School
First United Methodist
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor, will
The Rev. Thomas E Cary Jr , paspastor, will speak at 1030 a.m. serMary Reed, Matthew Pate, Bill Shafer,
at 10 a.m.
The Rev, David G. Atkinson, camWitte will be organist. Sun11 a.m. and 7 p.m. services.
at
speak
Alice
Larry
vice.
will speak at 930 a.m. service
tor,
Cates,
Mary
'Being
Baptist
Smart,
Grove
about
Virginia
Oak
speak
will
pus minister,
Classes will be
10 a m
will
be
at
Bible
School
Sunday
and
Robertson will direct the music
School
will
Ralph
Maggard,
day
pastor,
Lorraine
and
scripHarper,
Paul
with
Steve
Rev.
Wheeler,
The
Day'
Ready for Judgment
Camp
Ground
Coles
a.m.
Petrie as pianist
9:30
at
Edwina
Tommy
with
am,
services
m
a.m.
o
Cunningh
6
and
m
Zilch
Jane Blair,
speak at 11 a
ture from Luke 21:25-36 at 10:50
United Methodist
New Concord
Holcomb, Anne Gorrell, Rob and
service for first Sunday in Advent. Kim
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
Church of Christ
Karen Stanfa, David and Stacy MikulBlack will be music director with Joan
will speak at 9 a m. service with
Bob Haley, minister, will speak at
dk, Dick Maddox, Sr. Mary Anne, CinBowker as organist. A violin solo,
Samantha Hall as song leader and
9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Bible
dy Cripps, Jerry and Pam Kelly.
'Gavotte in G Minor' will be played by
and 6 p m
a.m.
9
at
Dean Stephenson as pianist. Sunday
be
will
t
Classes
Methodis
Michelson
United
Goshen
Steve
with
Luke Michelson
School with Jerry Lassiter as superinElm Grove Baptist
The Rev Susan Allsop-Atkinson,
as pianist. Acolytes will be Ann Picktendent will be at 10 a.m.
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, will
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
ens and Morgan Blankenship
Cherry Corner Baptist
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. serwith Marlene Beach as lay assistant.
St. John's Episcopal
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor,
vices. Music will be directed by Donald
Becky Miller will direct children's
The First Sunday of Advent will be
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. serSmith with Glenda Rowlett and Bobbie
church. Acolytes will be Samantha
observed with The Holy Eucharist at 8
sts
vices. Cecil Glass will be music direcaccompani
Madeline
as
Parker.
Burkeen
n
Dana
Trevatgha
and
Gibbs
and 10:30 a.m. Fr Andre
tor with Anna Requarth and Lucy Ann
Hazel Baptist
Parker will be in charge of the nursery.
will preside and preach, assisted by
Forrest as accompanists.
The Rev. James Garland, pastor,
Kirksey United Methodist
Laura Price, Dennis Johnson and BarTemple Hill United Methodist
a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
will
11
at
pastor,
speak
will
Leslie,
M.
Dan
Rev.
The
as.
Malinausk
bara
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
services, Gene Orr Miller will direct the
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
First Christian
will speak at 10 a.m. service with Janmusic with Oneida White and Roger
Ron Pace will direct the music with
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
White
na Hopkins as music director. Sunday
Mike
sts.
Hays
accompani
Janice
as
Kern
and
Hutson
y
Lee
Norsworth
Clarice
speak at 10:45 a.m. service.
School with Benny Herndon as superwill be deacon of the week. Sunday
as accompanists.
will be music director and organist.
intendent will be at 11 a.m.
School with Joe B. Adams as director
Christian Science
First Presbyterian
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
By James H. Cain
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunwill be at 9:45 a.m. and Discipleship
The Rev. Toby Schellingerhout,
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham, pasWedsecond
each
p.m.
and
as
7:30
direc'Advent
and
Hutson
day
about
Harold
with
speak
Training
pastor, will
The
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. service.
nesday. Reading Room will be open
tor will be at 5:30 p.m.
Christmas' with scripture from Psalms
Joy Trio from Metropolis will present a
from 12 noon to 3 p.m. on Wednesday
South Pleasant Grove
1306 at 10:45 a.m. service. The
concert at 6 p.m. service. Sunday
and Saturday.
United Methodist
Chancel Choir will sing with Michael
School with Russell Moss as superinNew Life Christian Center
The 'Hanging of the Green' service
Buetaus as director and Pat Bomba
1. The narrower the mind, the broader the statement.
tendent will be at 10 a.m.
with
a.m.
11
at
be
and
will
be
Ken
will
be
Phillips
Services
Bill
will
a.m.
10:45
at
Assisting
will
be
as organist.
An idealist is one who will make any sacrifice so long as it
2.
t
Russell Chapel United Methodis
Mark Welch as minister and Karen
the reader of the word. Kathy Erwin
Deanna Wolf and Tim Belcher. Sunday
won't hurt business.
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
Welch directing the music. Sunday
and Joan Cooper will be accompanSchool will be at 9:30 a.m. and a Felspeak at 9:45 a.m. service with Red
3. Conscience gets lots of the credit that belongs to cold feet.
ists. Taking part In the service will be School will be at 9:45 a.m.
lowship Coffee at 11:45 a.m.
Dorothy
and
leader
song
as
Woods
Kirksey Baptist
4. Egotism is the anesthetic that dulls the pain of stupidity
the Rev. Jim Alford, Melonie Lowe,
Eastwood Baptist
will
Brown as pianist. Sunday School will
pastor,
Russell,
Van
Tommy
speak
Rev.
Clark,
will
Valerie
The
pastor,
Cooper,
Gary
Mayall,
Lynn
5. To destroy your enemies, make them your friends.
Dr.
be at 10:45 a.m.
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serGaines, Kenny Erwin and Karen
at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Our government could stand a little more pruning and a lot
6.
New Providence Baptist
vices. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
Guthrie. Also assisting will be Tanny
Greg Mayall will direct the music with
less grafting.
The Rev. Odell Colson, pastor, will
Barnes, Rick Lowe, Janice Nesbitt, with Gala Edwards and Cindy Cossey
April Mack and Susan Reynolds as
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
7. The class assignment was to write a short paper on "Things
as accompanists.
Ann Wilson, Melva Cooper, Kim Philaccompanists. Assisting will be the
a.m.
10
at
be
will
School
t
Sunday
Coldwater United Methodis
I Am Thankful For." One fourth-grade boy put first, "My glasses
lips and Leslie Furches.
Rev. Steve Todd, the Rev. Randolph
ence United Methodist
pastor,
Independ
Burkeen,
Eugene
Rev.
The
Calvin
Baptist
Evans,
Grace
Brent
they keep the boys from punching me and the girls from kissing
Allen, Rick Beam,
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor,
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service with Rex
Todd, Max Dowdy, John Brittain,
me."
will speak at 11 a.m, service with
will speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. and 6 Smith as song leader and Jimmy WilAnthony Manning, Bob Tanner, David
and
leader
as
song
Dowdy
with
Richard
School
Sunday
son as pianist.
p.m. services. The ordinance of baptLee and Michael Cutini.
Patricia Lassiter as pianist. Sunday
T.C. Hargrove as director will be at 10
ism will be observed at both morning
Glendale Road Church of Christ
with Howard Coy as superinSchool
deacon
be
speak
a.m.
will
will
Downey
Buel
minister,
services.
pulpit
John Dale,
God
of
Church
will
direct
will be at 10 a.m.
Murray
tendent
Rudicil
scripture
Kevin
with
the
week.
of
Hear
about 'A Grateful
Flint Baptist
Dr. J.H. Lipford, pastor, will speak at
with Dwane Jones and
music
the
and
service
a.m.
9
from Phil. 4:6-7 at
sts. Sherri
The Rev. Ronnie kAcPhearson, pasa.m. and 6 p.m services. His mornaccompani
10
as
Jones
Susan
Hello Stranger!
scripwith
about 'Ask, Seek, Knock'
tor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
ing topic will be 'God's Holy Word.'
Nance will sing at morning hour.
ture from Matthew 7:7-11 at 6 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission
Searching for answers to all
services. Music will be directed by Bill
Lake-Land Apostolic
service. Assisting wilt be Jerry Bolls,
Darren Chapman. Gina
Miller and
those who/what/where questions
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
song leader, James Lee Harmon, Kelly
Brandon and Karon Johnson will be
about your new city?
speak at 2:45 p.m. service. Bible
will present a lesson at 10 a.m.
White, Raybo Dunn, Kelvin White, Bill
WAGON
WELCOME
As
accompanists.
session. Evangewill be at 2 p.m.
Study
/teaching
preaching
Joe
Henson,
Mike
Nix, Jay Simmons,
ative, it's my iob to help
Springs Baptist
Chapel United Methodist
6 p.m.
at
Represent
Brooks
begin
Ferguson
will
service
listic
Thomas
,
Thornton, Johnny Bohannon
The Rev. Charles E. Morphew, pasyou get over the hurdles of being
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
Memorial Baptist
Schroeder, Jim Ragsdale, Steve
Sunservices.
service.
a.m.
11
at
p.m.
6
speak
will
and
will
a.m.
tor,
pastor,
newcomer
11
a
at
Simmons,
Jim
Rev.
speak
The
Dublin, Logan Dodd II and Don
day School with Joel Jackson as
By bringing you some useful
Roy Skinner will direct the music with
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. serHostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Stewart.
superintendent will be at 10 a.m.
gifts Community info. Advice on
Vivian Stom as accompanist Sunday
vices, Randall Winchester, deacon of
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 8348
First Baptist
West Murray Church of Christ
reliable business In your new
School will be at 10 a.m.
the week, will direct the music with
Dr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
PUBLIC NOTICE
speak
will
.
,
Call
James Hahn, evangelist
neighborhood. And more.
Calvary Temple
Tonya Simmons and Cindy Ruppel as
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. serwill
and 6 p.m. services.
pastor,
a.m.
Choir
10:50
Clare,
at
Sanctuary
E.F.
The
Rev.
sts.
The
accompani
vices. His morning topic will be 'Hurry
will sing 'Let Us Break Bread
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. serUp and Wait' with scripture from Isaiah
vice. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Together' and the pastor will sing a
direct
will
Littlefield
Steve
40:25-31.
The ordinance of
hour.
at
morning
solo
Marand
Finch
the music with Janet
Good Shepherd United Methodist
The Lord's Supper will be at morning
garet Wilkins as accompanists. The
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., passervice and the ordinance of baptism
Sanctuary Choir will sing '0, How Joytor, will speak at 8:30 and 11 a.m. Serservice.
at
evening
fully' with Margery Shown as soloist,
vices. Diana Tatlock will direct the
University Church of Christ
Nell Earwood and Bobby Malone will
music with Margaret Kennedy and Betspeak
will
Charley Bazzell, minister,
sing a duet, "Love Was When,' and
ty Poole as accompanists.
about 'Not Now, I'm Busy' with scripChris Edwards will play a trumpet
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SAVE MORE DOUGH!

If we were you, we'd bank with us!

CLIP THESE VALUABLE COUPONS.

164

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffets

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza
& SpaGatti Buffets
Expires 12/5/91

Expires 12/5/91

Only

Only

Daily
Lunch 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Sunday
Noon-2 p.m.

DELIVERY SPECIAL
t706

One-Topping Large
Expires 12/5/91

$699

Dinner 5-8:30 p.m.

DELIVERY SPECIAL

3-Topping Pan Perfect
Expires 12/5/91

Only

Sally Hopkins
Kenny Rose
Melia Redden
Betty Darnell
Ethlene McCallon
Susan Jones

$F799

$699
Only

I

Directors:
Roy B. McKendree
Bethel Richardson
Jack Rose
William I. Ryan

Original Crust

K y.

Must Present Coupon
When Ordering

At Republic Bank, you have an outstanding team of experienced bankers
who take care of your business as if it
was our only business. Our associates
and directors live in this community so
all our resources are focused on meeting your needs. Stop by soon and let us
show you why we say: if we were you,
we'd bank with us!

REI'LIBLIC

, Savirss Bank

Coupons Not Good With
Any Other Specials

12th & Main Streets
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502)759-1630
SNP

LENDER

\

'62

Chestnut
Street

753-6656
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TVA, state unsure how building was wrecked
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CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
— A building that was eligible for
the National Register of Historic
Places was demolished two weeks
ago and no one knows why.
State officials say any plans the
Tennessee Valley Authority had for
its landmark S&M Building should
have been reviewed by the Tennessee Historical Commission.
Charles Tichy, a planner in the
TVA Cultural Resources Office
that was supposed to review the
demolition proposal and pass it on
to the state, says he isn't sure what
happened. Such a review is
required under the National Historical Preservation Act of 1966, he
said.
He said Wednesday that TVA
will investigate.
"There's been so much going on
in TVA in recent times, and our
office being here in Knoxville, it's

sort of detached from operations in
the Chattanooga area," he said. He
said he doesn't know what plans
TVA has for the site now that the
three-story brick building is gone.
Miranda Roche, senior planner
with the Chattanooga-Hamilton
County Regional Planning Commission, said federal law requires
any plans affecting a historic place
be reviewed by the Tennessee Historical Commission. She said TVA
violated the law.
The building was demolished
two weeks ago on a weekend.
"It was kind of a sneaky thing to
do," said Ms. Roche. "No one
noticed it had been pulled down
and no onc had a chance to comment on it."
Gil Francis, a spokesman for
TVA, said Thursday the agency
just doesn't know at this point who
authorized razing the building or

who demolished it.
"Somebody knows," Francis
said. He said Tichy hopes his
investigation will determine exactly
what happened.
Previous proposals for the building included making it into a
restaurant. Ms. Roche said an
entrepreneur could have gotten a
federal grant to restore the building, but TVA never agreed to sell
it.
Richard Tune, assistant director
for the National Register programs
at the Tennessee Historical Commission, said the review process
that should have been done would
have sought ways to alter plans
affecting the property.
If none could be found, he said
the commission would have done
historical research to document the
building's floor plans and architecture before it was razed.

WEST KENTUCKY DIRECT MAIL
HERE TO SERVICE YOU!
Locally Owned & Operated

Blood kin:
Woman finds father she never knew
MAYWOOD, Ill. (AP) — A woman's search for the father she had
never seen ended when she was went to draw blood from a heart
patient and discovered he was the man she had been looking for.
Beverly Blake always carried a copy of her birth certificate with her
father's name, Charles L. Cole.
She searched for the name Cole through telephone directories,
groups that reunite parents and children and admission lists at hospitals
where she worked.
"I would think: 'Where is he? What is he like? What does he do?' I
knew the man was out there," she said.
Ms. Blake's parents were divorced before she was born. She had
never seen a picture of her father.
"As the years went by, I got antsier." she said. "I knew he was
getting older, and I didn't want him to pass away."
Last month, the 41-year-old phlebotomist was sent to draw blood
from a patient in intensive care at the Loyola University Medical Center in the Chicago suburb of Maywood. The man was recovering from
a heart attack, and his chart identified him as Charles L. Cole, 69, born
in Harrisburg, III.
Because of the patient's shaky health, Ms. Blake said she did not
immediately tell him what she suspected.
"I had the needle, and he said to me: 'Honey, are you a good stick?
Do you do your job well?" he recalled. "I told him yes, but I was
shaking. I was sweating. My legs were ready to buckle."
Ms. Blake said she called her mother's brother and had him talk
with the patient by telephone. The uncle's conversation verified the
patient was her father, she said.
On Oct. 7, Ms. Blake entered Cole's room and called him "Daddy."
"He said, 'C'mon over here.' I jumped onto his bed. We just held
each other in his room until midnight," she said.
"I started living all over again from that moment," Ms. Blake said.
Cole, a former Marine who spent much of his life traveling the
world, said he never knew he had a daughter.
"It's a new chapter in my life," he said. "I feel wanted. I just wish
I had known about her before now."
Ms. Blake lives in a suburb near her father's Maywood home.

"Coupons save residents money!"
We distribute a coupon book with ads from area
restaurants,auto services, personal & home service &
any business with special sales & announcements.

Murray Kiwanis Club

Christmas Craft Show

Available for Calloway, Marshall,
Graves, McCracken Counties

Nov. 30th & Dec. 1st
Saturday 9-5 Sunday 12-5
—National Guard Armory—

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL

Arts & Crafts Especially Made For Christmas!
*Hand-made Home Decorations & Gifts*
FREE ADMISSION • CONCESSIONS AVAILABLE

753-3040 (Calloway)
(w. Ky.)
800-696-99;82
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RENO, Nev.(AP) — A helicopter pilot flying an accident victim
to a hospital here radioed a mayday
just moments before a crash that
killed all four people aboard,
authorities said.
The chopper crashed into the
Sierra late Wednesday on its way
from a hospital in Bridgeport,
Calif., to one in Reno, said Stephanie Kruse, a spokeswoman for Care
Flight, a program operated by the
Regional Emergency Medical Services Authority.
"Mere was nothing that he said
before we lost contact that would
indicate anything at all," she said.
At the same time, a motorist
reported seeing a helicopter spinning out of control near U.S. 395
about 15 miles north of Bridgeport,
said Mono County Public Service
Officer Debbie Rupp. It dropped
out of sight and the driver saw a
flash.
Snow during the night forced
rescuers to temporarily call off a
search for the chopper. A Navy
helicopter spotted the wreckage
Thursday morning, Rupp said.
Another helicopter landed near the
crash site to recover the bodies.
"My guess is it's going to be
quite some time before they're
going to be able to determine anything just because of the terrain
and also the crash itself was pretty
severe," Kruse said.
Kruse identified the victims as
Alan Larson, Care Flight's lead
pilot, flight nurse Kathy Ohran, and
flight emergency medical technician Donnie Matteoni. The patient
was identified as Bobby Franco,
33, of Carson City.
"It was a long, anxious night,"
she said. "Then the news wasn't
good when we got it. It's pretty
gloomy here."
Kruse said Larson hadn't had
time to say what went wrong when
he radioed the Care Flight dispatcher in Reno. She said this was
the 10-year-old service's first helicopter crash.
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a rock solid financial record. that offers
compeuuve fruitiest rain % Orl 11111/11111Utt
Look to Woodmen of the World We re
• 101 year-old fraternal benefit society
that offers single premium and flexible
premium deferred iumulues But best of
all, you can cam an 11111.111 guaranteed
interest rate of

7.25%*

for arnounu over 15,000
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'
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New officers of the Medical Explorer Post 803 are (front row, from
left) president John Faughn, vice-president for administration
DeShawn Joseph, vice-president for programming Laura Hubbard,
secretary Nissa Mjos, (back row, from left) sergeant at arms Tori
Holton, CCHS reporter Stacey West. MHS reporter Melony Stambaugh, treasurer Justin Hubbard and historians Noelle Jedan and
Rachel Williams. Not pictured is sergeant at arms Heather Scott.

James R.
Jackson
753-4801
753-8113
%%oodmen of the World
Life Insurance Societ
Home Write: Omaha, Nebraska

American-species
cockroach wins
size contest
KUALA LUMPUR. Malaysia
(AP) - Malaysia wrapped up a
-kroach awareness campaign"
:
.i-sday by awarding $370 to a
v...4-flan who brought in the biggest
..'c roach.
Out of more than 5,000 cocksent in for the contest. an
"American" cockroach measuring
2 24 inches won first prize. The
American. the German and BrownBanded species are the most prevalent in the southeast Asian country.
Wan Sadina Wan Ariffin from
Kota Bahru, 240 miles northeast of
Kuala Lumpur, said she killed 15
of the biggest cockroaches in her
house and sent them in. She was
tl-rilled that one caught in her
-croom won.
in Malaysia's first campaign last
1.280 cockroaches were subTed and the winner measured
inches.
'Ne must all play a part in con- ..ng cockroach infestation and
ce incidence of diselses caused
them," Health Minister Lee
Kim Sai said in a speech at a hotel
-whi.re the contest was held.
The Guinness Book of Records
say, a female Giant Burrowing
Cockroach collected by Agnes
Wax.r of Queensland, Australia, in
December 1986 is the world's biggest. It measured 3.11 inches.

753-7688

519 South 12th

Come Visit Vanta
(
at Vamp WV.

Sea cows, people
to share Florida
swimming hole
ORANGE CITY, Fla. (AP) Starting Sunday, manatees will get
uc Spring State Park's main
inning hole in the morning.
:inans can swim there in the
• -noon.
•Ne're not taking away peo,.:e's swimming rights. And we're
-,it doing anything to hurt the man.).!es,- said Danny Paul, manager
the park in central Florida.
The endangered manatees seek
inciter at the warm-water spring
-..)ch winter.
They head for the swimming
hole in the morning because the St.
John's River is too cold. As the
-ver warms during the day, the sea
ws go back out to feed.
Some activists wanted to bar
people from the swimming hole
altogether to protect the bulky
mammals. But about 40 swimmers
. objected to the proposed ban at a
hearing last month.

the
Camp
Youth
Woodmen of the World

Come

visit with Santa Claus at

Hwy. 641 North - Schwartz Road in Crady Hill

Saturday, Nov. 30
10:30-Noon
For More Information
Contact
753-8113
James Jackson
753-5234
F ar Childress
753-4377
Tim Scruggs
753-64)50
Robert Duncan
753-3932
Jim Crick

Pictures with Santa
will be available for a small fee.

Sponsored by Youth Lodges 808. 810, 729. 814 and 817

Italian Beef, Chicago Style Hot Dogs,
Polish Sausage, Italian Sausage,
Fresh Cut Fries Daily

Hours:
Mon.-Thurs.
11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
11 a.m.-11 p.m.

759-1551

We Deliver
11 a.m.-1 p.m.
5 p.m.-10 p.m.

The hid&of music.hasOncaptivated

December
the'hearts millions
4th. the beloved mother-daughter duo
performs their last live concert together
- and you an be a part of it.
Don't miss this very special.
emotional night! LIVE. one night only
Only on Pay-Per-View

Live! December 4th
Only on Pay-Per-View!
Listen to WSJP
pair of tickets plus
hotel accommodations to the
Judd's Final Concert!
to win a

This joint

promotion brought to you by Murray Cablevision and WSJP.
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'91 Pickup
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$1,000

816,168.05
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$1,000
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8421
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$500
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$500
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SECTION B
m family cause for being thankful
Successful liver transplant gives Fancy Far
then be removed without
FANCY FARM, Ky. (AP) —
Bill and Angela Higdon had a special reason to be grateful this
Thanksgiving when gazing at their
rosy-checked daughter.
Natalie — once a jaundiced yellow — is finally over a rare and
deadly liver ailment that required
two liver transplants this year.
"There were times when my
husband and I didn't know if we
were going to make it, and she
gave us a thumbs up...," said
Angela Higdon. "This kid just
bounces back."
When she was just 3 months old,
Natalie, now 12, was diagnosed
with a variant of Crigler-Najjar
Syndrome, a lack of the enzymes
needed to break down high levels

School.
of bilirubin, a waste product of the Fancy Farm Elementary illness
of
her
indication
only
The
body's red blood cells.
was her yellow skin.
Jaundiced babies also can't rid
But doctors warned that even
their bodies of bilirubin. They
Natalie was rarely ill, the
though
lights,
py
photo-thera
sleep under
high levels of bilirubin
potentially
which help break down the bilirubrain damage or death
cause
could
in
usually
bin, until they recover —
Only a liver transplant
any
time.
at
a matter of days or weeks.
Natalie.
cure
could
But in Natalie's case, doctors
The Higdons were hesitant and
told her she would need to sleep
under photo-therapy lights for the postponed the risky operation as
rest of her life and that the biliru- long as they could.
"We were sitting down here
bin would permanently stain her
looking at a happy, frolicking
skin yellow.
"...This light thing was so child," said Bill Higdon, an Interunusual. It was just terrifying," nal Revenue Service agent for 18
said Mrs. Higdon, a kindergarten years. "I kept asking myself, 'Do
we really need to do it? Will someteacher's aide.
Natalie, the couple's youngest thing bad happen if we don't?"'
But finally, as Natalie got older,
child, lived a normal life, participating in cheerleading and ballet at the operation became inevitable,
and on June 25, she became the
first person to have the left lobe of
a living donor attached to part of
her own liver — a procedure
known as orthotopic auxiliary liver
transplantation.
Previously, doctors had successIt's really charging up our field"
trimmed livers to make them
fully
of speech therapy.
suitable for infants and children,
The technique, "facilitated comand surgeons had even split livers
munication," made a splash in the
to provide donor organs for two
ago
months
15
about
United States
transplant recipients.
when Douglas Biklen, a specialBut the pioneering operation at
education professor at Syracuse
Medical Center meant that
Chicago
on
article
an
published
University,
part of Natalie's liver
small
only a
the subject in the Harvard Educa— was replaced
lobe
left
the
—
tion Review.
with the left lobe of her father's
In that article, Biklen described
liver.
the successes of an Australian ed uDr. Peter Whitington, who
helpin
Crossley,
cator, Rosemary
directed the surgery, told the famiing autistic children communicate
by supporting their wrists or hands ly that keeping most of Natalie's
liver gave her a back-up system
or guiding their fingers as they
type out messages on a keyboard. should the graft fail. The graft

New technique may unlock
'physical prison' for autistic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Eight-year-old John may have been
the son of Pam and Richard Cooper, but until recently he was something of a stranger.
John is autistic, and his parents
knew almost nothing of his
thoughts until he began using a
new, controversial method that
reportedly allows the autistic to
communicate.
"We have gotten information
about how John feels, what he
thinks, that we never were able to
get before," said Pam Cooper of
Louisville suburb of St. Matthews.
"I think it's a wonderful hope
for my son. It gives him a chance
to communicate with the world, a
chance that he doesn't have now."
Ms. Cooper credits Brenda MacMillan for John's progress. Ms.
MacMillan, a speech therapist at
the Kentucky Center for Special
Children's Services, has been using
a new technique that helps autistic
children peck out their messages on
a keyboard.
"It's exciting," Ms. MacMillan
said. "It's working on some scale
with every person I've tried it with.

e040.4

could
causing liver failure, Bill Higdon
said Whitington told the family.
That backup system may well
have saved Natalie's life. Less than
three weeks after the surgery, Natalie's body rejected the graft and
doctors had to remove it.
"That was the scariest time that
we had because her bilirubin
climbed so quickly," Mr. Higdon
said.
On July 28, Natalie received a
second, new left lobe from an adult
cadaver. This operation proved
more successful.
Angela and Bill Higdon celebrated their 18th wedding anniversary on Aug. 11 in Chicago, receiving a very special present: Natalie's release from the hospital for
the first time since her initial
operation.
"It was real special," said a

E
Hazzat.

753-4175
Glendale at WhItnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

• • • •
The National Organization for
Rare Disorders Inc. provides information on the latest research on a
variety of rare diseases. For more
information, write NORD, P.O.
Box 8923, New Fairfield, Conn., or
call 203-746-6518.

Clayton's Outfitters
and
Western Store

Open Tues.-Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m. Sun. 1-6

K FREE!

*Certified Trainers and Aerobic Instructors*

StairMasters • Lifecycle Stationery Bikes
Sauna • Changing Area • Private Showers
20 Piece Exercise Circuit • Aerobics
. ..
i
"I promise you'll
like our club
or you'll
pay nothing."
Jim Vester
Manager

ipremiere
Health and Fitness Club
University Square
502-759-9999

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

8266

759-1144

623 South 4th

8364
8399
$387
$404
$282
$154
$288
8237

Limit 4 Please Additional Amount 78'

Ivory or Joy

$370
8360
$407
$413
12 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

$427
8209
$2911

aval

$342

Oranges

8178
8345
8424
Cali as
Traaain.
Taz a lanai
eel LIduard.

Christmas

Owners - Joey & Sheila Clayton
10-4 West Center Street
Hazel, Kentucky
Phone Bus (502) 492-8781 • Res (901) 498-8979

8258

$356

•

Come by our club, with this ad, and we'll give you
one week free with absolutely no obligation.

MI

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy

gone

• SADDLE & HARNESS REPAIR • CUSTOM LEATHER WORK • BOOTS •
c)
.

ONE

\

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

tearful Angela Higdon. It was the
first time that I looked across the
table and my daughter was white.
It was the best gift I could ever
have."
Natalie went home a few weeks
later, although she has had to have
a few more corrective surgeries.
And the photo-therapy lights are

$262

$328
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KBPE to perform Dec. 3 at MSU
Band
The Kentuckian& Brass and Per- the Midwest International
Chicago.
in
Clinic
Orchestra
and
be
will
(KBPE)
cussion Ensemble
Next Tuesday's program will
presented by the Murray Civic
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feature
Tuesday.
Music Association next
percussion literature
and
brass
AuditorLovett
in
p.m.
8
at
Dec. 3
favorites such as
classic
including
ium. Admission is by MCMA
At An
"Picture
Mussorgsky's
UniverState
membership, Murray
of
music
the
and
Exhibition"
sity ID or tickets may be purchased
concert
The
Gabrieli.
and
Strauss
at the door.
Founded in 1986, KBPE show- will feature two dynamic worldVincent
cases the outstanding talent and class artists as soloists.trumpet at
of
professor
DiManino,
perand
brass
the
musicianship of
Kentucky, will
cussion faculties of Kentucky's the University of
for Brass
Episodes
"Four
perform
other
as
well
eight universities as
Earle
outstanding artists from the Mid- and Solo Trumpet," and
euphonium
of
professor
Louder,
west and South. The 30-member
Univergroup has performed throughout and tuba at Morehead State
euphoprincipal
former
and
sity
Kentucky, and last year received
Band,
Navy
U.S.
with
the
nium
Educarave reviews at the Music
"Believe
beloved
the
will
perform
ConferAssociation
National
tors
Young
ence in Indianapolis as well as at Mc All Those Endearing

Placement Fair

Charms."
A special feature of the concert
will be "Russian Litany for Brass."
In conjunction with this work, a
photographic essay on the Soviet
Union by Dr. Ronald J. Kurth,
president of Murray State University, will be featured in the lobby for
viewing prior to the program and
during intermissions.
Full accessibility is provided for
the handicapped. Partial funding
for this season is made possible
through a grant from the Kentucky
Arts Council and the Southern Arts
Federation with assistance from the
National Endowment for the Arts.

MSU Forensics
Team captures
first in Alabama

feast ir

ANA SHRIMP
FRESH LOUISI
The Boat)

With three first places from
Weatherly, the Murray State
David
(Right Off
University Forensics Team placed
Council for the
first in the Crimson Classic IndiviWalt Apperson, publisher of the Murray Ledger & Times and a member of the Advisory
Lb Jumbo
Jennifer
seniors,
journalism
two
with
Lb Large
jobs
talks
Radio-TV,
the
at
and
held
Tournament
Events
Journalism
dual
Murray State Department of
AdvisO'Cr: 5 L
JRT
the
of
members
The
University of Alabama at TuscaJenkins of Henderson and Melanie Bucklin Ellingsworth of Owensboro.
department
the
from
students
with
talked
then
dinner,
loosa last weekend.
ory Council met with the JRT faculty/staff for
Now Taking Orders - Call Bob at 753-1090
captured first with 100
MSU
about jobs and internships.
1991
1,
Dec.
Deadline For All Orders Is Sunday,
University
State
Florida
with
points
Orders Will Be Here In Murray Thurs., Dec. 5
second with 80 and Mankato State
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
University from Minnesota third at
67.
MSU placed 13 entries in semifinal and final rounds of seven
events. Results included:
A $10,000 award to Murray State ram is a joint venture of the College of AAC are two of the most important
David Weatherly 1st, Julie Willis
academic organization in the U.S. and
2nd and DeAndre Ivory 5th in dra- University through a new matching Business and Public Affairs and the
Mon. —
Studies.
called it "a high honor for Murray
matic interpretation; Weatherly 1st, grants program will provide scholar- College of Humanistic
two
the
from
students
Twenty
State" to be awarded a grant in the
Saturday
5.
participating
9:30 til
Willis 3rd and Dawn Greer a semi- ship support for students
fathree
by
accompanied
initial year of their program.
colleges,
(GerRegensburg
in
Semester
the
in
finalist in prose interpretation;
"Our successful proposal built
Weatherly/Willis 2nd, Trish many) Program to begin in the fall of culty members, will spend 16 weeks
of
cost
a
at
next
fall
the solid foundation of interdisupon
Regensburg
in
Crider and Mark Rice 5th in duo 1992.
or
residents
programs and international
Kentucky
for
ciplinary
$3,200
by
awarded
18
of
one
is
in
grant
1st
The
Weatherly
interpretation;
education to which so many people
poetry interpretation; Rice.5th and the American Assembly of Collegiate $4,430 for out-of-state students.
Serving as project co-directors are have contributed in the past several
James Lockwood 6th in program Schools of Business (AACSB) and
the American Association of Colleges Dr. Fred L. Miller, associate professor years," he said. "This award is both a
oral interpretation;
Lockwood 1st in impromptu; (AAC)from more than 150 proposals in the Department of Management tribute to those efforts and a remarkand Marketing, and Dr. J. Milton able opportunity for our faculty and
Greer 4th in extemporaneous; and from across the country.
Funded by KPMG Peat Marwick, Grimes, chairman of the Department students."
Lockwood 6th in communication
analysis.
the AACSB/AAC grants program is of Foreign Languages.
The cost for Murray State students
Miller said the AACSB/AAC grant covers tuition, room and board,round
The MSU team travels to Young designed "to internationalize college
Harris (Ga.) College for their dis- and university programs through will make "a resonably priced prog- trip air fare from Nashville, class
trict tournament and qualifier for business school/liberal arts collabora- ram even less expensive for students excursions and cultural events, four
interested in international study." In weeks of intensive German classes
the American Forensic National tion."
Individual Events Tournament.
The AACSB is the primary accre- addition L language instruction and and 12 weeks of general education
diting agency for business schools in regular classes, he said they will have and business courses taught by MSU
the United States, and the AAC is a many travel opportunities.
faculty.
In exchange, eight to 10 students
national organization that advocates
Located in an ancient city of major
interdisciplinary liberal arts educa- from Regensburg will enter the master
importance, the University of
cultural
of business administration (MBA)
tion.
has an enrollment of
Regensburg
A student exchange agreement program at Murray State and study the
It is among the newest,
18,000.
some
year.
Regensburg
of
academic
1992-93
the
full
University
with
the
of
most prestigious Euroone
yet
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, Murray State
BEIJING (AP) — The ruling was approved by the Murray State
pean
universities.
mil50
its
urged
Communist Party
board of regents Nov. 16. The prog- president, said the AACSB and the
The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
lion members today to rally around
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the leadership and improve their
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
"cohesion and combat capability."
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
The call came in a communique
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
issued by the 175-member Central
Special Commission in charge of enriched uranium for what Iraq
UNITED NATIONS (AP) — A
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
program
Committee, one of the party's top
report released by the International dismantling Iraq's weapons of called a peaceful nuclear
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
the
but
decision-making bodies, at the end
auspices,
IAEA
under
of
disposal
says
destruction,
mass
Atomic Energy Agency said
to make up the difference.
of a secretive five-day meeting. nuclear inspectors in Iraq had more than 125,000 munitions is report said the weapons-grade uraPlease pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
The state-run Xinhua News Agency found highly enriched weapons- likely to go well into 1993.
nium was "distinct from the ...
month. They depend on you to wnte their pay checks.
reported briefly on the commu- grade uranium that likely was proUnder the Security Council's French fuel and is unlikely to be a
your
and
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you
nique's contents.
vided by an unknown foreign April 3 cease-fire resolution ending product of the Iraqi enrichment
Lamer
The meeting was held as the parthe Gulf War, Baghdad agreed to program."
supplier.
So .paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
ty battles growing pressures from
cooperate in destroying its chemi"The Iraqis deny ever acquiring
Viennathe
The report from
monthly collection.
abroad to liberalize, and threats at based U.N. agency said the cal, biological and nuclear weapons or producing such material. This
home to its economic and political enriched uranium "is unlikely to programs, superguns, and ballistic important issue is still open and
control. Efforts to work out com- be a product of the Iraqi enrich- missiles.
under investigation," it added.
prehensive solutions to these probThe commission said technical
In Geneva, Prince Sadruddin
program."
ment
lems have been stymied by rancoragreements were reached on dis- Aga Khan, chief of U.N. humanitaMeanwhile, U.N. officials said
Nflk ous internal debate.
Tuesday they are refining plans posing of mustard gas and nerve rian efforts in the Persian Gulf,
Every Central Committee meetwith Iraq to destroy its vast chemi- agents, but more talks are needed. said Iraqi authorities still resist
ing of the past few years has thus cal weapons arsenal starting early
A U.N. team led by British Pro- efforts to expand U.N. relief operabecome a test of the body's ability
fessor Bryan Barrass met with Iraqi tions in southern Iraq.
year.
next
to reach consensus on even basic
The world body is particularly
Rolf Ekcus, chief of the U.N. officials from Nov. 11-15 in Baghpolicies.
dad and at the Muthanna chemical anxious to provide assistance to
weapons depot north of the city. Shiite Muslims in the vast marshA report summarizing the find- land area near the Iranian border.
•
•
•
ings of an IAEA team that was in Baghdad's refusal to let the United
•
•
•
•
Iraq from Oct. 11-22 said samples Nations extend its relief program
of weapons-grade uranium enriched violates an agreemeni
About 1 million Kurds and
to 93 percent have "persistently
shown up in samples collected in Shiites who fled their homes last
and near Al Tuwaitha," Iraq's spring after failed uprisings against
President Saddam Hussein have
main reactor site.
France legally supplied Iraq with returned to Iraq.
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Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

Chinese party
members called
to show support

U.N. inspectors in Iraq find uranium
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Foster's Candy
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*Truffles
*Fine Chocolates

oiling Out the eitt-

*Hard Candies
*Homemade Fudge
*Peanut Brittle
*An Assortment of Sugarless Sweets

Inventory Clearance Sale
EVERYTHING MUST GO!
•We have one
of the largest
selections of
carpeting
at prices
you can't
beat. It's an offer
you can't refuse,

Carpet & Vinyl
$288 & Up

Gotta See It To Believe It!
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come in and see us today

Libya says it questioned pair
accused of bombing Flight 103

•

You'll get the royal treatment
when you shop with us.

CARPET & VINYL STOR

641 South On Hazel Hwy.
Murray, Ky. 753-0074
Look For Old Steam Engines
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ROME (AP) — Facing increasing Western pressure, Libya said
New Age & Instrumental Tapes
today it has questioned two
Libyans accused of carrying out the
Banners • Balloons
1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight
Stuffed Animals
103 and that it is promising a thor,ough investigation.
Open Mon.-Fri.
The statement by Libya's Fore9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Ministry contrasts with comign
Sun. Noon-5 p.m. •
ments a day earlier by Col. Moammar Gadhafi, who rejected as
"laughable" the charges by the
United States and Britain.
WE DELIVER!
—10
Washington, London and Paris
Bel-Air Center
turned up the heat on Libya this
759-9838 • week over the matter. U.S. officials
have not ruled out military action
•
to retaliate for the bombing over
• • • •
Lockerbie, Scotland, that killed 270

11.1*4tr:r

• •

•

people.
The United States and Britain
demanded Wednesday that Libya
turn over two alleged intelligence
agents — Abdel Basset Ali AlMeghari and Lamen Khalifah Fhimah — who have been indicted in
the bombing. Arrest warrants were
filed earlier this month.
The Libyan leader said Thursday
that authorities could not find one
of the men and said the suspects
would never be extradited.
The Foreign Ministry statement,
carried by the official Libyan news
agency JANA and monitored in
Rome, said "Libya talked to the
two" suspects about the allegations.

Did you know? We still have. . .

37 Openings for Holiday parties
- call 474-2773
Christmas Parties thru Dec 20 - Gift Certificates - Shop Anytime by appt.

THE

MCCH Blood Bank needs extra donors
during holiday season to meet needs

r the
niter
dvisment

one could live. It is something that we
We are now in the season of giving a few minutes,then you will be able to have not figured out how to make, so
and goodwill, but oddly enough, go. The entire process will take about until we do, donations are of great
blood donations decrease drastically one hour.
importance," says Hale.
during this time of year. UnfortuTo donate blood, you must be
The MCCH Blood Bank hours are
nately, the need for blood doesn't.
between the ages of 18 and 65, and from 7 am. until 3:30 p.m. Monday
According to the American Assoyou must weigh at least 110 pounds. through Friday, and it will be open on
ciation of Blood Banks, every day, Any person who is pregnant, had a Saturday, December 14, from 7 a.m.
more than 18,000 pints of blood are
recent childbirth, has allergies or a until 3 p.m.
transfused in the United States, or cold, has had recent dental or other
So put the MCCH Blood Bank on
approximately 7,000,000 pints a year. surgery, has chronic heart, kidney, your giving list this holdiay season.
Ginger Hale, Blood Donor Recruiter lung or liver disease, tuberculosis, All it costs is a little of your time,but it
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, diabetes, hepatitis or is infected with could truly be the gift of life to
says that the need for blood in Murray
the HIV virus, which causes AIDS someone who needs ii Call and
has increased 65 percent over the last should not donate blood.
schedule your appointment today, at
five years.
"Blood saves lives, without it no 762-1119.
Of the more than 100,000,000
people in the United States age 18
through 65 physically eligible to be
blood donors, only three percent
actually give."People don't realize the
need for blood until someone in their
family or one of their friends needs it,"
says Hale.
On average, the Blood Bank at
Auto - Home - Farm
MCCH uses about 125 units of blood
Business - Life - Health
each month. Almost two-thirds of all
blood used in transfusions goes to
Compare Our Price & Coverage
surgical patients. "More surgeries are
753-0489
6th & Main
being performed, so more blood is
needed," says Hale.
Donating blood is very safe. Sterile
use-once-and-toss needles are used in
the process,to ensure safety."There is
no threat of contracting the AIDS
(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) virus while giving blood.
"The equipment used is sterile, and
EXTENDED HOURS
extremely safe," says Hale.
FOR
is
blood
donating
The process for
HOLIDAY SEASON
relatively simple. First, you will need
to make an appointment for the
donation. After that, when you arrive
at the Blood Bank, you will be asked
to complete an information sheet
about yourself. Then after the information sheet is completed, your blood
pressure, pulse, temperature and hemoglobin will be checked. If everything falls within range, it will then be
time for the actual donation to take
GT & Raleigh Mountain Bikes
place. The donation takes approxiFreestyle and BMX for Kids
-7-mately 15 minutes, and is ndt-paliffut
GT - Dyno - Mongoose
There might be a slight discomfort,
will
Someone
best.
but it is minimal at
be with you during the entire donation
R
EIGHl
LAYAWAYS
process. After the pint of blood is
WELCOME
W
ME
for
rest
to
collected, you will be asked

SPOKE & PEDAL
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers

Ginger Evans Moist
6•uperMom t

Hilltop Mills
Self-Rising or Plain

Flour

65

5 lb.

Ralston Saltine

Meadow Gold Sweetened

Condensed Milk

9W
Wylwood Whole Kernel or Cream Style

Corn

Crackers

25'
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Ranch House

Halstead Great

Chili w/Beans

Northern Beans
3
15 oz.3

149W IN STOCK FOR CHRISTMAS

753-0388

A
A SAVINGS

Pork
Ribs

794,

OFF
All Warm-Ups, Fleece Sportswear
and Nylon Windwear

Potatoe
20 Lb. Bag $199
Cottage Cheese
16 oz $1°9

suspects

SPORTING GOODS
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Murray

753-8844
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Products

Bananas

Russet
/3
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Bubba Cola
12 Pk. Cans
$195

aims'
Orange Juice
Gal.

$299

Potato hips

"Spinners! to give 4

MSU professor to have collection published
T.M. McNally, an assistant professor of English who teaches creative writing at Murray State University, will soon be able to go into
local book stores and read his own
work.
McNally's collection of short
stories, "Low Flying Aircraft," is
to be published Nov. 28 by The
University of Georgia Press.
McNally learned the stories would
be published after discovering he
had on one of two 1990 Flannery
O'Connor A wards for Short Fiction
which also meant his writings
would be published.

d1,41

McNally will be living in Chicago during a one-semester leave of
absence in the spring of 1992 to
start another book. He will return
to his teaching duties next fall.
McNally said his stories are
written by starting with images and
phrases that need exploration and
then telling why they are
important.
"The stories were written over a
period of two years and they're
interrelated. One person tells a
story then the people in that story
get their own story. The first story
is about a guy who goes to Central
Amcnca and comes back to see
what he will do next. He comes
hack to see his girlfriend. Three

stories later the girlfriend tells
what it was like visiting her dying
father," McNally said.
He said everyone in his stories is
connected even if they do not know
it and the reader gets to see people
they have seen before.
Although McNally's stories are
fiction, he said he often gets the
ideas from real-life experiences and
from people he meets and then
changes their characteristics so that
they are not depicted in his stories
the same way they appear in real
life.
"A friend of mine once told me
an example about when she was in
high school and a friend of hers
once threw everything she owned

in the swimming pool. I made a
story asking 'Why did they throw
the stuff in the swimming pool?' I
lived in Arizona and a lot of the
stories are set in Arizona," he said.
McNally said he has recently
completed a novel and is in the
progress of sending it out with his
agent, although he would not disclose many details.
"I started it when I came to Murray and two years later, I finished
it. What makes a person a writer it
writing every day. A writer is a
writer only as long as he or she is
writing. I'm a teacher and a writer,
and when I'm not writing I'm not
happy, and when I'm not teaching,
I'm not happy," McNally said.

Tickets selling well for Playhouse production
Murray's Playhouse in the Park
opens its production of "A Christmas Carol" a week from Friday at
the community theater in MurrayCalloway County Park.
"The box office has only been
open to the public for a week and
several performances already have
large bookings," said Vince Medlock, administrative assistant for
the Playhouse. "Several schools
and community groups, here in
Calloway and surrounding counties, have booked for large groups.
With only 145 seats in the house,
that can fill us up in a hurry."
Director Erica Stevens also
announced that violinist Scott Conklin will perform as part of the
Charles Dickens classic.

"It's a little like asking Jasha
Heifitz to play 'The Happy Farmer,' she said. "But we're very
excited to have Scott interested in
participating on the project."
Other local performers appearing
in the show include Bob Valentine
as Charles Dickens. .
"It'll be a little like a musicale
or town meeting where the audience is asked to participate," Stevens said. "Scott will perform a
solo at the beginning of the evening, and the 'urchins' (members of
the Playhouse's youth groups) will
be giving readings, reciting poetry,
presenting a magic lantern show.
You see it's because Dickens
believed entertainment should be
for the masses" and the Playhouse

production is an attempt to keep
the performance in period, as much
as possible.
Dickens' appearance will be in
the form of an introduction and
welcome to the audience. He will
explain the atmosphere in which he
wrote "A Christmas Carol," and be
available to answer audience questions following the production.
Material for the Dickens appearance was developed by Stevens and
Valentine. Much of it is pulled
from Dickens' writing, research
into the Victorian period and Stevens' knowledge of London and
English history.
Another unique aspect of this
special production is a cooperative
effort with area churches and

schools, who will provide carolers
as part of the production. Each
evening features a different choir,
who will perform before and during the show. At each show's conclusion, the cast and choir will
invite the audience to sing-along
the Victorian carol, "God Rest Ye
Merry Gentlemen."
To help create atmosphere, and
as another aspect of audience participation, patrons are encouraged to
wear Victorian costume to the produciton. Stevens said costumes
need not be elaborate, but "no selfrespecting family in London in the
1840s would dream of going to the
theater without donning their best
bib-and-tucker, especially hats."
The cast includes Louise Weath-

Support local
arts groups in
the Murray area!

UPS Pick-Up
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Raybo Dunn of Murray (back row, far left), a senior accounting
major at Freed-Hardeman University, was chosen as a host for
Makin' Music, the university's annual music extravaganza which will
be held April 2 and 3. Dunn is the son of Mrs. and Mrs. Ray Dunn.

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone — 753-9111

They Are Here...The Best Christmas
In Town!
Trees
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Ticket prices are $6 for adults,
$5 for senior citizens, and $4 for
students and children. Seats are
still available for all performances.
To make reservations or for more
information call 502-759-1752.

The Brelco Theatre of Paducah
announces the opening of "Images
IV," a showing of the paintings of
Murray artist Shirley T. Johnson.
The reception honoring Johnson
will be held Friday prior to the
first-night production of "Frankie
and Johnny In the Clair De Lune,"
by Terence McNally. The wine and
cheese party will be held from 7 to
8 p.m
These paintings will be on display through the month of December at the theatre on Broadway
between Second and Third. The
reception is open to the public.

show, but it was like trying to
change a tire at 60 mph, so all parties finally agreed that our only
option was to pull the plug," said
co-executive producer Marcia
Brand wynne.
Burnett was a CBS staple in the
1970s. Last year, she returned to
series television with "Carol &
Co.," a Saturday night sketch
series for NBC. After doing poorly
in the ratings, she returned to CBS.
The network and Burnett are
negotiating on a future project.

For sour Consenience Now Otters

Dail

Performances are Friday through
Sunday, Dec. 6 to 8 and Thursday
through Sunday, Dec. 12 to 15.
Curtain times are 8 p.m., Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays and 2
p.m. Sundays. The box office
opens one-half hour before curtain.

Brelco Theatre
announces opening
of Johnson exhibit

Carol Burnett closes production
on 4-week old variety series
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Comedian Carol Burnett has shut production of her 4-week-old CBS variety
series, saying the show was too
costly to make, a producer said
Tuesday.
"The Carol Burnett Show"
which debuted Nov. 1, shot its
sixth and final episode Tuesday,
the program's publicity firm said.
The last installment will air Dec.
20 at 9 p.m.
"We've been in talks for a week
on how we might restructure the

erly, Jody Borge, Jamon McElrath,
Pete Lancaster, Marty Scarbrough,
Candi Freeland, Alan Clement,
Matt Harris and multitudes of
others. "A Christmas Carol" opens
Dec. 6.

performance this
Saturday at museum
Members of the national
storytelling troupe, "Spinners!"
will perform for more than an
hour this Saturday, Nov. 30, to
coaunemorate the season closing of the National Scouting
Museum in Murray.
The museum will close until
March 1, 1992 as the staff prepares new exhibits and makes
rePairsThe Spinners! will peforrn
from 2 p.m. until 3 p.m. The
well-known troupe has toured
nationally for five years and its
members often perform in the
museum, which serves as their
base. For four years, they have
been featured performers at the
Paris Storytelling Festival.
"We're going to do some of
our favorite stories from
museum performances," said Jay
Overton, the group's manager.
"But we're going to include
some ghost stories and adventures, as well." The group will
tell some of the new stories they
have created especially for the
1991-92 touring season.
An area delegation of Scouts
will perform a ceremonial salute
to the colors in a formal lowerof the museum's flags in the
Gateway Park at 4:30 p.m. The
public is encouraged to attend.
The popular Scouting obstacle
course, "Gateway Park," closed
for the season last weekend.
However, all other museum
attractions will be open until
430 p.m. on Nov. 29 and 30.
Museum Director Mart Hunt
has also announced that the
museum will be closed to the
public on Nov. 27 and 28 for
Murray State University utility
emergency repairs and Thanksgiving. The museum will reopen
Priday and Saturday for the last
two days of the season.
Information about museum
programs and schedules is availpie, by calling 502-762-3383.

Professional actors
perform for students
at Calloway Middle
Debbra Habener and Milton
Dickson, professional actors from
the South Carolina Reperetory
Theatre Company performed recently for the seventh and eighth grade
students at Calloway Middle
School.
Habener and Dickson gave a
60-minute program on "Great
Moments at the White House."
There were glimpses of presidents
George Washington through Woodrow Wilson.

PRESENTED BY BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR THE ARTS
Dinner theatre — "An Evening
Dec. 2
ChristDecember," presented by Praise
In
to
Road
"The
—
Concert
University Ensemble, $5 per permas," First Baptist Church Senior
son, 6:30 p.m., First Baptist
Adults Choir, free, 7 p.m., 203 S.
Church, 203 S. Fourth St.
Fourth St.
Dec. 6 to 8
Christmas Open House —
Play — "A Christmas Carol,"
Murray Woman's Club; musical
admission, 8 p.m., Friday and
performances by Calloway County
Saturday, 2 p.m., Sunday, Playand Murray High School choruses,
house in the Park.
free, 2 to 4 p.m., 700 Vine St.
Dec. 8
Dec. 2
Ceremony — "Hanging of the
Meeting — West Kentucky
Green," free, 5 p.m., Curris Center,
Playwrights, 7 p.m., Playhouse in
Murray State University.
the Park.
Musical — "And It Came to
Dec. 3
Pass," presented by Youth Choir,
Concert — Kentuckiana Brass
free, 7 p.m., First Baptist Church,
and Percussion Ensemble, member203 S. Fourth,
ship in Murray Civic Music AssoArt Show and Open House —
ciation or MSU student I.D., 8
Murray Art Guild, 1 to 4 p.m., 103
p.m., Lovett Auditorium.
N. Sixth St.
Dec. 5
through Dec. 11
Concert — MSU student comExhibition — "Luis Garrido
poser, free, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital
Tapestry," free, MSU Eagle
Hall.
Gallery.
Dec. 5 and 7

nNISSAI
Celebratio
ow Nissan
Carroll Nissan in Murray is celebrating their
first anniversary with Nissan Wednesday,
November 27th through Saturday, November
30th with a Thanksgiving Sale you don't want to
miss.
Special prices will be posted on windshields of
all '91 and '92 Nissans that are absolutely the
lowest ever offered.
Three days Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
don't miss it!

Carroll Nissan

800 Chesnut, Murray

502-753-8850
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SPORTS
Turkey Day football

SCOREBOARD

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

Lions put pressure on Bears with 16-6 win
By The Associated Press
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To a man, the Detroit Lions feel it was the most important game the
team has played in over 20 years. And who could argue?
The Lions took advantage of six Chicago turnovers Thursday and
moved into a tie with the Bears for first place in the NFC Central with a
16-6 victory.
Not only did the Lions (9-4) beat the Bears (9-4) at their own game,
they also may have planted doubt as to which team now is dominant in
the division. The Bears had beaten the Lions 20-10 in Soldier Field on
Nov. 3.
Detroit began the day with a one-game lead over the rest of the teams
still in the wild-card race. Thursday's victory added a half-game to that
cushion, in addition to giving the Lions a chance to be being divisional
champions.
The Lions, who have yet to win outdoors, host the New York Jets on
Dec. 8 in the Silverdome, then finish the regular season at Green Bay and
Buffalo.
"This is a big win, and hopefully bigger wins will come as we go
along," said Lions quarterback Erik Kramer, who completed 9 of 27 pasClark.
ses for 108 yards, including a 9-yard touchdown toss to Robert

State Farm Insurance companies
Horne Offloa: Bloomington, Illinois

It was an emotional victory for the Lions, who were playing their second game since offensive guard Mike Utley was paralyzed from the chest
down after a freak injury against the Los Angeles Rams. Before the game,
offensive tackle Lomas Brown read a message to Utley on national
television.
"You're still as big a part of this team as you ever were," Brown said.
"Keep the faith."
In the dressing room afterward, Lions coach Wayne Fontes said,
"Mike, if you're still watching, God bless you. Have a happy
Thanksgiving."
Chicago controlled everything in this game except the mistakes. The
Bears gained 319 yards, holding Detroit to 208. Chicago also had an
18-11 advantage in first downs and controlled the ball 33:50.
"Turnovers hurt us like crazy," Bears coach Mike Ditka said. "It's the
worst thing I've ever seen in the history of football. We didn't play well.
Just look at the mistakes we made. We took points away from ourselves
and that's what I'm upset about."
Kevin Butler kicked field goals of 27 and 22 yards, but missed one
from 37 yards out when Detroit was leading 13-6 in the fourth quarter.
"Detroit did what they had to do to win the game. They should be
congratulated," Chicago linebacker Mike Singetary said. "We are a team
right now that is a bit frustrated. But we will come back and get better."

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Rogers 753-9627
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
TM map, college tweitimban schedule tor Nov
29.10
Friday, Nov. 211
TOURNAM E NTS
Championship ol Big ADO, NIT
Firm ,and of Central Fidelity Holiday
Richmond. Va (VIrgnia Tech at Richmond, La Salle
ni Calforia), Coors Light Claim at Fresno. Can
(Northemenern at Fresno St. &OP vs Gonzegai
Greet Alaska Shookx1 at Anchorage. Alaska (Oregon
St et Alaska-Anchorage, Maseachuserts vs Santa
Clot, E Michigan vs Coastal Camaro, Nov Orleans
va Idata) KUM Tip-Off Tournament at Honolulu
(Montana St II Hawaii, Arizona vs Dayton) HiSo
Baskelsall Clew at Mao. Hawn (Grand Canyon at
Cereikas vs Rider), KYIT Clamic at
lAmeoule, Mont (SE Louisiana at Montana, San Frandeco vs Texas-AIngton)
Lapchick Anemone' Tournament at New York
(IP C -Wimington at St John's, Drexel vs St Mary's,
CM ), WS11 (Altar/ Classic at Ogden Utah (VMI
Weber St. Amm vs. Citadel), %vet Crty Climax at
Cape Girardeau. Mo (Cleveland St at SE lAssouri
McInnis St vs Mo -Kansas City), San Juan Sh00100
at (*omen. P.R (Tennessee a American Coil.
P.R., Iowa St vs Texas Criristian. E Kentucky vs
Florida Southern. Mane ye. Maine), UCF Classic at
Oriendo. FM (Gambol a Cent. Florida. Dinaware
vs. St FranOS, NV)
SOUTH
Auburn vs Al -Birmingham at the Birmingham
Civic UMW, Florida MIA vs. Bethune-Cookman at
the Martinez Center. Tampa. Fl, Florida Memorial at
Fie Imernallonal, DePaul at IllempOs St., Prairie
%new vs Masiseipp St at the Capundome. Lalmotle,
La, NC Central vs N Carolina MIT at the Smith
Center. Chapin hIt, N C , lAseimpp at SW Lanolin
na, Penn at Viripria. Grarnding St at Xavier. NO.

Backup Beuerlein leads Dallas to 20-10 win
The Steelers trailed 10-0 at halftime but came back on Gary
Anderson's 42-yard field goal and
a 3-yard scoring run by Warren
Williams with 7:54 to play.
Beuerlein hit 14 of 25 passes for
217 yards while O'Donnell had 17
of 36 for 167.

any turnovers, then hit the big in the AFC.
By The Associated Press
Irvin caught eight passes for 157
play."
injury
yards.
knee
a
sustained
Ailanan
The Dallas Cowboys curled up
Beuerlein, making his first NFL
against Washington last week that
and died after Troy Ailanan was
in two years, found Irvin cutstart
three
at
least
out
will keep him
injured a year ago.
across the middle with 7:22
ting
that
into
came
Beuerlein
weeks.
This season, they are flourishing
Safety Gary Jones
remaining.
and threw a touchdown pass
without their starter and making a game
Irvin shook off
then
and
missed
victory.
24-21
a
in
wild-card playoff run thanks to a to Irvin
Rod Woodson at the
cornerback
matter
doesn't
it
year,
"This
quarterback Al Davis didn't want.
we have Steve or Troy Steelers' 15-yard line to score
Steve Beuerlein, who started 15 whether
because they both can standing up.
there
games for Davis' Los Angeles back
Dallas led 13-10 when Beuerlein
center Mark Stepteam,"
the
move
Raiders and was 8-7, paid another
the big play on third-and-10.
made
dividend on Dallas coach Jimmy noski said.
knew the safety (Jones)
a
in
"I
are
(8-5)
Cowboys
The
Johnson's quarterback insurance
the wild-card wanted to put a big hit on me,"
in
position
favorable
policy.
(5-8) were vir- Irvin said. "I just caught it and
Beuerlein, obtained in August race. The Steelers'
contention took off."
from
eliminated
tually
for a 1992 fourth-round draft pick,
hit Michael Irvin with a 66-yard
touchdown pass that keyed the
Cowboys' 20-10 victory Thursday
over the Pittsburgh Steelers.
"Troy and Steve are both good
has
quarterbacks," Irvin said. "Troy
Roy Kidd of Eastern Kentucky.
NASHVILIF, Tenn. (AP)
has a stronger arm but look what a
been voted coach of the year in the Ohio Valley Conference and two of
fantastic job Steve did with just a
Ors have been chosen best in the league.
short week. The more we work
Runmag back Martus Thomas was named offensive player of the
together the better we will get."
year and defensive end David Wilkins was voted the league's top
The Cowboys wilted last year
defender.
when Aikman was injured and
Eastern Kentucky finished the regular season 10-1, winning the
backup Babe Laufenberg couldn't
OVC title. The Colonels play Appalachian State in the NCAA 1-AA
produce victories in the final two
playoffs Saturday.
games. Those losses cost Dallas its
Runnergip for the honors were coach Roy Gregory of Austin Peay,
first playoff berth since 1985.
tailback Joe Campbell of Middle Tennessee State and linebacker Scott
"Beuerlein did just a great job
Boykin of Middle Tennessee State.
filling in," Johnson said. "He exeAll selections were made by head coaches in the OVC.
cuted the game plan, didn't make

Texas A&M's offense had trouble scoring against the Texas
defense, so linebacker Marcus
Buckley and punt returner Kevin
Smith helped out.
Buckley intercepted Texas' first
pass of the game and returned it 19
yards for a touchdown and Smith
broke open a defensive duel in the
third quarter with a 73-yard punt
return, leading the No. 10 Aggies
to a 31-14 victory Thursday night.
Texas A&M (10-1, 8-0), which
clinched its 16th Southwest Conference title last week in a 65-6
victory over Southern Methodist,
accepted the Cotton Bowl's weekold invitation to play No. 3 Florida
State on Jan. I.

15

3 to choose from

'91 Mazda Program 323's -

'91 Nissan Pick-Up '91 Nissan 240 SX -

147
249
165
289

$11,500
8,975

4 dr

black with beige leather, 45,000

2 dr,, red, 1-owner

4 dr 6 cyl , red

'88 Chevy Baretta -

2 dr., grey

'87 Nissan Stanza -

4 dr., white, 5-speed

red, automatic, sharp
automatic, grey

2 dr., white
white

'87 Chevy Cavalier Z-24 -

2 dr., automatic, white

'86 Ford Ranger Pick-Up 4x4 '84 Ford Bronco 11 4x4 -

black

automatic, nice

blue

'82 Ford F-150 Pick-Up -

$13,950
$1 1,475
7,450

2 dr.

'88 Olds Cutlass Clerra -

'84 Buick Riviera -

each

5-speed, air

'89 Olds Cutlass Supreme -

'87 Buick Riviera -

starting at $7,850

loaded, 5-speed, red, & white 21,000 miles

'88 Jaguar XJ6- Vanden Plus -

'87 Honda Accord -

,

249
242
251
191

14,950
starting at 11,500
starting at 9,500

2 to choose from

'87 Pont. Sunbird G.T. Cpe -

Tickets Available At The Door,

750
583
500
250

starting at

automatic, red, mica

'89 Mazda SE-5 Cab-Pius -

'87 Mazda RX7 -

Junior Bo Walden
Murray State vs. Southern Illinois
Saturday, Nov. 30
Racer Arena
Women's Tip-off at 5:15
Men's Tip-off at 7:30

0
0

V/6 engine, long bed, 5-speed, air, cassette

89 Ford Bronco 11 XLT to

3 to choose from

4 to choose from

'91 Mazda Program MX6's -

'89 Pont. Gran Am LE -

"The race is officially over,"
Aggies coach R.C. Slocum said.
"We felt if we could hang in there,
the defense would win us the game.
I was prepared to go into the fourth
quarter and win with defense."
But Smith's return and a pair of
second-half touchdown runs by
Greg Hill helped the Aggies to
finally wear down a Texas defense
that was ranked fourth in the
nation.
"I thought Greg Hill ran hard all
night," Slocum said. "He took
some shots but kept getting back
up for more."
Texas A&M's defense, ranked
first in the nation, held Texas (5-6,
4-4) in check in the first half and
eased to a 10-7 halftime lead. The
Aggies extended it to 17-7 on the
first drive of the third period on
Hill's 2-yard run.
started celebrating after Kevin's
punt return."
Grady Cavness's 18-yard interception return led to a 3-yard
touchdown run by Rodrick Walker
with 8:44 to play. Hill got his second touchdown on a 2-yard run
with 3:03 left.

3 to choose from

automatic, air, 33.000 miles

m„..$19,850
$6,950
$7,995
$6,495
6,395
$5,995
$7,650
$4,495
$6,295
$5,995
$4,695
$4,995
$4,995
3,695
'4,495

y
tory
Plus Over 80 New Cars & Trucks In Inventor
NISSAN

rnaz:Da

Nor
iih

II

k.' I kulLul ksk

Carroll Mazda Nissan - VW
800 Chestnut, Murray

21.4 vt:1
.•
t•I't
rpiz
4
;

:•111
.
lt
4i
1,

1991 Mazda Program Cars. Low Miles

'91 Mazda Program MPV's -

6th Week of Play

RACER BASKETBALL

1.4

Plus many good used cars at year end prices.

Break Time Billiards

"
ed

iv

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

'91 Mazda Program Protege's -

By The Associated Press

A

Jane Rogers Insurance

'91 Mazda Program 626's -

Team #1 Generations beat
Team #7 Rough Riders 3-2
Team #4 Instructions for Beginners beat
Team #2 Jet Sets 4-1
Team #8 Pony Express beat
Team #5 Misfits 4-1
Team #3 Bear Crew Boys beat
Team #6 Cannonball Express 4-1

'

Holiday Weekend Specials Carroll Inc.

_

Aggie defense
smothers Texas
in annual game

PRO FOOTBALL

Saturday, Nev. 30
TOURNAMENTS
Champonship of Central Fidelty Holiday Classic,Coors Light Cli&IIC; KO Basketball Clasec, icrur
Lapchick Memorial Tournament. River City
Classic. UCF Classic WSU Misery Ci1181C
Sentinels of Great Alaska Shootout, San Juan
Shootout
YOUTH
ChnMian Brothers at Austin Posy, Morehead Si at
Clemson. SOWIIIM/0 at Dreidson, Harvard at Duke
Oral Roberts at E. Tennessee St., Appalachian St at
East Carolina; Mercer at Furman; Shenandoah at
George mason, Tommie Tech at Georgia Southern, Pederson,at Georgia St , South lUmbame at Jackson St. Long Island U a Jacksonville, lAd -E Shore
at Liberty. Oklahoma Baptist at Louisiana Tech,
Amirkan U at Maryland, Pram. View vs lAssissipot
at the Capindome, Lafayette. La , Radford at Morgan
St , S arose Murray St , W Caroina at N Careen., St; Ctiachte at NW Louisiana, Towson St at
North Garonne. South Florida at Old Dominion, lasseat* St at SW Louisiana, Am Force at Sanford

"Steve did a great job when you
consider he couldn't even practice
Monday because of his ankle,"
Johnson said.
"I made some good plays and
some bad plays," Beuerlein said.
"You've got to remember these are
the same guys who shut down Warren Moon and the Houston Oilers.
They threw us some loops."
Defensive lineman Tony Casillas
said it was just the tonic the Cowboys needed for a playoff stretch

'Eastern Kentucky dominates
Ohio Valley's postseason vote

si L eo at iietion, Tenn Martin W Kentucky Far
nent at Wake Forest Navy at W,IIaml Mary S Car
Nina Si at Winthrop
MIDWEST
Mss Valley St at Akron Tn -Chattanooga at Brad•
my Marro Oho at Cinonnan Bowing Green at
Demon, NE Louisan& al 'linos, Butler at Indiana,
Cent kassoun at Kansas, Slippery RoOt at KAM.
Howard U a lAnnesda Texn MIA at lAssourl
Aurora at N &Inds E linos a NE Inas Cottortna
at Northwestern, Chicago St a CM* St. Hon Cross
at W Michigan, Delaware St at Wctirta St
SOUTHWEST
Mt -LAM Root a Manses St. Harmon at North
Texas. Mo -St Louts at Oklahoma, Concords Luthe•
ran at SW Texas St. Vanden:it at Southern Meth
FAR WEST
N Colorado at Colorado St New Wood Si at
New Mexico, Bcese St at Pepperdine, Wsconimn at
Poniend. Nebraska a S Utah. Sacramento St at
Southern Cal. Colorado a Stanford San Diego St at
UC Irvine Long Beach St at UCLA LSU at UNLV
Sam Houston Si ai Wyorong

502-753-8850

Ak.^ s. • •
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS' REPORT
In our opinion,the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly,in all material
respects, the financial position of the City of Murray, Kentucky as ofJune 30,1991,and the results ofits
operations and the cash flows of its proprietary fund types for the year then ended, ii conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.

Honorable Mayor William N. Cherry and
Members of the City Council
City of Murray
Murray, Kentucky

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial
statements taken as a whole. The combining and individual fund and account group financial
statements and schedules listed in the table ofcontents are presented for purposesofadditional analysis
and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of the City of Murray, Kentucky.
Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the general
purpose financial statements and,in our opinion, is fairly presented in all material respects in relation
to the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.

We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the City of Murray,
Kentucky as of June 30, 1991, and for the year then ended, as listed in the table of contents. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the City's management.Our responsibility is to express an
opinion on these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and Government
Auditing Standards, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management,
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.

Richardson, Howe & Wilson
August 21,1991

CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - Al.!. FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT CROUP
JUNE 30, 1991
ASSETS

6

44:40104

Cash in banks and on hand
Investments, at cost, which approximates market
Receivables (net of allowances for uncollectibles):
Taxes
Customer
Due from other funds
Other
Bond issue
Gas well reserve, at average cost
Materials and supplies, at average cost
Prepaid expenses
Utility plant in service
Land
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
Vehicles
Other equipment
Accumulated depreciation
Unamortited debt discount
Restricted assets
Escrow account - KPAA
Deferred compensation fund

$ 57,830
568,000

$ 85,700
114,423

75,541

13.613

Water and
Sewer

$

Natural Gas

Sanitation

28,315
2,900,000

21,303
$
1,175,000

211,858

167,142

37,120
99,295

23,156
4,136,250

84,688

$

96,508

Internal
Service

7,756

$

1
1,089,423

Account Group
General
Fixed Assets

$18,645
20,000

TOTAL ASSETS

$2i3736

23,660

302,000
495,204
986,392

54,524
250,000
1,236,507

(97,000)

(399,488)

23,518

143,238

44.882

54.712

$21 518 955

$ 6 337 645

2.025

9,610

404,815
88,499
28,639
2.902,189
276,444
402,465
364,775
234,135
273,883
(2.016,294)

101,833
14,260
19,709,313
341.640
70,395
603,356
227,395
34,164
(6,765,302)
241,559
2,416,119
11,569

10,640

20,859

$205,275

$2 224 261

$1 101 407

$72,803

Totals
(Memorandum
Only)

316,058
5,866,846

$

2,373

30,850
12,413

$746,659

Fiduciary Fund Types
Pension
Cemetery
Trust

Proprietary Fund Types

Governmental Fund Types
Special
Revenue
General

91,527
447,619
130,145
129,867
4,136,250
404,815
213,992
42,899
22,611,502
974,608
1.218,064
3,191,030
461,530
308,047
(9,278,084)
241,559
2,582.875
11,569
101,619

$1 783 596

$34 204 337

Account Group
General
Fixed Assets

Totals
(Memorandum
Only)

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET - ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUP
JUNE 30, 1991

Governmental Fund Types
Special
Revenue
General

Fiduciary Fund Types
Pension
Trust
2HECLEEX

Proprietary Fund Types
Water and
Sewer

Natural Gas

Sanitation

$

$

Internal
Service

LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Liabilities:
Accounts payable
Notes payable
Bonds payable
Customer deposits
Accrued payables:
Accrued interest:
Bonds
Customer deposits
Other notes
Due to other funds
Deferred compensation payable
Lease obligation payable
Capital additions by refund agreement
Total Liabilities

$ 81.541

4,141

$

115,917
153,531
7,060,000
72,825

$

Fund Equity:
Investment in general fixed assets
Contributed capital
Federal grants in aid of construction
Other contributions in aid of construction
Retained Earnings
Unreserved
Fund Balance
Reserved
Unreserved
Actuarial present value of projected benefits
payable to current retirants and beneficiaries
Unfunded actuarial present value of credited
projected benefits
Total Fund Equity

44,882

84.313

421,047
7.943.850

4.141

39,544

$15,036

13.242

$

$

91,975

45,225
29.641
782
747
2,025

145,153

45,225
64,675
782
109.691
101,619
161,476
421,047
8,698,220

35,034

54,712
6,663

154,813

334.337

194.357

99,295

9,649

112,537

24.685

250,000

1,783,596
250,000
7,799,265
1,713,013

(157,262)

11,938,777

1,783,596

662.346

7,799,265
1,236,074

476,939

4,539,766

5,526,369

2,029,904

23,518
896,541

23,518
24,600

209.595

1,528,748

1,528,748

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY

415.374
153,531
7,060,000
164,800

662.346

209.595

13.575.105

6.003.308

2 O29904

92,738

$746,659

$21L736

821 518 955

$6 337 645

$2 224 261

$ 205 275

(427.341)
1,101,407
$1 101 407

48,118

1,783,596

$72,803

$1 783 596

(427,341)
25,506,117
$34 204 337

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
COMBINED STATEKENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1991
Governmental

Fund Types
General

r..

REVENUES
Property taxes
Franchise taxes
Payments in lieu of taxes
Bank shares
Insurance tax
Licenses and permits
Fines and fees
Tax collection charge
Intergovernmental revenue
Recaptured grant funds
Interest
Miscellaneous income
Cemetery lot sales
CERS Unfunded tax levy
Equipment sales
Grant funds received
Transient room tax
Total Revenues

$

Special
Revenue

939,675 $
82,812
4,127
62,899
701,020
513,301
10,362
5,500
178,301
301,749
35,800
361
132,505
22,710
87,332
45,389
2,945,542

44,000
15,267
23,107

260,675

Fiduciary Fund Types
Totals
Pension
(Memorandum
Trust
Cemetery.
Only)

$

65,241

95,868

2,238

3,375
28,645

161,109

13.936
48.194

$1.004.916
82,812
4,127
62,899
701,020
513.301
10,362
5,500
480,050
44.000
149,173
26,843

28,645
132,505
22,710
87,332
59,325
3.415,520

Administration
Murray-Calloway Economic
Development Corp.
Tourism Commission
Drug Court Awards
Total Expenditures

2.842.861

Excess (Deficiency) of
Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures

102,681

658,925

658,925

905,793
915,361
20,372

905,793

915,361
26,375

274.229
68,161

226,662
132,616

20,372
26,375
500,891
68.181

132,616

(97,663)

Governmental
Fund Types
Special
General
Revenue
Excess (Deficiency) of
Revenues Over (Under)
Expenditures (from
$
page 4)
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES)
Transfers from other funds
Transfers to other funds
Total Other Financing
Sources (Uses)

EXPENDITURES
General government
Police department
Fire department
Animal control
Cemetery
Street department
Planning and zoning
Benefits

66,000
'58,804
6,872
358.338

Excess (Deficiency) of
Revenues and Other
Sources Over (Under)
Expenditures and
Other Uses
FUND BALANCE, Beginning
of Year
FUND BALANCE. End of Year

$

102 681

8(97,663)

2,749
(45,389)

45,389
(2,707)

(42,640)

42,682

60,041

(54,981)

602,305
662,346

1,439

1,439

134.055

26.375

66,001
58,804
6,872
3.361,629

27,054

21,819

53,891

Totals
Fiduciary Fund Types
(Memorandum
Pension
Only)
Cemetery
Trust

$

27 054

$21,819

$

S3,891

48.138
(48,096)
42

27.054

21,819

53,933

264,576

1 074 353

26,299

1,967.533

$209,595

$1 101 407

$48,118

$2 021 466

,
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LEGAL NOTICE
j

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY.

4';

COKBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND CHANGES IN RETAINED EARNINGS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES
YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1991

OPERATING REVENUES
Charges for services
Tap-on fees
Miscellaneous revenues
Total Operating Revenues

tals
rand=

16,058
66,846

91,527
47,619
30,145
29,867
36,250
04,815
13,992
42,899
11,502
74,608
18,064
91,030
,61,530
108,047
18,084)
!41,559
182,875
11,569
01.619

Proprietary Fund Types
Water and
Natural
Gas
Sewer

Proprietary Fund Types
Internal
Fire
Service
Extinguisher
Sanitation

$2,130,547
77,444
41,735

$3,313,012

$976,469

61,032

4,641

2,249,726

3.374.044

981 110

OPER4TING EXPENSES
Water plant expenses
Sewer plant expenses
Water and sewer field operations
Engineering operations
General office operations
Administrative expenses
Other operating expenses
Depreciation
Gas purchased
Gas plant expenses
Collection expenses
Landfill expenses
Central garage expenses

299,843
381,072
442,900
5,477
141,624
96,895
64,583
590,235

$220,184

$6,640,212
77,444
107 408

220.184

6.825.064

239,185

299,843
381,072
442,900
59,321
281,362
172,876
187,545
749,158
2,257,650
487,331
551,141
243,853
239,185
6,353,237

53,844
139,738
75.981
122,962
158,923
2,257,650
487,331
551,141
243,853

Total Operating Expenses

2.022.629

3.296.429

794,994

239,185

227.097

77.615

186,116

(19,001)

194,046
(238,543)
(96,725)
2,839

242,832
(13,496)
13,483

(3,404)

(138,383)

242,819

62,709

320,434

248,825

Operating Income (Loss)
NON-OPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Interest income
Interest expense
Amortization expense
Gain (loss) on sale of equipment
Total Non-Operating Revenues (Expenses)

78,395
(12,282)

04.337

88,714

Income (Loss) Before Operating Transfers

Water and
Sewer
$4,246,674

RETAINED EARNINGS, Beginning of Period
Refunds received from Texas Gas Transmission
Company for price overcharges relating to
prior years
RETAINED EARNINGS, Beginning of Period - Restated

515,801
(264,321)
(96,725)
12,918

528

167,673
639,500

$

320,434

$248,825

Natural
Gas

Sanitation

$5,009,154

$1,781,079

(42)
$(18,473)

$ (42)

Fire
Extinguisher
$ 42

639,458

Totals
(Memorandum
Only)

$(138,789)

$10,898,160

196,781

4,246,674

5,205,935

1,781,079

88,714

320,434

248,825

42
(42)

(138,789)

11,094,941

(18,473)

639,458

204,378

204 378
$4 539 766

$

Internal
Service

196,781

Net income (loss) (from page 7)
Depreciation on fixed assets acquired
by grants externally restricted for
capital acquisitions and construction
that reduces contributed capital

RETAINED EARNINGS, End of Period

783,596
150,000
799,265
713,013

88,714

$

,tals
andum
hIly)

Add:

528

(42)

NET INCOME (LOSS)

45,225
64,675
782
[09,691
101.619
l61,476
21 047
98,220
-•-•••••

471,827

(18,473)

Operating Transfers In (Out)

.15,374
53,531
160,000
l64,800

Tctals
(Memorandum
Only)

$5 526 369

$2 029 904

$(157,262)

$

$11,938,777

COPIES OF THE ENTIRE FINANCIAL STATEMENT MAY BE OBTAINED
AT NO COST FROM THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE, 207 SOUTH 5TH
STREET, MURRAY, KY.

)38,777
23,518
896,541
528,748
427.341
506.117
204.337

1,439

56,001
58,804
6,872
51.629

53.891

tals
Tandurn
ily)

_3,891

138

18 096)
42

53.933

57.533
11.466

Horoscopes

A

SATURDAY,NOVEMBER 30, 1991
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth.call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE book or newspaper article provides
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A valuable information. You may want
deteriorating relationship will soon to contact its author. Do so!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Try
end. A happier, more rewarding alliance is ahead. Focus on expanding to foresee all possible threats to your
your circle of friends and business status or property and take protective
contacts in early 1992. A change of measures. It pays to be alert. Play
lifestyle proves very beneficial next tennis or volleyball for exercise. A
spring. By summer, you find the daily walk would also be good.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): It is
strength to do something you have
been postponing. Look into an in- nice to be alone now and then in order
triguing employment offer early next to catch up on your rest or neglected
fall. Travel will enhance romance as chores. Certain household improvements are overdue. Take immediate
Thanksgiving of 1992 approaches.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON action. Socialize this evening.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: correspondent Peter
Arnett, actor Richard Crenna. music You find that a family meeting is the
producer Dick Clark, actor Robert right forum for airing a beef. Avoid
saying anything you mightregret later
Guillaume.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): on. A last-minute invitation could
Twins enjoy especially good luck lead to romance. Be discreet.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
this weekend.Get in touch with loved
ones living overseas. Sports could be 21): Have faith in yourselfand others
the focus of a domestic argument, will follow where you lead. Concentrate on developing untapped
Seek a compromise.
TAURUS (April 20-may 20): talents. A step-by-step plan is esHitting the open road could be a great sential if you are to reach a longidea if you have the extra time and sought financial goal.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
money. Outdoor activities prove invigorating for those in good shape. A delayedcheck orgift finally arrives.
The future looks much brighter. A
Be careful not to overdo it.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): You child tells an interesting story. Be
are entering a very productive period. smart enough to grasp its meaning.
Those who stay close to home will Influential friends prove very helpful.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
get better results than those who
project involving children will
A
expendiyour
of
travel. Keep track
tures and you will find new ways to prove richly rewarding. A puzzle is
solved when you open up new lines
save,
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Do of communication. Romance could
whatever you can to repair a personal have you on an emotional rollerrelationship that has been torn by coaster.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Ask
conflict. A phone call brings good
news. An old friend is eager to see practical questions about a prospective partner before making any longyou again. Make a date.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You get term decisions. A family member
a glimpse ofthe future when you help relies on your honesty. Lay any fi a loyal associate solve a problem. A nancial problems on the table.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are curious, persistent and questioning. Be
patient with these budding scholars. Their keen insights make these Sagittarians
good detectives or journalists. A strong interest in international affairs could

also make them world-class travelers. Outgoing and openminded, they will
have good friends from all walks of life. They are slow to judge and quick to
understand.
(To order a revised and updated copy of Jeane Dixon's best-selling book "Yesterday. Today and Forever
to
Hos% Astroiogy Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan." send $8.95 plus SI postage and handling
to
Dixon. do Andrews and McMeel, P.O. Box 419150, Kansu City, Mo. 64141. Make checks payable
Andrews and Mc Meel

('on 1 ract

Multiple Choice
1.The probability of being dealt
a hand containing a five-card or
longer suit is:
A. 75 percent
B.65 percent
C. 55 percent
D. 45 percent
2.The probability of being dealt
at least one ace is:
A. 25 percent
B. 50 percent
C.60 percent
D. 70 percent
3.You are declarer in a notrump
contract and hold A-Q-J-9ofa suitin
which dummy has a low singleton.
To make the contract you must take
three tricks in the suit. When you
lead the singleton from dummy and
the next player follows low, you
should:
A. Play the nine
B. Play the queen
C. Play the ace
4. When you and dummy together hold ten cards of a suit, the
probability of finding the missing
card/ divided 2-1 is:
A. 90 percent
B. 78 percent
C.67 percent
D. 50 percent
1. (B). A player is dealt 4-4-3-2

distribution 21.6 percentofthe time;
4-3-3-3 10.5 percent ofthe time;4-44-1 3.0 percent of the time. That
covers about 35 percent of all deals.
In the remaining deals a player will
hold at least one five-card or longer
suit.
2.(D).There are players who claim
they never hold an ace and that this
is why they always lose. Cold mathematics refutes this contention. All
you have to do to silence such claims
is to offer these players odds of2-to1 per deal that they will be dealt at
least one ace. If you find any takers
(lucky you), you'll have even better
odds in your favor than most gambling casinos!
3.(A). Oddly enough, the nine is
the right play. It will yield three
tricks in the suit in about52 percent
of all deals, while playing the queen
or ace will succeed leas than half the
time. You therefore follow the odds
and play the nine.
4.(B).This knowledge would come
in handy if, for example, you were
considering bidding a grand slam
and your only possible loser was in
trumps, where you held ten cards in
the combined hands missing the
queen or queen-jack. In general, you
should bid a grand slam when the
odds are at least 2-1 in your favor. In
this case, therefore, you would undertake the grand slam because the odds
are more than 3-to- I in your favor.

Tomorrow: It's more than just plain luck.

TRADE-IN SALE!
Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cash
with A roved Credit

Console TV Trade-In Allowance
Up to '200
RCA Features Including:
• Stereo Sound
• Remote Control That Works Most
VCR's and Murray Cable Boxes

Great

141:
op
Aril
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Classified

DEADL
ance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.
Monday 3 p.m.
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Thursday 3 p.m.

Dead es are 2 days in a
Monday 'dition
Tuesday Es ion
Wednesday E.ition
Thursday Edition
Friday Edition
Saturday Edition
010
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

060
090
100
110

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS M.‘IIKE 1
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380
410
540
560
570
240

For Sale Or Trade
- Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
:Musical
.
& Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

It) PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error The
Murray Ledger Si Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Classified Ad Rates
!Effective Jan 2, 1991!

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

Display Ads
3rd Run.
44" Discount 2nd Run, 60%, Discount
6 Day Penod
All 3 Ads Must Run Within
$1 50 per column inch extra for Tuesday

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
280
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
Want To Rent
310
Apartments For Rent
320
Rooms For Rent
330
Houses For Rent
340
360 ................. For Rent or Lease
270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Days

1"

2"

I

5.00

10.00

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8t Motors

13.00

ff

-4
20.00 25.00 30.00

r

8"

35.00

9"

10"

40.00

45.00 50.00
72.00 80.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

56.00 64.00

3

8.00 16.00
.
10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 128.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00,60.00_ 80.00 _100.00_120.00_140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

2
.-

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
480
495
500
510
520

5•

4"

3"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25is per word 115.00 minimum let day.
fie per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
El 50 extra for shopper (Tue.. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court. Fleet Mortgage Corp., plaintiff,
versus Ronald Seefeldt, Et Al, dependants.

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth ofKentucky,Calloway Circuit Court. William S. Ellis and Cindy R. Ellis,
husband and wife, plaintiff, versus Charles E.Taylor and Mary A.Taylor, husband and wife and
Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank, defendants.

Outstanding
Product
Outstanding Career
Opportunity

NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 91-CI-2.39

NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 90-CI-290

Full Time or Rirt Tim.

By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
November 8, Term thereof, 1991, in the above cause, for the sum of THIRTY THOUSAND
SEVENTY-SIX AND 86/100 DOLLARS($30,076.86)with interest at the rate of 10.5 per cent per
annum from January 1, 1991, until paid and its costs therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale at
the Court House door in the City of Murray,Kentucky,to the highest bidder,at public auction on
the 5th day of December, 1991, at 12:30 O'clock p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of thirty(30)
days, the following described property, to-wit:

By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
January 11,Term thereof, 1991,in the above cause,for the sum ofELEVEN THOUSAND ONE
HUNDRED THIRTY-THREE AND 06/100 DOLLARS together with accrued interest thereon
from the first day of November 1990,at the rate of 9-112% per annum until judgement and with
interest thereafter at the legal rate until paid AND the sum of ONE THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED SEVENTY AND 55/100 DOLLARS together with accrued interest thereon from the
first day of September, 1990, at the rate of 10% per annum until judgment with interest
thereafter at the lawful rate until paid and its costs therein,I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the City ofMurray,Kentucky,to the highest bidder,at public auction on the
5th day of December,1991,at 1:00 O'clock,or thereabout, upon a credit of thirty days at the rate
of 12% per annum, the following described property, to-wit:
Beginning at an iron stake on the North right of way of Kline Boat Dock Road, corner to
Kentucky Lake Development Corporation, the Southwest corner of the parcel herein conveyed;
thence North 3° 07 04263.47feet to a stake;thence South 80° 08'09" East 35.50 feet to at stake;
thence South 86° 38'40" East 165.50feet to a stake;thence South 3° 2540"East to a stake on the
North right of way ofKline Boat Dock Road;thence west parallel with Blacktop Road to the point
of beginning.
For a more complete description of the land herein conveyed, see Plat Book 3, Page 51, and
Plat Book 3, Page 73, which is the survey and plat by Roy E. Rudolph and Associates, said land
herein conveyed is that portion not purchased or subdivided by Smithwood Kentucky Lake
Development Corporation and lying North of Kline Boat Dock Road.
Purchaser shall be required to assume and pay all real property taxes assessed for the fiscal year
1991 and subeequent years.
For the purchase price,the purchaser must paid $500 ofthe bid price in cash on the date ofthe
sale, execute a bond with approved securities, bearing interest from the date of sale, until paid
and having the force and effect ofa judgement.The balance of the bid price must be paid within
thirty (30) days for the date of sale.
Jean Miller, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMISSIONERS SALE

Tract A:
A tract out of the Northeast corner of Grantors property and said lot being a part of the
Northwest property of Section 36, Range 2, Township 6 East, and beginning at a stake on the
South right of way of State Highway 444 in the Grantors Northeast corner; thence with
Grantors line South to the North edge of a public road approximately 40 feet; thence west and
along the North side of said gravel road approximately 100 feet to the West edge of Orators
driveway;thence North with East edge ofGrantors driveway to a stake of the South right of way
of Highway 444; thence East with the South edge of Highway 444 approximately 100 feet to the
point ofbeginning.(Note: The grantors referred to in the above description being Jessie W.Jines
and wife, Lola Jines, as evidenced in Deed Book 116, Page 637 in the office of the clerk of
Calloway County.
Tract B:
Four acres more or less being a part of the northwest Quarter of Section 35, Township 2,
Range 6, East, and more particularly described as follows, to-wit:
Beginning on the north line of said Quarter Section at its intersection with centerline ofTVA
Road described in Deed from Lera C.Cunningham,et vir,to USA ofrecord in Deed Book 72,Page
534,(survey for said 100 foot road showing centerline ofsaid road at this north line of Quarter as
being about 233 feet east of northwest corner of Quarter); thence east with north line of said
Quarter Section 1110 feet, more or less, to a point 80 poles east of the northwest corner of said
Quarter Section;thence south 10 poles more or less or to the northeast corner of4.2 acres tract of
land conveyed by B.H. Brown to Nick Martin by deed of record in Deed Book, 103, Page 547;
thence west with the north line ofsaid Nick Martin tract 1110 feet, more or less,to the east line of
1 acre tract(210 feet square)described in deed from Johnnie McCuiston to Nick Martin of record
in Deed Book 96, Page 97; thence north 10 poles, more or less, to the point of beginning. Also
conveyed herein in such land,ifany which may lie north of the 1 acre tract of record in Deed Book
96,Page 97 and east ofcenter line ofTVA Road,see Deed Book 103,Page 547 as to use ofCul vert.
The land herein conveyed as those lands out of the northeastern portion of tract 80 poles east
and west by 20 poles north and south located in the northwest corner of Northwest Quarter of
Section35, T. 2, R. 6 East, after excepting from said 10 acre tract the lands described in Deed
Book 96, Page 97, being deed to a 1 acre tract from Johnnie McCuiston to Nick Martin, the 4.2
acre tract conveyed by B. H. Brown to Nick Martin described in Deed Book 103, Page 546, the
fraction of an acre tract conveyed by Johnnie McCuiston to C.0. Cunningham ofrecord in Deed
Book 99, Page 618 and the permanent easement and right of way from Lera C. Cunningham to
USA of record in Deed Book 72, Page 534 all of these exceptions being specifically referred to.
The lands herein above described are the lands originally conveyed to Jimmy Horita,et ux,by B.
H. Brown dated January 18, 1958, of record in Deed Book 105, Page 392.

AS SEEN ON T V

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

Po.. mot •••

Tract C:
A part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 35, Township 2, Range 6 East, and particularly
described as follows, to-wit: Beginning at the Southeast corner of the tract or parcel of land
conveyed by Johnnie McCuiston to Nick Martin on the 20th day of November, 1952, in Deed
Book 96,Page 97,and said starting point being 210feet east ofsaid section line; thence east 1110
feet, more or less,to a point which is the southeast corner oftract ofland conveyed to B. H.Brown
by Brent Scarbrough in Deed Book 102, Page 468; thence north 165 feet, more or less; thence
west, parallel with the south line, 1110 feet, more or less, to a point on the Nick Martin east
boundary line as described in the conveyance in Deed Book 96,Page 97; thence south with Nick
Mari n's east boundary line 165 feet, more or less, to the point of beginning,containing 4.2 acres
more or less.
Being the same property conveyed to Ronald R.Seefeldt and Wanda L. Seefeldt by deed dated
August 31,1989 and recorded on Mircrofilm in Book 174,Page 2450 and Book 174,Page 2451 the
Clerk of Calloway County, Kentucky.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the date of sale, until paid, and having the force and effect of a judgment.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms.
Jean Miller, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, City of Murray, Kentucky, Plaintiff,
versus Kenneth Allen, et al, Defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 89-CI-178
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the
October 25, Term thereof, 1991, in the above cause, for the sum of SIX HUNDRED THIRTY
NINE AND 95/100 DOLLARS($639.95) with interest at the rate of 12 per cent per annum from
OCTOBER 1, 1989, until paid and its costs therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of Murray, Kentucky,to the highest bidder, at public auction on the 5th
day of December, 1991, at 12:00 O'clock NOON, or thereabout, FOR CASH, the following
described property, to-wit:
Described as being a part of Lot No. 146 in Bolen Enlargements to the town of Murray,
Kentucky,and bounded by beginning at the Southwest corner ofsaid lot; thence East with
Buford Street(now Pine Street) Sixty-One and Seven-Eighths Feet (61-7/8 feet); thence
North Two Hundred Eight Feet(208 feet); thence West with the same variation of Buford
Street, Fifty-Nine and Seven-Eighths Feet (59-7/8 feet); thence south to the beginning.
Defendant Kenneth Allen obtained the above-described property by deed of conveyance
from Catherine Kroening, a single person, dated July 12, 1974, and of record on microfilm
in Book 153, Card 2801 in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the date of sale, until paid, and having the force and effect of a Judgment.
Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these terms. .
Jean MMer, Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

FULL or PART-TIME PSYCHOLOGIST needed in

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILERS

AURORA Pizza Magic. De-

icious hand-tossed pizza,
spaghetti. Across from
Hitchhg Post Dine in or
carry out Open aa year at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues
1--800-649-3804

Lordy, Lordy
Look Who
Is 40!!
Happy Birthday
Hula Baby!
, Hair
NEW Concord Farrah)
Station—Perm Special.

Regular perms wicut, $25.
Tinted vslcut, $30. Now ihru
December 30th. Open
Monday thru Friday Call for
so appointment, 436-2714.

SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE ir
Unless still in School
or College. their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199
-fras Seal du due

CHILDLESS loving couple
wishes to adopt white newborn We we committed to
being the best parents
Exp paid CALL COLLECT
516-741-6618

Guthrie wishes to txpress their thanki to
everyone who sentflow.
ers,food & cards during
his recent death.
Wewould also like to
thank &v. Jim Alford
&iv.Garfand & the
Miller FuneralHomefor
the comforting serviceWe would especially
tike to thankthe staffat
MCCH, the doctors, &
the ambulance service_
We would also like to
thank the E.X, staff CY
doctors at Western
Saptit t Hospital
t
'The family f
Henncut G uthris

DOCTORS office needs
pan-time help filing insurance Some insurance experience helpful, but will
train Salary based on experience. Send resume to
P0. Box 1040-0. Murray,
KY.

Paducah Area Ph D preferred or Masters level with
private practice experience. Send vitae for confidential consideration to
P0 Box 1040F, Murray,
KY

Call 753-9999
Ask for Robert Lee
LAB Technician wanted for

local doctor's office Some
experience necessary Dubois will include lab, purchasing, and nursing assistance. Please reply to P.O.
Box 1040-E, Murray
13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a lob? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if:'You do

not have your GED or high
school diploma; You are
between the ages of 16 8
21. We are an E.O.E This
protect it funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A
CaIIJTPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
RECEPTIONIST. Bookkeeping, telephone experience preferred. Position
will be full-time with benefits_ Immediate opening.
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040G, Murray, KY.
SINGLE or husband and
wife learn to drive OTR
Most pass drug screen,
have dean MVR and have
convictions
no
901-584-2264
SONIC is looking for day
shift employees only All
positions available Apply
in person at 217 S 121h,
Murray. Ask for Lewis

WE'LL pay you to count
inquiries at home. Earn
$135 per 100. No experience necussary. Write'
PASEP-187X 161 S. Lincolnway, N. Aurora, IL
60542.

Hazel, Kentucky

1991 Christmas Open House
The Hazel Antique Dealer' Association is pleased
to invite you to its 1991 Holiday Open House
Weekend. There's so much fun, food and fellowship, we have expanded a to two days!
Saturday, November 30 and

Sunday, December 1
Join us from 10:00 to 4:30 on Saturday and 1:00 to
you
4:30 on Sunday. Fine antiques from dealers

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
prouttling quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the following job openings

REGISTERED NURSES
Intensive Care Unit 11-7 full time and part time
Progressive Care Unit. 3-11 part time
Surgery 7-3 full time temporary, 1-6 p m full time,
PRN
Obstetrics 11-7 full and part time
Long Term Care Unit PRN
Medical Units: 3-11 full time, 11-7 full time

Orthopedic/Surgical Unit: 11-7 tun time, 3-11 part
The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive in
Restaurant Chain In America
Sonic is now looking tor a few good people for
postoons as follows
Assistant Manager • Manager in Training

bale

Urology/Surgical Unit 3-11 full time
Home Care Services full time days
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan R N
Nurse Recruiter

(3412) 782-1319
qual Ipplorlunt?,

The Opportunities Are Endless!
Cell Lewis For An Appointment

759-9885

9,
,
I.11404

803 Poplar Street • Murray Kentucky 42071
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Instruction

UNDO
Cars

Lots
For Sale

Midas
For kb
4BR, 2 bath, stove and
refrigerator furnished.
Available December 1. No
pets Deposit, $475/mo
753-2967

1987 PLYMOUTH CarFALL Special All lots in 1981 OLDS Cutlass Su
Lynnwood Heights Subdivi- preme Body and interior aveNe 76,000 miles Local
sion. 3.3 miles west of Mur- real good condition Engine owner, new Ores $2750
ray. Hard surfaced roads, questionable Asking $550 753-0321. 492-8892
city water, natural gas, ca- 753 1128
1989 DODGE Daytona,
reNICE red brick house six. blevision, reasonably
APPLE Computer. Coffee
39xxx miles, local car, one
$4500
from
Priced
AMC
$1200
Renault,
stricted
1983
2 bath, Whirlpool bathtub,
table, end table_ Card table.
owner 753-9553 after
central H/A, full basement to $6500. Nice wooded lots 0130 759-9439
Lamps. RCA TV. Brass TING" Look-Alike Men's
3Pm
or
753-5841
included
1008 Main St $600/mo
bed. Western bar w/3 pro-line gott clubs, three
1983 MAZDA 626LX TourALPINE AM/FM Com753-1566.
753-0606,
days
753-6111,
chairs 753-9469.
iron through pitching
ing Sedan. Automatic
pact Disc in-dash $399.99.
nights
wedge Also one iron, extransmission, power steer- Sunset Boulevard Music,
CAMOUFLAGE clothing
sfin
For
more
inprone!
cellent
cassette
arnifm
ing,
sic,
for men and boys. Insulated
15yr. Anniversary SpeHorne.
call 753-3895.
cruise control, power win370
work boots. Insulated formation
cial. Sunset Boulevard
For Sale
clean
Very
locks
dows and
Uvessoct
cover-alls. Motorcycle hel- TITLEIST golf dubs. 3 thru
Music. Dixieland Shop& Supplies
2-3 BEDROOM home. 2 full and extensive mainte- ping Center, Chestnut St.
mets. Camping supplies
PW, lyr old, square
baths Located in Almo nance records. $2375 753-0113.
Jerry's Sporting Goods,6th grooves, $225 Bullet golf
12 FEEDER pigs
Heights area Approxi- 753-9761 evenings
and Walnut, Mayfield, KY. dubs, 3 thru PW, new,
5pm
after
498-8669
mately 5 miles North of 1984 CAMARO Z-28 Must BEARS Audio, formerly
$200
grooves,
square
CHARLES Farce' Wildlife
World of Sound Why settle
heifers. Murray on 464 27Tt swimcross
ANGUS
7
759-1059
sell 753-3532
Prints 753-6339 after 7pm
kw less than the best? CD
Weight, 7501bs. 3 bred, 3 ming pool, 28x30 shop w/
1984 FIERO Air, tilt, players are HOT High
open. Call 753-9778, concrete floor and drain
CHRISTMAS Trees, TOTAL gym exercise sys
after
Bend,
West
cruise,
deck,
excellent condition. power tuner and CD inby
753-5890
tern
backyard,
in
Fenced
492-8302,
Scotch Pine beauties Ublack-top driveway, sitting Needs engine work. dash, $299 95 Shop and
5pm
Pick 1 or 100 Wholesale or 753-0618
Ilooln•so
compare, 30yrs of sales
on approximately 3 acres 474-0115.
retail, will hold for ChristUndoes
BEEFMASTER bull 6',4
and service Repair on all
753-6475
barn
w/33x44
210
WILL do house cleaning
150
mas. 436-5400.
months old. Excellent qual- daytime, 753-9918 after 1987 DODGE Shelby car stereos Lay a-way for
PRIVATE Investigato
Articles
Call after 7pm 753-1016
Turbo Red, t-tops, loaded Christmas 222 S 12th,
436-5413 before
D B A Confidential Investi ity, $800.
5pm
Firewood
For Sale
w/aN the extras. 60,000 Murray 753-1107
leave message.
WILL do housecleaning
gallons, Southside Shop- 3pm or
miles, new tires and
remodnewly
bath,
Excellent references, 13 GE Color TV. 2 years
1
2BR,
ping
SadSuite
Center,
#102,
HUDSON Company
A1A FIREWOOD, Seabrakes. Sporty 753-7275. ORION car stereo,
car
N/A,
1
753-4355.
Central
eled.
old. $125. 753-9771.
dles, Bridles & Horse supsoned oak, delivered or Murray, 753-2641
now renting Lynn
753-4502
plies. 753-6763 or garage,
WILL do housework in Mur- 5 CAVALIER wall heaters, CURLY maple, up to 16 pick-up. 492-8254.
Grove, 753-6633.
references
753-4545.
Have
ray
$50/all. Comforter, beds- quarter Also burls and walwait until winter to
Mobil.
474-2276, ask for Wanda kin, 3 pillow shams, one nut logs 759-4420 after DON'T
2BR bock, new carpet, upget wood. We will cut and/
3sni
Homes
For Solo
stairs storage, walk-out
5pm
throw
2
or split your wood for you
WILL do housecleaning in pair curtains and
Pots
basement, carport.
Murray only Call evenings, pillows to match, blue, like DOLL HOUSES and furni- now. Ask for John. 1991 SOUTHERN Livin'.
13upphs
$39,500. Coleman RE,
new, $50 753-7777
2
bath,
3br,
well
14x70,
759-9710
474-2131. Ask for Betty.
ture. Over 30 houses to
753-9898.
624 N. 4th St.. Murray
choose from. Wood 'N FIREWOOD. Delivered, insulated, low utilities. On 2 YEAR old Alaskan MalaCrafts, Route 1, Cuba $30. Pick-up, $20. lot w/pebble stone patio, mute. Female, AKC regis- 3BR, 2 bath brick home on
753-6374
gazebo, and building. tered, black and white, 1 acre with large 2 car
Road, Mayfield. 247-5936
436-5598
Specializing in front wheel drive,
$16,000. 753-7941.
workshop, satellite Ap436-5272.
DOORS for sale. 45" Pella FIREWOOD 436-2744
overdrive, automatic & standard
proximately 3',4 miles west
UNIQUE mobile home
AKC Golden Retriever pupwood folding door, 2 storm
of Hardin. $37,000 Days,
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
transmissions.
In
bath
2
14x72,
$60.
2br,
pies, 7wks old.
doors and a wood entry FIREWOOD for sale, Oak 1986,
437-4505. After 5pm,
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
247-2646.
door. 35mm Ricoh Braun and Hickory. Cut to order Mayfield, 247-5917
We Service What We Sell
437-4910.
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
camera. 759-1525 after 474-8086, daytime.
AKC puppies. Various
* FREE ESTIMATES *
FAMILY room and large
280
753-9808 after 5.30pm.
5pm.
Roofing and Welding
breeds. 615-746-5355.
master bedroom exits to
Mob's
12,000 Mile Warranty
12
Month
KONIE electric winch, FIREWOOD for sale
Homes For Rent
BULL-Terriers, AKC, 1-5 deck, walk-in closet, 2
Robert J.
12,000 lbs. Made in Hous- 759-4401.
years, make reasonable of- baths, all major appliances,
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br
ton, TX w/cable. Contact
Rutherford
fer. Paradise Kennels, drapes, timberline roof,
FIREWOOD. Delivered,
dis
Walking
gas
or
753-4790
electric
Garland,
Johnny
brick with vinyl trim, central
753-4106.
$30. Pick-up, $20.
lance to college 753-5209
or 753-4641.
H/A. Calloway Ave
436-5599
DAISY Grooming. Satur- 753-1152 or 753-3526
MILLIONAIRES MIL.
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
day, by appointment. $62,000.
A FIREWOOD for sale
LiONAIRES, PANG - 437-4667
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
753-7819.
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
HOUSE to be moved or
microwaves- dishwashers - gas & electric ranges
white,
solid
blooded,
FULL
IN MURRAY. Charlie's FIREWOOD, green or seatorn down Butterworth
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
pupGerman Shepherd
soned 753-5476
Safe-T Pharmacy.
Road 435-4263
pies. $40, female. $50,
1900 sq.ft. of storage
inator-Emerson-Brown
Tappan-Keiv
ONE piece used steel gar- OAK, no bark. $20 pickedmale. No papers. NEW 3br, 2 bath, energy
space or work shop.
Are Guaranteed
Repairs
*All
436-5560
7'H
Murray.
8'Wx
up.
door.
age
1-502-928-4318, Grand efficient home (central H/A)
Electricity, gas heat,
753-5554.
Barkley
near
acres
4
on
loadRivers.
restrooms and
FIREWOOD, Seasoned
Lodge. $48,500. Twin
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
ing ramp.
Oak and Hickory.
WOOD stove, 436-2667
HAVE an obedient, safe Lakes Real Estate and Buil001
6
at
open
(Doors
Call Allison Photography
753-9745
dog for show or home. ders Tripp Williams,
753-8809
Classes or private lessons. Broker 753-0563.
Knights of Columbus Hall
220
KY 94 west to Johnny Rottisrlson Hoed,
Serving Murray for over
NEW house under consouth to Sq. He14 F1044. right on $9- ki.44111
12yrs. 436-2858
4411 "I"
/
Musical
USED Hotpoint washing
struction in Southwest Villa
PEG'S Grooming
machine. Excellent condiAL L PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Subdivision. 3br, 2 bath,
Apartments
Electric organ
753-2915
tion, $125. 753-6277 after BALDWIN
dining, cathedral
formal
Murro
Root
For
/53 0466 PO Box 1033
w/2 keyboards and foot
4Pm•
AKC, $125 ceiling with beautiful curved
POODLES,
pedals, $450. 759-9439.
furn1, 2, or 3 BEDROOM
Paradise Kennels, window in large great room,
FOR Sale; Console Piano. ished apartments near 753-4106
double garage, bay window
Haw
in breakfast room, plus
Cash or assume payments MSU. 753-6111 days or
Furnishing,
New Homes
on approved credit. Trades 753-0606 nights.
many other extras Phone
400
2 TWIN size comforters, accepted. MCNisa. See
759-4586.
carNew
1BR apartment.
Residential - Commercial
dust ruffles and pillow Locally. 800-447-4266.
wallmini-blinds,
pet,
Producoo
1
town
in
- Metal Pole Barns
brick
3br
Addibons
NICE
movie
shams. Framed
paper. Large kitchen.
Bath, kitchen, Irvingroom,
posters. Decorative pil- PIANO BARGAIN. Wanted
includes all utili- RED sweet potatoes
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
den, utility, fenced backlows West Bend total gym. responsible party to take $275/mo,
Extra nice, 759-1987. $10/bushel. Call 753-8480 yard, 1 car garage. Call
Chair and footstool. over low monthly payments ties.
PHONE:
Route 1, Box 139D
on spinet piano. Can be 1E3F1, small, easy to heat after 6pm or 753-3599 after 6pm, 753-5917.
753-0618.
502-437-3026
Benton, Ky. 42025
seen locally. Write to Credit Near University. $185 plus anytime
HERE IT IS! Four BR house at a price you can
2BR, 1Yi bath house that
TWIN size mattress and Manager, P.O. Box 386,
afford. Located half way between Murray and
110
deposit. Coleman RE,
has been recently redecor753-9899
springs.
box
3770
MIS
$35,000.
home.
Mayfield. Nice count,y
Shelbyville, IN 46176.
Pubic
753-9898.
ated Especially nice yard
Sale
PIANO tuning and repair
and detached carport Call
1 or 28R apts near down753-1851
759-9661
414 So. 12th
town Murray. Also 3 to 4br FARRIS Auction Company. 753-3903 or 753-3104 for
USED CARS
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, appointment.
Antiques
house 753-4109
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY.
2411
Eurosport,
Lumina
Chevrolet
1991
ANTIQUE oak table with
2BR,$275/mo., water furn- (502) 492-8796/8795. We
A70
$13,336.00
miles
12,000
753-6277
College
on
$250.
ished. Located
center leg,
illscollsmous
appraise and sell it all.
after 4pm.
Farm Rd. 759-1449.
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille,
Motorcycles
430
FABRICS•JEWELS•SE$22,892.00
$275/mo.
apt.
10,000 miles
VICTORIAN style walnut
2BR
Real
QUINSTAINTS. For your
furniture. 753-4320 before
759-4406.
Honda
200M
1985
Estate
miles,
new
8,000
of
LT,
Corsica
lots
shirts,
1991
Chevrolet
holiday
5pm, ask for Vickie.
fabrics. Country 28R duplex at 14096 Hill- BOB HALEY, Real Estate 3-wheeler, electric start.
seasoned
$9,416.00
sharp
air
bag,
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
5pm.
759-9684 after
Remnants, Hwy 68-641, wood Dr Central H/A, ap- Sales and Appraisals. Good condition, 436-2900.
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
Z28,
Camaro
1991 Chevrolet
4-WHEELERS for Kids?
14 Draffenville, Marshall Co., pliances furnished, Roberts Realty 753-1651
,
*Christmas 4
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
SAVE
Ky., Mon-Sat, 10am-5pm. $300/rno 759-4406
black, grey leather
No problem The new Yelor 489-2266
Open House 1are
Karts
Fun
Jacket
low
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Supreme,
dirt.
rich
Cutlass
1991
good
Oldsmobile
TOP Soil,
DELUXE duplex; 2br, KOPPERUD REALTY ofNov. 30 & Dec. 1
in stock with a low
$11,413.00
Ideal for yards and plant 2bath, central gas heat, ap- fers a complete range of now
four door, 12,000 miles
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
SHEMWELL'S
Town
at
price
introductory
beds. 759-1828, 753-2446. pliances, garage Available Real Estate services with a
Call
Yamaha
Country
&
ANTIQUES
leather
fur .4 Joh Done Right Because We
Seville,
Cadillac
1989
Bogard Trucking & Exca- 12/1/91. Coleman RE, wide selection of quality
753-8078 for more details.
$14,983.00
Hwy.641 S. Hazel,Ky.
interior, loaded
Guarantee Our Work
vating Inc.
753-9898.
homes, all prices
red, black,
a
LAY-AWAY
free
toll
Brougham,
753-1222,
Royale
88
Delta
1989
Oldsmobile
NICE, new 2br duplex.
green or pink scooter at
$10,486.00
Central gas H/A, stove, re- 1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
miles
38,000
Town & Country Yamaha.
frigerator, dishwasher furn- 711L.
Call 753-8078 for lay-away
1989 Chrysler 5th Ave., 1 owner,
440
ished. W/D hook-up. Northdetails today.
$10,885.00
miles
35,000
.
Subdivision
Lots
wood
For Sale
$400/mo. plus deposit. No
SEASON Clearance-Bush
UN
car,
perfect
Cadillac
Fleetwood,
1988
pets Days 753-1953,
Hog. 10 gal spot swayers
.$
SAVE
BEAUTIFUL, wooded lots
27,000 miles
nights 753-0870.
mounting kit. Save
free
with
ocaO3d approximately 24
owner,
1
Yorker,
yours today
New
Reserve
Chrysler
$100.
1988
TAKING applications for miles from city limits; reasoat Town & Country
$8,885.00
front wheel drive
section 8 rent subsidized nably priced; mobile homes
Yamaha. Call 753-8078
I tt
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- accepted; owner financing
owner,
I
Aries,
1988 Dodge
$ rooms Apply Hilldale Apts. available to qualified buy- USA Made Swisher tow
$
1110 .1.6 --.se
$5,410.00
34,000 miles
oss
$ Hardin, Ky. or call ers. Call John Downs at behind 40 inch mowers with
$
at
Now
502-437-4113 ENO.
Engine.
753-4003
Briggs
8hp
Cutlass
MTG,
Supreme,
1988 Oldsmobile
$795 season ending price
$6,686.00
2 dr. coupe, 1 owner
Reserve yours at Town &
Brougham,
Supreme
,J }
1987 Oldsmobile Cutlass
Country Yamaha in Murray
$
SAVE
or call 753-8078
V-8, loaded
$
owner,
1
Cierra,
any
buy
Don't
WARNING;
1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass
4-wheeler until you check
$4,496.00
sharp car
the amazing good buys on
We represent several top rated companies
1984 Oldsmobile Custom Cruise,
new Yamaha overstocks
to give you the best possible rates, ben$3,683.00
just in at Town and Country
64,000 1 owner miles, nice
efits, and service
Yamaha. Call 753-8078 for
exterior
biege
1984 Oldsmobile Toronado,
lay-away information
MAJOR MEDICAL
$3,968.00
wileather, sharp
4 companies
INSURANCE

BE A PARALEGAL Auy
HOTEL HELP Housekeep- Instructed, Home Study.
ers, Maintenance, Front Desk, FREE catalog 800-669-2555.
Cooks Helpers to $12itir. Perfull-time.
m ane n t
140
1-800-882-2969.
Want
To Buy
HOUSEKEEPER needed,
part-time Must be nonANTIQUES by the price o
smoker 328-8980
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
SttuatIon
CASH for mobile home
Wanted
tires $ 7-$12 each
WANTED Alterations to do 527-2932
in my home Experienced
for good, used
alteration lady new to the CASH paid
rifles, pistols, shotguns.
area 753-1379
Benson Sporting Goods,
LADY has been a sitter for 519 S Hwy 641, Murray
11 years in homes, nursing 753-1342.
homes, and hospitais. Day USED and antique furnior night hours. 753-1086.
ture, glass, tools, quilts.
Call Dr. Fischer for refer901-642-6290
ence at 753-6262

24- ASHLEY fireplace insert w/builtin blower $200
Excellent condition
753-0815 after 6pm

870 REMINGTON 12
gauge Model 11 Fleming
ton 12 gauge Fox automa
tic 12 gauge Two 44 magnum Smith & Wessons
9mm Browning automatic
753-2816

COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
T000erville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton). We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161

Mathis Transmission
Service

:reer

RJR HOME REPAIRS

:99

Lee

anted for
a Some
ary Duab,
aSSIS1 to P 0
ay

OPEN job? A
3 future?
•You do
or high
You are
of 16 &
)E This
by the
r Private
J.T P A
if School
7 8 ,

Book a expertPosition
th boneopening
Box
;11
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and and
OTR
screen,
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for dayonly. All
a Apply
S 12th.
.ewis
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expenWrite
S
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OUSC
DVd-

0 to
you

TOPMANCE REPAIR

(502) 753-0468

66

753-5341

or 753-1270

•SteelpAilbritten, Inc.
DAVID SMITH

Construction

Roberts Realty

•

•11.1.7, Smith
Masonry
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For best results your ad should appear in the newspaper the day prior to your $
$ sale. Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
$
$
$
Tuesday 3 p.m. &
Friday 3 p.m
Thursday Edition
$ Monday Edition
Y
Wednesday 3 p.m. 6
Friday Edition
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
$
$
$

21171

As we are nearing the end of our "garage sale season."

$

C

$
$

AY

Just A Few Reminders...

$
$

Wednesday Edition

Monday 3 p.m.

Ms do have to be

9
Thursday 3 p.m. e..
q

Saturday Edition

paid in advance

and are

$7.50 per day.

For aSsist'ance call. 753-1916 or come by

Kiraly
Ledger & Times Classified Department

$
$
$

$

S
$
$
,
$
$
$$
$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
1

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

7 companies

NURSING HOME INSURANCE _6 companies
3 companies
CANCER INSURANCE
ACCIDENT INSURANCE

3 companies

LIFE INSURANCE

5 companies

ANNUITIES

4 companies

Please call us the next time you need any of
the above insurance. Over 2.000 people
already have their insurance with us and
we appreciate their business.

McConnell Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkinsville Federal Say, Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky
"Our 29th year of service"

Auto
Services
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500
490
Used
Cars
1977 FORD Coupe, extra
clean inside and out. Good
mechanically, will trade.
Call 759-1922.
1978 CHEVROLET Caprice Straight 6 753-5233
after 6pm.
1980 FIAT Brava, 4-door, 4
cyl Best offer 759-9535

TRUCKS
1991 Chevrolet C1500, black
$12,348.00
with red cloth
1989 GMC C1500, blue wisilver $9,138.00
1988 Chevrolet S10, 4 cyl. 5 speed...SAVE
1985 Chevrolet C10 4x4 LWB,
SAVE
sharp as any around
1985 Chevrolet, C10, biege with
SAVE
red two tone

Peppers
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo., Inc.
"The Only NW 8, Townr
Pads, TN
Tyson Ave.-Hwy. 79 S.
1-800-325-3229
642-3900

600

-

14
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Fortune's Mob 50

IOW

Time, prosecutors take toll on Mafia bosses
510

Ceti

Mere*

CAR

GALLOWAY Rooting 10%
Discount thru December
Specializing in new roofs,
re-roots, and tear-offs
Guaranteed work Merry
Christmas' 502-753-7941

lastallatlaa

7534113. SIN11111

Boulevard

Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist. Dixieland
Center. I

block from

Unica.
Offered

1

Senrkes
Offered

Used

MSU

dorms

Vaughan Sign
Painting Service
Truoi and Van afterng
Murat art Wall Sgr!s

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642

2 -DOOR
SPORTY
COUPE' 1981 Audi, 5cyl ,
5-speed. under $2000
753-6116 or 436-5810

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding, paint
ing Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 489 2267

Used
Truces

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed fix your specifica
bons Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

1981 GMC Ram $6000
1984 FULL size Ford
Bronco 78xxx miles
754-0306 after 5pm
106 GMC Suburban
Classic 1500 Excellent condition $7000 1666
Ryan Ave
Sillf/A

Call
436-2387
or 436-5464

care in my home 25
years experience Refer
ences lurnished 7535145
DAY

DRYWALL, finishing re
pairs, additions arid blowing ceilings 753-4761

BULLDOZING and back
hoe 354-8161 after 5pm
Financing available

1987 BRONCO II, Eddie
Bauer edition Excellent
condition $7500 7541263
days. 753-3648 after Seen

CHIM ChI. Cliheary
Sweeps has 10% 11471/Of LIU= discounts We sell chimcaps

ney

1987 FORD Ranger XLT
extended cab 436-5619 at7pm

and

screens

LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

HANDYMAN will do plumbing. electric and carpentry
Reasonable rates
753-9838

The old saw that "no one retires
from the mob" is wrong: 85-yearold Anthony "Big Tuna" Accardo
(No. 2 on the Fortune list), a onetime pal of Al Capone, winters in
Palm Springs and summers on an
estate outside Chicago.
Similarly comfortable is 87-yearold Vincent "Jimmy Blue Eyes"
Alo, (No. 23) an associate of the
legendary Meyer Lansky, who lives
in Miami following a lucrative
career in casino gambling and

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates 759-1683

money laundering.
The retired also include two
seminal Mafiosi: Joseph Bonanno

FENCE

sales at Sears

Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
now

needs

435-4191

R Us
CHIMNEYS
Licensed Sweeps Space
lung in fireboxes chimneys, dampers, general
home improvements and
repairs Al work guaranteed Cal Tim at 753-7350

1988 S-15 GMC Jimmy
4x4 Excellent condition
40,000 miles, loaded, blue
and silver $10,000
435-4196 or 435-4116
1990 DODGE Dakota,
14xxx miles Very clean,
4-cyl . 5-speed, a/c
753-38.40
IMPORT Auto Parts new
and used parts Datsun,
Toyota, VW 1976 Datsun
pick-up, 1900 Toyota Celica 474-0116

1975 AIRSTREAM 3111
rear bath. Michelin bras
alloy wheels awnings altaround Road ready
753-0114
1989, 24ft MINN! Winnehome Garage
kept, practically new
$26.000 753 4389 or
753-5960

bago motor

52t
Boats
Motors
1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude 08 el excellent conds
bon $1000 Call James at
435-4425
25FT Crest III Pontoon
70hp outboard new floor,
carpet and top $5200
436-2834
7514P EVINRUDE outboard motor Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425
530
Smite*
Meted
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm. 7549816. 753-0495
AAA Additions Decks,
vinyl siding, carpentry
work, house and floor leveling, drive ways 40. years
experience Free estiCall collect
mates
901-247-5173

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Compete installation and serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754
DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 33 years ex
penenm Wntten guarantee Local references
753-5812
ABLE Services Carpentrywe finish basements. 8MCS
Do electrical, plumbing,
weather-proofing, underpinning. chimney sweeping. hailing, tree work, etc
(Odd Job Specialist )
436-2868

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors 8
frames with woodgrain for
mica, ad colors Free estimates Wulff's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by 8 see our showroom
(imam

409 SUNBURY MURRAY atianrid Bunny
n3-5060

a day,

costs only

attracts readers like a
attracts a 4?

amount_
Bransford, the widow of a railroad clerk, had hoped to leave the
money, her life savings, to the
Masonic Widows and Orphans'

in your
and can be as

much fun as a

Home.
Noble's attorney, William Lloyd
Turner of Springfield, Ky., had
asked a higher court to prohibit
Jefferson District Judge Joseph T.
Ray from taking any further action
in Bransford's probate case.
But Jefferson Circuit Judge
Laurence Higgins denied the
request. In a brief order, Higgins
said Turner's argument that Ray
had acted outside his jurisdiction

ROGER Hudson rock haulwig, gravel. sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsmart 492-8742

T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Clean
'wig Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office.
753-0606 after 5pm

"is without merit."
Bransford, a Bowling Green
native, died Dec. 2, 1988, at age
90 after developing an infection
Ray is presiding over disposition of
her assets.
The arrangement was revealed in
a Sept. 9 hearing before Ray, who
denounced Noble's conduct in open
court and, in an unusual move,
announced from the bench that he
had reported Noble to the Kentucky Bar Association. In October he
ordered Noble to repay Bransford's
estate the $145,300.
Although bar investigations normally are confidential, disciplinary

full

A little

in classified that's what'

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
WE do wallpapering, painting, cleaning. etc. Experienced and references Ask
for Mary 502-753-7941

side estate before 2010.
Some things haven't changed. In
1986, John Gotti (No. 13), the
reputed Gambino family boss, was
behind bars awaiting a racketeering
trial; now he is behind bars awaiting another racketeering trial. Gotti, 51, beat the earlier case, cementing his reputation as "The Teflon

Then there's Angelo "Little
Angie" Tuminaro, the alleged head
of the "French Connection" heroin
ring. The former Lucchese family
member has not been heard from in
more than six years; he would be
86 if he's still around.
Six of the top 10 arc serving
100-year sentences, including the
No. 1 man, 80-year-old former
Genovese boss "Fat Tony"

Don."

Most of the Fortune 50 kept their
vow of silence. The exception was
40-year-old Michael Franzcse (No.
18), who cooperated with prosecutors after telling them his life of
crime was over.
He apparently lied. Franzese was
arrested in Los Angeles this month
and subsequently pleaded guilty to

Salerno.
Former Boston underboss Gennaro Angiulo (No. 34) works in the
clothing room at Leavenworth for
less than $I an hour, the 72-yearold convict can't return to his sea-

bank fraud.
Several reputed bosses are just
out of the stammer, including
Frank Balistrieri of Milwaukee
(No. 17). Federal agents say they

Lately?
(Come see us, you will be surprised!

Ray Clooney told The
Courier-Journal that the bar association was aware of the case and
said that "appropriate action is in
the offing.
Clooney said earlier this week
that no action had been taken yet.
For 2.4 years after Bransford's
death, Noble failed to disclose the
payments in probate court, even
though as executor of her estate he
was required to file detailed
accounts of its debts and assets.
He told Ray he delayed filing
such an account so he could pay
himself gradually "in order that I
might not have all the reportable
income in any one given year."

See Us For A
Sleigh Full Of
Christmas Gift
Ideas!
We have any item
for anyone on your
Christmas list.
All Christmas Items
25' OFF With This Ad.

When ultimately forced by Ray
to disclose the contract in court, he
implored the judge not to make it a
part of the public record. Ray
declined and, holding that Noble
had "improperly paid himself,"
ordered him removed as executor.
Only $5,537.30 is left in the
estate. However, Foster V. Jones
Jr., attorney for public administrator Allen Gailor, who was
appointed to replace Noble, has
said he will sue to get the rest of
the money back.

•Collectable Dolls
•Snowglobes
Gift
•Figurines
Certificates
Available
•Baskets
* Home Fragrances & More
New Hours

p.m.
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sun. 1-5

CAROLYN'S
CORNER

On Tuesday Jones asked Ray to
find Noble in contempt of court for
failing to repay the money. Ray
ordered Noble to appear before him
next Tuesday for a hearing.
Turner responded by filing a petition for writ of prohibition, which
is essentially an appeal. Turner
asked Higgins to halt Tuesday's
hearing and declare that Ray is
without jurisdiction to remove
Noble or order the reimbursement.
Higgins disagreed, saying
removal of an executor, contempt
hearings and failure to accept
estate settlements "are all matters
within the exclusive jurisdiction of

12° &

Olive Sts. • Murray •

753-9234

•
/

Lacey's Offers
4/1 Delicious Dining
For A Deal!
FRI. & SAT.SEAFOOD BUFFET -9PM

court."

4PM.
All Por Only

Snow Crab. Fresh Shrimp. Fresh Oysters, Fried Shrimp.
Stuffed
Fried Oysters, Clam Strips, Ea Rolls, Scallops,
Crab, Fried Cod, Creole & Rice. Baked Cajun Pollack.
Rings,
Crab Meat & Hot Butter. Catfish. Fiddlers. Orlon
Wedges
Hot Buttered Com On The Cob, Cajun POUlie
Whin Beano
Salad
Plus Soup & Salad Bar I acludIng Crab Meat
Plus 3 Inns Desaert Bar.
.
• • •'.'

rs
i

10"

Pros Lay Available To Order
(so included in Buffei Price)

00 2 SEAFOOD BUFFETS
I
Samar" Bann Offs. Good Nov. 1111.110•Doe.

OFFper couple
I..

I COupon Po Couple Per Vas
I=

SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR
$

Gravy, Fried
Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, Whits & Redeye
Fruit &
Potatoes, Eggs, French Toast Sticks, Homemade Biscuits,
Iiitce Bar
"We Serve Maxwell House Coffee"

99

•COUPON•......

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

00 2 SUNDAY BUFFETS
OFF

Good Rua-, Doc. I, MI
I Coupon Per Cote Per Visit

1

1

D

SUNDAY BUFFETfeaturing STEAMBOAT AROUN
11 A.M. To 9 P.M.
Aad Meets Moro lackedIng
Bar.B-Q Ribs,Country $
Tarim.Cornbread Drawing. Southern Pried Chicken,
Cauliflower A
Whole ICernal Cat,,, Orson Baena, Biaebali•Chases.
it... Soup & Soled
Mass.linalsod Polatese, Babel Ape," Lima Boma.30
OW, Daliekses 30 hen Demo% Bar.

D All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
D All other subscribers $64.50 per year.

Z1

753-6575

Uncle Jefrs Shopping Center

To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs. Al guaran.
teed 7534355.753-1

served as his own counsel at his
racketeering trial.
"At the beginning of the case I
told you I wasn't a lawyer," he
told the jury in his summation. "I
guess you found out that was
true." Persico, 58, was convicted
. ntenced to 100 years in
apnridsonse

TERRY'S
FURNITURE MART

counsel

the district

are keeping an eye on the 73-yearold racketeer, whose health actually improved in prison.
Out on bail is the strangest member of the Fortune 50: Vincent
"The Chin" Gigante (No. 19). The
government says he is boss of the
Genovese family. His lawyers say
he is mentally ill, an assertion the
62-year-old Gigante supports by
wandering through Greenwich Village dressed in pajamas, bathrobe
and slippers.
Then there's former Colombo
family boss Carmine Persico, who

Have you been to

Miiiray Ledger & Times

WELL pumps pulled and
serviced Leave message,
474-8826

AP/Wm 1 Castello

AP research

Soorce

•

Name
Address
City

The fate of
the nation's
top 50 Mafia
bosses as
listed in
Fortune
Magazine

2%
Fugitive

said after his release.
The most dramatic departure
from the list was made by John
"Johnny Dec" DiGilio (No. 39), a
reputed member of the Genovese
family, whose body was found in a
New Jersey river three years ago.
Others went quietly. Chicago
boss Joseph Ferriola (No. 20) died
following his second heart transplant, and Tampa boss Santo Trafficante (No. 15) succumbed after
triple bypass surgery.

records showed.
He billed Bransford for 7Vi
hours of work a day for 195 days,
for a total of $160,875. Noble collected all but about $15,000 of the

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licenced, insured Estimate available
759-4690

causes your

Status of
top Mafia
bosses

century.
Bonanno and Marcell° both
served time; Bonanno, 87, was
released at age 82, the 81-year-old
Marcello less than a year ago.
"I'm retired. I'm happy. Everybody's been nice to me," Marcell°

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
lawyer, who was hired to ensure
that an elderly woman wasn't being
mistreated, remains under court
order to pay back $145,300 to his
client's estate, which was nearly
drained by the legal fees.
Perry B. Noble, a Jeffersonville,
Ind., lawyer, billed Mary K. Bransford $110 an hour, or $825 a day,
to visit her three times daily at a
Louisville nursing home, court

SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
brie of equipment including.
60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

What's as easy as

(No. 14), founder of the New York
crime family that bears his name,
and Carlos Marcell° (No. 16), boss
in New Orleans for almost a half

Lawyer still ordered
to pay back $145,000
charged to estate

BLOCK, brick concrete fin- PLUMBING - Free estiishing Basements foot- mates Affordable rate
ings, garages drives, Same day service All work
waks 30yrs experience guaranteed 492-8816
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

CUSTOld IDTCNEN CABINETS
CUST01111 WOODWORKING

of 1,q1c4i

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
dig, wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning call
ALPHA Builders- Carpen- 753-5827 Free estimates.
try, remodeling, porches. satisfied references DUProofing, concrete drive- ONT CERTIFIED for
ways, painting, mainte- Stainmaster
nance. etc Free estimates
GALLIMORE Electric
489-2303
Licenced for commercial
ANY remodeling, painting and residential Free esti8 rooting References mates No lobs too big or
759-1110
too small 759-1835
APPLIANCE REPAIRS LITWILLER Budding Farm
Factory trained by 3 major and residential set-up for
manufacturers Most parts large protects Our busiin stock, on my truck Al ness is built on quality
work and parts warranted 382-2214
Ask for Andy at The ApMURRAY Fence Co Chain
pkance Works, 753-2455
link fence, dog kennels, reAPPLIANCE SERVICE sdental, commercial Free
Kenmore, Westinghouse, estimates 753-9785 or
Whirlpool 30• years ox - 753-3254
penance Bobby Hopper,
PAINTING interior and ex436-5848
terior Quality work Over
BACKHOE Service- ROY 20 years experience Ralph
driveHILL Septic system
Worley 436-5625
ways. hailing, foundations
PAINTING-Interior and Exetc 759-4664
terior Free estimates
BACKHOE service David Small repairs Ficonable
Burkeen Septic systems, rates 753-6844
basements, foundations
driveways, gravel, dirt, PLUMBING repairman with
sand, mulch, np rap plac- same day service Call
436-5255
ing 474-2103

OS

puts

NEW YORK (AP) — The war
on crime and Father Time have
decimated Fortune magazine's list
of the nation's biggest Mafia bosses. Five years after they were
selected, most of the Fortune 50
are out of business — in jail, in
retirement or in the ground.
According to an Associated
Press survey of law enforcers and
other experts, only eight of the 50
are still pursuing an unfettered life
of crime. Twenty-three are serving
prison terms, most of them long;
nine are retired or inactive; six are
dead; three are on bail; and one is a
fugitive and possibly dead.
In 1986, 27 of the 50 men Fortune selected for their "wealth,
power and influence" were free,
and six others were out on bail.
They also were five years younger:
the average age of the 44 living
members of the Fortune 50 is 69
and 17 of the bosses are over 75.
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Thirty years ago
Mrs. Eris Carter of Murray, has
Ten years ago
Today is Friday, Nov. 29, the 333rd day of 1991. There are 32 days left
Elected as officers of Kirksey
The home and contents of graduated from U.S. Air Force
in the year.
Beta Club were Richard Edmonds,
Lawrence and Nancy Boyd Over- Medical Services Specialist Course
Today's Highlight in History:
bey and her daughter, Hope Simp- at Sheppard AFB, Texas.
Sharon Venable, William Ross,
Thirty years ago, on Nov. 29, 1961, Enos the chimp was launched from
son, were destroyed by fire on
Joe Pat Ward, president of Mur- Lerma Hall and Nona Bazzell.
Cape Canaveral aboard the Mercury-Atlas V spacecraft, which orbited
Lions Club, is pictured looking
ray
Rico.
Nov.
21.
A
shower
off
Puerto
is
landing
Mr. and Mrs. O.S. Wall were
planned for
earth twice before
the family at South Pleasant Grove on as his twin grandsons, Mitchell
married for 50 years on Nov. 8.
On this date:
United Methodist Church.
and Richard Grogan, put bumper
Walton Fulkerson presented a
In 1530, Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, onetime adviser to England's King
A feature story about Calloway stickers on his car advertising the program on his tours of duty with
Henry VIII, died.
County Sheriff-elect David Balen- Murray Lions Club Radio Auction the Armed Forces in Europe at a
In 1864, a Colorado militia killed at least 150 peaceful Cheyenne
Massacre.
Sand
Creek
tine who will take office in January on Dec. 8 and 9. The twins will meeting held at Elm Grove Baptist
the
as
known
Indians in what became
is published. The story was written celebrate their fifth birthdays on Church.
In 1890, the first Army-Navy football game was played, at West Point,
by Staff Writer Phyllis 0. Dec. 3.
Recent births reported at Murray
New York. Navy sank Army by a score of 24-0.
Nancy Sledd will speak about Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
McCutcheon.
In 1929, Navy Li Cmdr. Richard E. Byrd radioed that he'd made the
Lori Newsome is pictured with her summer mission work in Mrs. Albert Harrison Vaughn, a
first airplane flight over the South Pole.
Santa
Claus as the holiday shop- Nigeria at a program for Week of boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat CarraIn 1947, the U.N. General Assembly passed a resolution calling for the
ping season started in Murray. The Prayer for Foreign Missions at Elm way, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
partitioning of Palestine between Arabs and Jews.
photo was taken by Staff Photogra- Grove Baptist Church on Dec. 1. A Cross and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
In 1952, President-elect Eisenhower kept his campaign promise to visit
pher Jennie Gordon.
student at Murray State University, Mosley.
Korea to assess the ongoing conflict.
Chip Madison, Joe Kelso, Jesse she is the daughter of the Rev. and
la Clayton Beale, teacher at
In 1963, President Johnson named a commission headed by Earl WarDan Horton, David Garland, Cindy
Mrs. Maxwell Sledd, missionaries Lindenwood College, St. Charles,
ren to investigate the assassination of President Kennedy.
Forth and Paul Myhill are pictured
in Africa.
Mo., spent the holidays in Murray.
In 1964, the Roman Catholic Church in the United States instituted
with deer taken while hunting.
Janet Lea Summers and John
Forty years ago
sweeping changes in the liturgy, including the use of English instead of
Twenty years ago
David Burkeen were married recenCpl. Noel W. Lemons of Rt. I,
Latin.
Airman James M. Carter, son of tly at Nashville, Tenn.
Hazel, has been awarded the
In 1987, a Korean Air jetliner disappeared off Burma, with the loss of
all 115 people aboard; South Korean authorities charged North Korean
agents had bombed the aircraft.
Ten years ago: Actress Natalie Wood drowned in a boating accident off
DEAR READERS: Five years Cary Grant." He didn't need
Santa Catalina Island, Calif., at age 43.
He closed his "conversation"
Five years ago: Actor Cary Grant died in Davenport, Iowa, where he ago today, Cary Grant died — much advertising; one small ad with a piece he called"A Meditajust seven weeks before his 83rd would appear in the local news- tion,"saying he didn't know who
had scheduled a public appearance, at age 82.
One year ago: The U.N. Security Council, led by the United States, birthaay. Not a bad score. He paper,and the house was imme- wrote it, but it expressed his own
couldn't have written a better diately sold out.
sentiments about growing older.
voted 12-2 to authorize military action if Iraq did not withdraw its troops ending
himself.
Everywhere he appeared, he It also expresses mine. And here
from Kuwait and release all foreign hostages by Jan. 15th, 1991. The U.S.
Cary Grant was a superstar in received a standing ovation sim- it is:
Embassy in Beirut, Lebanon, reopened nearly 15 months after it was every sense ofthe word.He wore ply for walking out on the stage.
evacuated.
his stardom with grace and dig- He had no routine; he just sat
"Now Lord, you've known me a
Today's Birthdays: Sportscaster Vin Scully is 64. Senator Paul Simon, nity, and for all his fame and perched on a long-legged stool long time. You know me better than
D-Ill., is 63. Musician Chuck Mangione is 51. Skier Suzy Chaffee is 45. adulation, he remained incred- in the center of the stage with a I know myself. You know that each
spotlight beamed on his famous day I am growing older and someday
Comedian Garry Shandling is 42. Actor-comedian Howie Mandel is 36. ibly unspoiled.
In his later years, he made face, and for two hours he an- may even be very old, so meanwhile
Actress Cathy Moriarty is 31.
occasional appearances in the- swered random questions from please keep me from the habit of
Thought for Today: "A conference is a meeting to decide where the aters around the country, billed the audience.They loved it. And thinking I must say something on
"
next meeting will take
Anonymous.
simply as "A Conversation with so did he.
every subject and on every occasion.

A. STPANGE-I-00KING
ESIRD 7146.7 GOES 000<- A,DOoDLE-OLACK AND
QUACK-A-0000L.E.000

Bronze Star Medal for heroic
achievement in action with the 25th
Infantry Division in Korea.
Senator Earle C. Clements will
speak at Murray State College
Football Banquet on Dec. 7. This
will be to honor Coach Fred Faurot
and the 1951 MSC Football Team,
currently Ohio Valley Conference
Champions.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Jones, Nov.
20.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Outland
and Mr. and Mrs. Sonny Lockhart
were married Nov. 19 at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. A.M. Finley.
Jimmy Boone, son of Mr. and
Mrs. O.B. Boone, won a first place
position on the AP All State High
School Football Eleven. Will Mac
Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Jones, was named to the third team
for the state. Boone and Jones are
students at Murray High School.

"Release me from trying to
straighten out everyone's affairs.
Make me thoughtful, but not moody,
helpful but not overbearing. I've a
certain amount of knowledge to
share; still it would be very nice to
have a few friends who, at the end,
recognized and forgave the knowledge I lacked.
"Keep my tongue free from the
recital of endless details. Seal my
lips on my aches and pains: They
increase daily and the need to speak
of them becomes almost a compulsion. I ask for grace enough to listen
to the retelling of others' afflictions,
and to be helped to endure them
with patience.
"I would like to have improved
memory, but I'll settle for growing
humility and an ability to capitulate
when my memory clashes with the
memory ofothers. Teach me the glorious lesson that on some occasions,
I may be mistaken.
"Keep me reasonably kind; I've
never aspired to be a saint ... saints
must be rather difficult to live with
et on the other hand, an embittered old person is a constant burden.
"Please give me the ability to see
good in unlikely places and talents
in unexpected people. And give me
the grace to tell them so, dear Lord."
P.S. DEAR READERS: Many
books have been written about
Cary Grant, but if you want to
read the only authentic history
of his life and loves,get the book
"Evenings With Cary Grant" by
Nancy Nelson, published by
Morrow. It's an absolute treasure.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the difference between tranquilizers, anti-

DUE TO THE TbSoft ECONOMY,
YOUR FATHER AND I HAVE
DECIDED TO ELIMINATE &IFTGIVING THIS CHRISTMAS, CATH4.

vial, WU" fANO 10E'LL NNE
HAVE TO &WE
TO &NE GIFTS
SIFTS TO
TO ANYONE.
SOrttE OF m4
WE OFFENDED
PRoBLEM
DURING THE
YEAR.
CLIENTS..

a.CLI HAVE TO CAVE GIFTS
TO TUE RELATIVES WE CAN'T
ourtiP FROM THE LIST BECAUSE
THEY KEEP SENDING US SIFTS,
BUT TWIT'S IT!!

WELL 8E &MING GIFTS ONLY
TO THOSE PEOPLE
WE DON'T LIKE
AND AREN'T
SPEAKING TO.

ANOTHER
HAPPY
AMERICAN
FAMILY
REDISCOVERS
THE BASICS.

anxiety drugs and beta blockers? Do
they all work differently, and can
they be addictive?
DEAR READER: Tranquilizing
drugs are fundamentally sedatives
that reduce agitation and produce a
calming effect. These drugs are divided into two categories: major tranquilizers (such as Haldol, Thorazine
and Mellaril) are used in serious psychiatric disorders; minor tranquilizers (such as Valium, Librium and
meprobamate) are commonly prescribed for mild/moderate emotional
upset. Alcohol, a depressant, also has
tranquilizing properties, as does phenobarbital, a once-popular medication. Unfortunately, alcohol is available without a prescription; many
people inappropriately self-medicate
with it.
All tranquilizers have the potential
for abuse and habituation. Therefore,
they should not be administered for
35 Note of scale
36 Pintail duck
trivial complaints. Tranquilizers af1 Headgear
37 Sorts
fect the brain and may cause excess
4 Around
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Anti-anxiety drugs(such as Buspar
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and seizures have been reported.
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As with all psychotropic drugs
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(those which affect thinking and be24 Doctrine
havior), anti-anxiety agents should be
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der appropriate medical supervision.
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These and similar medications accen33 Close by
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tuate the effects of alcohol. The exact
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pounds I mentioned, do not affect
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thinking and behavior. Inderal, Cor30
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tain nerves in the body; this relaxes
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blood vessels and slows the pulse.
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Thus, they are widely prescribed for
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hypertension and heart disease. cur
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unknown reasons, beta-blockers also
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relieve symptoms of stage fright —
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without compromising performance;
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therefore,
performing artists may
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beta-blockers.
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These drugs are not addictive; howev5111
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er, abrupt discontinuation has, in
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some patients with heart disease, led
to heart attacks.
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YES MA'AM .. WE 601TRE
BINDER OFF I4ER
YE5, I NAP TO DO SOME
SNIPPING Wrrw A 5C1550R5..
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NO, rk4AM, 514E DIDN'T
WANT TO COME TO 5C1.100L
TODAY.. SHE SAID PROBABLY
NOT FOR A LONE,TIME..
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Department responds to four fires

Obituaries
Dr. Harold G. Gish
The funeral for Dr. Harold G.
Gish will be Saturday at 11 a.m. at
First United Methodist Church.
Burial will follow in the Murray
City, Cemetery.
Friends may call at BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Dr. Gish, 73, of 1520 London
Dr., Murray, died Tuesday at 10:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired from his practice
of dentistry in -Murray. He was a
member of First United Methodist
Church, American Dental Association and Kentucky Dental
Association.
Dr. Gish was a graduate of Murray State University where he let-

tered in basketball and was a lifetime member of the Alumni Association. He received his doctor of
dentistry degree from the University of Louisville.
Born July 26, 1918, in Muhlenberg County, he was the son of the
late Virge H. Gish and 011ie VanCleave Gish.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Virginia L. Pickren Gish, to whom
he was married on July 1, 1948;
one son, Dana W. Gish, Murray;
one grandson, David W. Gish,
California; one sister, Mrs. Dorothy
Vincent, Dayton, Ohio; one
brother, J.C. Gish and wife,
Floann, Palm City, Fla.

The Murray Fire Department
responded to a total of four fires
Wednesday and Thursday.
Ten firefighters were dispatched
to a tree/brush fire at 4:44 p.m.
Wednesday at 306 N. Seventh St.
Upon arrival a tree and bush were
found to be in flames. The fire was
extinguished with a booster line.
Al 2:41 a.m. Thursday, seven
firefighters were dispatched to a

Ralph Howard Myers
Private funeral rites for Ralph
Howard Myers will be scheduled at
a later date.
Friends may call from 2 to 4
p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m. today (Friday)
:It Blalock -Coleman Funeral Home.
Mr. Myers, 67, died Tuesday at
12 noon at his residence on Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn.
Born Feb. 19, 1924, in Philadelphia, Pa., he was the son of the late
William Myers and Cloie Dalton

Myers.
A retired painter, he was a Navy
veteran of World War II and a
member of the AMVETS.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Pearl Koch Myers, to whom he was
married on Jan. 4, 1463; one son,
Ralph William Myers, Chicago,
III.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Linda
Palma, Wisconsin; two stepsons,
Lloyd Duncan, Wisconsin, and
James Duncan, Chicago, Ill.

James Wallace Hammack Sr.
James Wallace Hammack Sr.,
92, of Marion. Ark.. died Thursday
at 10:15 p.m. at a hospital at West
Memphis. Ark.
A retired merchant at Marion, he
was a graduate of Mississippi State
University. He served as an officer
in the U.S. Navy in World War
and as a major in the U.S. Army in
World War 11. He was born Jan.
26, 1899, in Scooba, Miss.
Mr. Hammack Sr. was an elder
at First Presbyterian Church, West
Memphis, a Mason, past member
of Marion City Council, director of
Boy Scouts of America. and a past

president of Marion Rotary Club.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Marie Wofford Hammack, to
whom he was married on Nov. 18,
1934; one son, Dr. James W. Hammack Jr. and wife, Charlotte, and
two grandchildren, James W. Hammack III and Amanda Hammack,
all of Murray.
Graveside rites will be Saturday
at 10 a.m. at Marion Memorial
Gardens, Marion, Ark.
Friends may call from 6 to 8
p.m. tonight (Friday) at RollerCitizens Funeral Home, West
Memphis, Ark.

Motorist kills woman on sidewalk
SEATTLE (AP) — A motorist
angered by blocked traffic drove
her car onto a sidewalk and ran
over a woman three times, killing
her, police said.
Janice M. Gaston was dragged
about 40 feet the first time the car
hit her early Wednesday, witnesses
told police. The car stopped,
backed up and ran over her again,
then hit her a third time, witnesses
said.
The car was found several hours
later about five blocks away, police
spokesman Hal Kulgren said.

Officer Jeffrey Barnes said Gaston and three other women were
standing at a corner talking to a
male friend whose van was blocking traffic.
A woman motorist pulled up
behind the van, but the man did not
move and a violent argument
ensued, Barnes said.
The motorist then drove onto the
sidewalk and struck Gaston headon, said Barnes.
Police were searching for the
driver and her passenger. Kulgren
said.
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opened with the United States to
discuss simultaneous parallel
inspections of suspected nuclear
weapons sites in both Koreas.
The United States, closely allied
with Seoul, has been reluctant to
deal directly with North Korea,
with which it has no formal ties.
The United States fought on
South Korea's side in the 1950-53
Korean War, and keeps 40,000
troops in South Korea under a
mutual defense treaty.
The Yonhap News Agency,
quoting an unidentified Seoul government official, said the United
States would complete withdrawal
of its nuclear weapons from South
Korea by the end of this year.
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New
Arrivals

If you're persistently irritable, you must learn to control
your anger. •is Think back and
try to recognize the symptoms
that preceded your past outbursts. sis Look for the cause of
your anger. If you can identify
the source, you can try to direct
rational displeasure at the right
person. 4111 Once you recognize
that an outburst is near, try to
distract yourself. Refocus. Tell
yourself its not that important.
Breathe deep. Read a magazine. Takes walk. Hit a pillow.
Whatever you do,it doesn't have
tobeanythingbig. Itsimply has
to distract you. go

FREE TIE
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only
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The Perfect Gift Is Found At
Corn-Austin...
Everyone's Favorite Store!
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(BOY'S DEPARTMENT

Enjoy fried chicken, mashed potatoes and
gravy, hot soups, muffins, rolls, desserts and more!
All the country cooking you can eat plus all of
your regular favorites from our Golden Choice Buffet.TN
Its a whole new meal every day!

$4.89 Lunch

Alexander Julian)
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"keep cool"
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The five gold rings might be more of a
bargain than last year, but the overall price tag for the slew of gifts in
"The Twelve Days of Christmas" still rose slightly in 1991.
It would cost S15,455.79 to buy your "true love" everything on the
list, from a partridge in a pear tree to 12 drummers drumming, according to J. Patrick Bradley, an economist who has been computing the
cost since 1984.
This year's cost was up $224.07 from last year, a 1.47 percent
increase. That's better that the government's Consumer Price Index,
with rose 2.9 percent from 1990, said Bradley, chief economist at Provident National Bank.
Bradley said his Christmas Price Index avoided a bigger jump
because gold prices dropped 31.3 percent and because the gifts do not
include any spending on health care or housing, the biggest contributors to the nation's spiraling costs.
"This is certainly not an indicator of inflation," Bradley said. "But
even in bad times, people can look at this and get a good laugh out of
it.,,
Rising labor costs contributed the most to this year's price jump,
even for the eight maids a-milking who get minimum wage for an
hour, he said.
Here's the complete list, with prices:
•A partridge in a pear tree, $27.50, up 2 cents.
*Two turtle doves, $50, unchanged.
'Three French hens, $15, unchanged.
*Four calling birds, $280, unchanged.
'Five gold rings, $412.50, down from $600.
'Six geese a-laying, $150. unchanged.
'Seven swans a-swimming, $7,000, unchanged.
*Eight maids a-milking, $34, up from $30.40.
'Nine ladies dancing, $2,555.72, up from $2,417.90.
'Ten lords a-leaping, $2,839.69, up from $2,686.56.
*Eleven pipers piping, $1,003.86, up from $947.70.
*Twelve drummers drumming, $1,087.52, up from $1,026.68,

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
The United States has begun withdrawing its tactical nuclear weapons from South Korea and will
finish by year's end, a report said
Thursday.
It is hoped that the U.S. withdrawal will pave the way for North
Korea to allow inspections of its
nuclear facilities.
On Monday, the Communist
North appeared to drop its longstanding refusal to do so, saying it
would allow nuclear inspections
when the United States "begins to
withdraw' its nuclear weapons
from South Korea.
At the same time, however, it
also said that direct talks should be

fighters were dispatched to a structure fire at 635 S. Fourth St. A
two-car garage containing two
pick-up trucks was engulfed in
flames. The vehicles and numerous
tools were a total loss. (See front
page picture.)

arrival, the occupant was found
unharmed, but the Toyota was on
fire. Firefighters suppressed the
blaze with water until the Calloway
County Fire and Rescue team
arrived.
At 1:30 p.m. Thursday, 14 fire-

Price of'12 Days of Christmas rises

HOG MARKET

Stock Market
Report

vehicle fire at Dwain Taylor's
Chevrolet after an Oldsmobile had
run off the road and struck two
Chevrolet trucks. The car then
caught on fire which was extinguished with two booster lines.
At 10:16 a.m. Thursday, two
firefighters were called with the
department's rescue vehicle to an
accident on Highway 299 approximately one mile from Stella. Upon
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